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PREFACE 

 
The New Millennium NoteBooks, based on The 

Chrysalis Teachings, will benefit those seeking to become 
better people by allowing them to ponder the fact that 
they are not alone in this universe; that there is structure 
to their path and definite goals ahead to continually 
strive for.  

I believe that these teachings will allow people to 
finally understand their dual nature; that without 
allowing the growth of the soul to take place they are not 
much higher on the evolutionary pole than the animals. 
Someday the animals will evolve to the same stage as a 
human who is not expressing the soul. When people begin 
to understand this, they will begin to look at life 
differently and will be more willing to stay on the 
spiritual path of progress  

The New Millennium NoteBooks are roadmaps for 
growth – physically, emotionally, mentally and 
spiritually, and serve to educate and explain much that 
remains a mystery. I believe that if people could get a big 
picture of where they came from and how they developed, 
it would serve them well in their interactions with each 
other and help promote peace in the world.  

These notebooks cover a wide range of topics 
encompassing all spiritual disciplines. They are divided 
into three sections, “Windows on the Past,” “Journeys in 
the Present” and “Pathways to the Future.” 
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FROM THE AUTHOR 
 
I am a professional musician. I play and teach six 

instruments and compose music. I have been an organist 
and choir director for many different spiritual 
denominations and have also taught vocal music in 
private elementary and pre-schools. In the past I played 
in the pit orchestra for a musical theater group and also 
in a dance band, eventually having my own dance band. I 
have played numerous solo appearances, some on TV and 
played a Christmas Eve church service for former 
President Ford and his family in Vail, Colorado. Along 
with music, my career has also included involvement with 
the arts of painting, writing, dance and theater that led to 
my writing two musical plays with original music.  

I live with my husband Lyle in Grand Junction, 
Colorado. Our son Neil, who did the artwork for all of the 
New Millennium Notebooks, is a computer scientist and 
amateur photographer. He lives in California with his 
wife Claudia, daughter Fiorella and son Leland. Without 
his help not only for the artwork, but also in keeping my 
computer operating properly, these books probably would 
not have come into being.  

I’ve been blessed with the privilege or gift of 
“knowing” many spiritual truths. It seems that some part 
of my makeup has the ability to “know” and “see” into 
different time periods of the past. I call this higher aspect 
of my soul the “TimeTraveler.” Actually being a musician, 
it was the vibrations of music that I’ve been exposed to 
since the age of four that enables me to have this insight. 
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The TimeTraveler is the transformer of the vibrations 
and the interpreter of higher plane information on which 
I rely to understand the thought pictures I access.  

 

 
 

The TimeTraveler 
 
The TimeTraveler rides on his magic carpet of time 

powered by the vibration of the colors of the rainbow 
which match the vibrations of the musical scale of C. The 
TimeTraveler himself vibrates at the tone of “middle C.” 
He has the ability to travel instantly to any time period of 
the universe. A small picture of him will appear at the 
beginning of the material given by the TimeTraveler for 
each chapter. 

I hope you will allow yourself to imagine that 
perhaps I have been given incredible insight into some of 
the mysteries of the universe. Please allow your mind to 
expand and wonder “what if” it all took place as shown to 
me. 

 
 

These teachings will clearly show that 
Birth (Creation) and Development (Evolution) 

go hand in hand. 
You cannot have one without the other. 
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Harmony in the Universe 

Poem by Norma 
 

In the vastness of space 
And in the stillness of time 

There is a Harmony 
Causing the stars to shine. 

 
Each star on its own 

Would look black in space 
But there is a Harmony 

That lights up each one’s face. 
 

The vastness of the universe 
Seems so huge and strange 

But there is a Harmony 
That round about does range. 

 
There is no wind as such 

No sound of anything 
But there is a Harmony 

That makes it seem to sing. 
 

All around we sense our God 
In all His many forms 

Be glad there is a Harmony 
That brings Him to our arms. 

 
If all were truly still 

And all were truly dark 
Then we’d have no Harmony 
Naught would leave a mark. 
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When looking at the heavens 
And sending thoughts to God 
Be sure to feel this Harmony 
Tis’ the way we all must trod. 

 
 Harmony is God, my friend 

In everything we do 
This Harmony is God, so 
Let the Harmony be you. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Under the banner of “Windows of the Past,” this 

first volume is “The TimeLine of Eternity.” This book is 
based on a small portion of an actual timeline that runs 
from the beginning of time to three hundred years into 
the future. I use the timeline as a dividing line between 
the physical world and the unseen, ethereal world.  

 

 
 

Example of TimeLine Used as the Line of Demarcation 
 
The line through the middle is the TimeLine of 

Eternity showing years. By putting the events in the 
physical world above this line I have attempted to 
correlate them with events shown underneath the line 
that happened at the same time in the ethereal or unseen 
world. This will help us gain insight into the large 
unending universe. We learn how it all began, starting 
with an inside look at the “big bang.” From here we 
progress to a look at the Creator’s mind and follow the 
birth and development (creation and evolution) of our 
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universe, our galaxy, our solar system and our planet 
with the different kingdoms including the human 
kingdom. 
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Chapter One 
 

INTRODUCTION FOR THE TIMELINE  
 

s I turned off the music playing from my MP3 
player, I said to my son, Neil, “Music is the 

creator of all life.” 
“What?” he said startled. “What are you talking 

about? How can you make a statement like that?” he 
asked. 

As we sat on the rocks looking out over the Pacific 
Ocean, we were having one of our many discussions on 
the mysteries of life; about how it all began and the 
meaning of life in all its forms.  

 

 
 

Neil sitting on the Rocks at Morro Bay, California 

A 
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We loved the ocean and were at Morro Bay sitting 

on the rocks below the huge Morro Rock watching the 
otters as they swam along the shore close to the rocks. 
Neil is an amateur photographer and was trying to take a 
picture of one who was there now lying on his back 
sunning himself. We enjoyed the birds flitting back and 
forth near us singing their songs and felt the spray on our 
faces as the strong wind blew it in towards us. This same 
very strong wind had knocked me off my feet a few 
minutes before and I was now nursing my bruised and 
bleeding elbow which had helped break my fall. I was 
trying to heal it by increasing the vibrations in that area 
by mentally hearing musical chords. 

When Neil had finished taking pictures and dusk 
had settled in, I said to him, “When you really think 
about it, vibration is the creator of all life and this 
vibration is actually music in its most glorious form.” 

He thought about this for a moment and replied, 
“Maybe the Creator doesn’t even know what created Him. 
Most of us don’t know instinctively what created us. We 
learn about it through our parents and teachers as we 
grow up, but there was no one older than the Creator to 
educate Him as to how he came into being.” 

I replied, “You know, the Creator could be 
considered a scientific reaction to circumstances. Maybe 
this is really and truly the secret of the universe – a 
scientific response on which all of creation was based and 
is still based. Perhaps the Creator of all is a scientific 
reaction to circumstances in the ethereal or unseen realm 
that manifest, then, in the physical realm. As the result of 
these scientific reactions, the Creator, of which we are a 
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part, was responsible for the enhancement and beauty 
and wonder that came afterwards.”  

“Yeah,” Neil agreed, “when you really think about 
it, evolution was also spawned by scientific reactions. The 
scientific laws of the universe would be unchanging and 
continuous and would build upon themselves with each 
generation of evolution becoming more splendid.”  

“Yes,” I said warming to the subject. “Say it all 
began with a single vibration in a black hole of eternity. 
Once this vibration began it couldn’t be stopped. We are 
actually creators of our own universe, not only on a small 
size scale, but also on a large scale. We are all creators of 
the splendor and beauty because we are all a spark off of 
the original energy that developed in the dark, still, 
freezing area of the original black hole. We will have 
continuous opportunity to create throughout eternity, 
because this vibration, once begun, can’t be stopped. Even 
if returning to a black hole, it will only await the 
beginning anew of a vibration for rebirth. You, me and 
everyone else on the earth are the future and are 
responsible for its continuing progress and evolvement. 
There is no one ‘up there’ that is giving original orders. 
The line of guidance evolved from scientific reactions. 
Evolution will always continue to evolve from scientific 
reactions.” 

“Why don’t we follow the spray that the wind is 
kicking up into the air and see if we can contact the 
TimeTraveler and have him fill us in on some of the 
mysteries of life,” I continued. 

“Sounds like a good idea to me,” Neil replied. 
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The Dual Nature of Humans 
The dual nature of humans is one of the mysteries 

of life. There is an outer experience and an inner 
experience both going on at the same time. The oceans 
are good examples of this dual nature of all things in 
existence. 

Picture the outer experiences of life as a ship 
traveling over the surface of the water. Underneath this 
ship, deep down in the water, there is much going on that 
is not visible to us while we are caught up watching the 
movement and beauty of the ship. Even those aboard the 
ship experiencing the bouncing of the waves do not see 
the teeming life below the surface. Below the surface of 
the water there are entirely different aspects to existence 
than above. For instance, gravity is different and also the 
means of sustaining life are quite different. 

One concept that I’d like to explain before getting 
into the creation of the universe is that of the “Line of 
Demarcation.” For every event that has taken place in our 
endless universe there has been an equally important 
event taking place under the surface. I like to call the 
imaginary line that divides the two different realms the 
Line of Demarcation. Events below the line take place in 
the unseen realm – the ethereal or spiritual realm; events 
above the line take place in the physical realm. These two 
areas have different vibratory rates; the vibrations are 
actually much more powerful below the Line of 
Demarcation. It is the strong pull of these vibrations from 
below that cause the collapsing back into itself of the 
matter in manifestation, be it a planet or a human. 
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The Chrysalis Teachings that these notebooks are 
based on, are the events that took place below the Line of 
Demarcation in the universe – unseen or spiritual events. 
I have laid out a timeline of physical happenings in our 
universe and tied the Chrysalis Teachings to them. This 
will give a picture of spiritual events in the ethereal 
realm that caused manifestation in the physical realm 
showing how the spiritual and physical events mesh 
together. Once we are on the TimeLine, through the 
magic of the TimeTraveler, we will be given an outline of 
the events leading up to the present and beyond. Let’s get 
on the Carpet of Time with the TimeTraveler and learn 
what these events will be. Let’s dive below the “surface of 
the water,” as in our analogy of the ship, and journey 
back in time to the beginning of our universe. 
1st TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• We’ve reached our destination – the beginning of 
the TimeLine of Eternity. We’ll take a look at the 
buildup of vibration inside the original black hole 
in the ethereal realm. The vibrations build up and 
implode, then build up again causing the first 
nuclear explosion. 

• The subatomic particles are blasted outward and 
upward above the line of demarcation and form an 
ice lattice superstructure for our universe. 

• The mind of the Creator was developed in the 
black hole and was given birth at the time of the 
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big bang – the nuclear explosion. This mind 
expands and sets the pattern for all to come 
afterwards. 

• The principle of “like attracts like” comes into play 
and the galaxies, stars, suns and planets are 
formed. 

 
2nd TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• At the TimeSpot of five billion years ago, the event 
taking place in the unseen or ethereal realm was 
the first pass of our planet through the Milky Way 
Galaxy which will be referred to as the Oversoul. 
This force field is orbiting the solar system as we 
are but at a very slow rate of speed. Earth has 
been moving with the Milky Way Galaxy for as 
long as humanity remembers. As our planet passes 
through this force field it causes transitional 
periods for planet earth. 

• In the physical realm the event taking place during 
the first pass through the Oversoul was the 
formation of our sun. 

• The TimeSpot of four and a half billion years ago 
found the formation of our planet taking place. 

• The Elemental Kingdom came into being with 
much difficulty. There were continuous explosions 
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accompanying the birth of the planet because it 
didn’t separate from the black hole of birth when it 
should have and was being fed too much energy 
from this vortex. 

• The Astronomical Kingdom began with a cloud of 
energy that made up a force field of electrical 
current surrounding each planet. It was made up 
of pieces of matter from the original explosion of 
the birth of the planet and mixed with debris that 
was the remnants from a planet that blew up. 

• The Atmospheric Kingdom began after the 
formation of the force field, with weather patterns 
brought about by currents of interaction between 
the planet’s force field and the original make-up of 
the cosmos. 

• The Prismatic Kingdom began with the first 
faculty of light to become apparent in the universe 
– the fire at the time of the nuclear explosion. This 
fire was caused by friction between the outside 
pressure and the inside pressure of the original 
vacuum and ignited itself into what we now call 
lightning. 

• At four billion years ago in the ethereal realm, the 
second pass of the planet through the Oversoul 
took place. In the physical realm the result of this 
was the beginning of life on earth with the first 
bacteria, although not large enough to be seen, and 
the formation of an atmosphere. 

• The Geological Kingdom had its actual start about 
four billion years ago and was followed by the 
Botanical Kingdom about three billion years ago. 
The splitting into bisexual plants took another two 
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billion years placing that date at one and a half 
billion years ago. 

 
3rd TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• Nine hundred million years ago the third pass 
through the Oversoul took place. This was a 
transitional period and the beginning development 
of the Biological Kingdom. The actual start of the 
Biological Kingdom could be placed at seven 
hundred million years ago. 

• Spaceships from Andromeda discovered the 
amoeba. 

• The formation of the Biological Kingdom was an 
involved process with a mini-transitional period 
between each stage. These periods were caused by 
solar flares bringing advancements in the evolving 
brain cells of the “animal” kingdom. 

• The first Solar Flare took place two hundred 
million years ago bringing about the first mini-
transitional period and the development of animals 
with double stomachs. 
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4th TimeSpot 
 

 
  
 At seventy million years ago the second Solar Flare 
took place and brought about the second mini-transitional 
period. 

• The second trip by the Andromidans also took 
place 

• At twenty million years ago the third Solar Flare 
took place bringing the third mini-transitional 
period. 

• The third trip by spacemen took place. This time 
they were from the Pleadias. 

 
5th TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• The Biological Kingdom followed the evolution of 
sound. First was aquatic life, then the reptile 
stage, and then hoofed animals. This was followed 
by heavy furred animals and then early man or 
cave man. The animals began standing on their 
hind legs to reach for food. 
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6th TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• Up until nine hundred thousand years ago the first 
chakra was all that existed. At this time it was 
sealed over and the development of the second 
chakra, the sacral plexus, took place. This was 
done by the insemination of genes from the higher 
planes. 

• At seven hundred thousand years ago the second 
round of inseminations took place and the third 
chakra, the solar plexus was brought into being. 

• This was followed rather quickly at six hundred 
thousand years ago by the third round of 
inseminations and the development of the fourth 
chakra, the heart chakra. This was needed and 
necessary at this time to save the experiment of 
the human race. 

• After the fourth chakra was in place the divine 
sparks, (pieces of the shattered mind of the 
Creator) who had been floating around waiting, 
made their first try at entering the animal bodies. 
They found they couldn’t control the animal bodies 
and had to pull back out of the forms. 
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7th TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• Ninety thousand years ago the fourth round of 
inseminations was done bringing in the fifth 
chakra, the throat, and the ability to speak. The 
fourth trip was also made by spacemen from the 
Pleadias.  

• The fifth round of inseminations was done fifty 
thousand years ago forming the sixth chakra. The 
divine sparks reentered the bodies after the fifth 
round of inseminations took place. This was at the 
fifth trip of spacemen from Sirion and others (fifth 
day Biblically speaking). This was at the time of 
Lemuria. 

• This was the actual start of human beings where 
spiritual evolution and physical evolution met. 
Humans, meaning half animal/half man, were 
created when the divine sparks began to enter the 
refined animal forms for the second time to learn 
and experience the animalistic nature of earth so 
that they would have control of the planet. 

• At the time of Atlantis storms practically destroyed 
this beautiful earth. The cavemen were going to 
destroy it themselves if the Creator didn’t, so He 
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cleaned it up. The most advanced of the cave men 
along with the most advanced of the animals were 
saved and He started His creation over. This is 
where the Biblical story of Noah and the Ark 
enters the picture. 

• The sixth round of inseminations was made at ten 
thousand years ago and brought the seventh or 
crown chakra. This sixth trip by spacemen was 
made with ships from Venus. 

• This is the point where the chapter of Genesis in 
the Bible starts. Passages in Genesis were still 
dealing with the insemination experiments of the 
space people. These experiments were in getting a 
line of more highly evolved humans started; not 
only started, but controlled as far as having 
anything further to do with those coming from a 
more pure animal background. 

 
8th TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• Nine thousand years ago the splitting of the divine 
spark into positive and negative energy, male and 
female halves, took place. This was the real 
meaning of the Biblical story of Adam and Eve. It 
was really just a matter of the two halves not being 
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allowed to reincarnate together on the earth plane 
anymore – Adam standing for the male half and 
Eve the female half. Actually, the true meaning of 
the “pulling” of Eve from Adam’s rib was the 
forming of a new personality.  

• At the time of the restructuring of the physical 
form the sealing over of the root chakra, the 
kundalini, closed off the original memories. This 
allowed new thoughts and ideas to be pulled 
through or out of, if you will, the original atom. 

• Space flights were made from Clarion, Norma and 
Edentia. 

• The Biblical Garden of Eden was an experiment to 
give more nourishment for the evolving animals. It 
was begun at the same time as the restructuring of 
the chakras. It was realized that this nutrition was 
going to be responsible for a large part of the 
refinement of the physical forms on this planet 
earth. 

• Approximately seven thousand years ago the 
House of David was split and half put in the 
garden and half kept out. 

• Spacemen introduced fire and the wheel. 
• From approximately 5,000 B.C. to 2,000 B.C. was 

the period between the Old and New Testaments of 
the Bible. 

• The seventh round of inseminations bringing in 
the eighth chakra was started two thousand years 
ago and is still ongoing. This was the seventh day 
(Biblically speaking). 

• The New Testament started with the birth of 
Jesus. 
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9th TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• Energy transfers in technological advances will be 
from higher kingdoms to lower kingdoms. The 
ability to someday be able to do this began with the 
inventions of the camera, radio, and television. 
They are all doing energy transfers. Some are 
transferring energy within the same kingdom, 
others from one kingdom to another. The goal is to 
be able to transfer energy from one dimension to 
another – between planets in other words. 

• Space ships began to reappear around the time of 
the introduction of electricity. 

 
10th TimeSpot 
 

 
 

• It will be discovered that spaceships and aliens are 
the other half of the souls on earth manifesting in 
another dimension. Our ability to see into other 
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dimensions is increasing, therefore more are being 
seen. 

• There is a limited amount of atomic material 
allotted for each universe and it is being depleted 
bringing on a weakened immune system that can’t 
sustain life in a polluted atmosphere (the disease 
we call AIDS). We will be literally killing ourselves 
if pollution is not stopped. 

• The new Science of Music will be the ultimate way 
of saving the planet and its inhabitants. It will 
bring new healing, new energy and new methods of 
cleaning up and preventing pollution through 
Vibratory Charts that will show compatibility 
between the different kingdoms. 
The New Millennium NoteBooks are based on the 

Chrysalis Teachings. It is my hope that these teachings 
will assist the growth of the world into peace and joy by 
stretching our minds and breaking us out of the shells of 
old thinking. 
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Chapter Two 
 

THE BIRTH OF OUR UNIVERSE 
 

rom high up on Mt. Evans in Colorado my son 
Neil had his tripod sat up to take pictures. He 

was on vacation from his home in California and had 
wanted to get in some picture taking. It had clouded up 
and suddenly it was raining. We made a mad dash for the 
car. After the storm had passed, we were treated to a 
beautiful rainbow. We were actually above the rainbow 
looking down on it. 
 

 
 

Rainbow, Mt. Evans, Colorado 

F 
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“Rainbows are one of the most marvelous things in 
nature,” I said to Neil. “I believe they were given to us to 
allow our mind to travel beyond everyday thinking. How 
can anyone look at a rainbow and not wonder where you 
would arrive if you could literally get on the rainbow and 
travel its path?” 

“Yeah,” said Neil, “Do you remember the double 
one we saw in the canyon behind our house?” 

“I sure do,” I replied, “and how about the upside 
down rainbow we saw in Nevada after Mt. St. Helens 
erupted?” 

“I remember that.” said Neil, “It was caused by the 
distortion in the atmosphere from the moisture and ash 
after the eruption.” 

I replied, “Rainbows are the result of a scientific 
happening. A rainbow is a reflection of the direct rays of 
the sun shining into our moisture laden atmosphere. 
These rays use the shiny, wet surface of the clouds behind 
as a mirror to reflect off of and appear as a rainbow in our 
skies.” 

“Yeah,” Neil said, “it’s a reflection of the sun’s rays 
coming off of the force field that surrounds the earth. A 
rainbow is a direct reflection of that energy, but is 
reflecting only a portion of the force field. The rest of it is 
obscured always by the shadow of the earth. This is why 
rainbows are arched; the shadow of the earth is blocking 
the rest of the field.” 

 “For a moment let’s pretend that we can access the 
rest of the field of energy,” I said. “Let’s get on the magic 
rainbow carpet now and go with the TimeTraveler deep 
within the cosmos to the beginning of the TimeLine of 
Eternity. Here we will experience the events that led up 
to the ‘big bang’ which brought our universe into being.” 
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The Perfect Vacuum 
In the beginning there was nothing but a vacuum. 

This vacuum was in the ethereal realm to begin with. The 
original black hole or cocoon of ethereal matter of which 
you and I were a part, formed out of nothingness. A 
vacuum so intense with “nothing” will eventually produce 
a gaseous substance. This gaseous substance, the ethereal 
matter that forms because of the dark, freezing stillness, 
is another aspect of eternity, the same as the fact that 
there is no time or space in eternity. Where this matter 
came from or how it came about has no answer. It just 
was.  

To explain further, although there was no 
atmosphere as we know it, there was a beginning of 
ethereal matter. This ethereal matter “sat” long enough 
that it began to deteriorate or rot. When something goes 
through this process it begins to give off a gas. This 
particular gas was odorless and colorless but was the 
beginning of an atmosphere. This atmosphere contained 
the ingredients to cause it to freeze. The freezing 
temperatures eventually began to “hatch,” you might say, 
into different frequencies. These frequencies then begin to 
stir around and cause heat which allowed the process of 
forming a cocoon to take place. This cocoon consisted of all 
the frequencies reacting to each other and becoming 
stronger and stronger. This is when the tear in them took 
place. 

The “ingredients,” you might call them, of scientific 
elements were gases, causing frequencies combined with 
total darkness and freezing temperatures. This 
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combination in any lab today will cause a reaction of some 
kind depending on what gas is present. The gas that was 
present at the beginning is not available anywhere on the 
planet today, so these scientific reactions cannot be 
duplicated.  

The darkness had a vibration to it. You see absence 
of sound, or vibration, will eventually produce a vibration 
due to a natural tendency to want balance. With the 
“nothing” it wanted “something,” so this “something” 
came into being as a vibration. A mixture of all potential 
colors of light (and corresponding musical tones) is what 
the darkness consisted of. 

It is impossible for you and I to conceive of total 
darkness, stillness and freezing temperatures in physical 
matter being able to cause life, but this is exactly what it 
takes in the ethereal realm. The combination of these 
three items causes a coming to life of ethereal matter. 
These factors are as close as anyone is capable of giving to 
explain the beginning of creation. As far as where this 
first bit of ethereal matter originated there is no 
explanation available. 

Through those from the musical universe, I was 
given a look at the first evolving universe. By way of an 
explanation of each stage of build-up from the musical 
universe, I saw what took place as though from the inside 
of the events looking out. You were also part of this so I 
ask you to please put yourself in there with me as we go 
through the build-up leading eventually to the big bang. 

The first phase of the budding universe was an 
endless, identical frequency of light that you and I were a 
part of. The absence of difference is what makes the basic 
building block for all things. As far as where this 
frequency of light came from, it just always was.  
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The second phase of the evolving universe was 
when the original vibration that we were part of below 
the line of demarcation caused a tear in the cocoon of 
ethereal matter that was the absolute beginning of all. In 
this case it tore away the skin containing the darkness, 
the black hole. This was the original black hole that has 
existed forever. Eternity is timeless. This black hole is 
still there in the exact same place. There is no time or 
space in eternity. It just is. 

The third phase of the universe was when the 
cocoon unfolded its petals. It was an unfolding of 
“nothing;” it was complete stillness, frozen and dark that 
unfolded its petals like a tear in the lining of our universe 
which was caused by a vibration that came from the 
stillness. 

The fourth phase of the universe came into being 
after the vibration caused the tear and the petals of this 
ethereal matter unfolded allowing the budding universe 
to rise above the line of demarcation – up from the 
internal dark hole into the manifested plane. This tiny 
little bit of vibration expanded to fill the total vacuum of 
allness that it found above the line of demarcation. This 
vacuum was not the same as you and I would picture a 
vacuum because our vacuum denotes an absence of light. 
When this tiny bit of vibration rose up and expanded, the 
vacuum was filled with light – not visible light, but 
invisible and balanced light. Balanced light means an 
identical frequency throughout every square mile of 
eternity. It is difficult for us to picture an endless vacuum 
such as this because for me to even write about it defines 
it with borders in our mind. It had no borders then, it has 
no borders now. It just was. The best thing for us to 
compare it to is, perhaps, the air we breathe, the 
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atmosphere of our particular domain. At this point the 
pressure forces caused the vacuum to form “condensation” 
inside its area of containment. The very frequency that 
filled the vacuum was so potent, so powerful, that it 
caused a heating up of the space above the line of 
demarcation. The space the vacuum filled was frozen 
before the light flooded it. This caused the condensation. 
When heat meets ice there is condensation. In this case it 
was droplets of condensed primal gas. This was the 
manifestation of the first physical matter in the entire 
universe. When the heat met the frozen nothingness it 
also caused a “whirlwind,” so to speak, to develop. (We 
could compare this to the solar wind in our solar system.) 
This caused a buildup of air pressure and clouds that 
caused the forming of condensation inside the cloud, or 
bubble, of primal gases. There were two primal gases, 
hydrogen being one and what I will term “ash” because 
our planet has no name for it, being the other. It was 
totally absorbed during the coming explosion. It is found 
in rare bits of elemental matter but not on our planet. 

The fifth stage was when the condensation inside 
the vacuum which had actually started as one droplet, or 
atom, split leaving two atoms, or “droplets” of 
condensation bringing into being the manifestation of 
colors. This allowed these frequencies that filled the 
vacuum to express as beautiful, vibrating colors. The two 
atoms were infinitesimal in size, one positive and one 
negative, bringing about the first manifestation of male 
and female energies. Are you still with me and able to 
picture all this? 

With the sixth stage, each universe was becoming 
more glorious than the previous one. The colors of the 
fifth universe, by their very vibrancy and beauty, brought 
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about this sixth universe of atmospheric conditions that 
changed the colors into one glorious color of light, that of 
crystalline white. The atmospheric conditions were 
caused by the friction of the colors and the musical 
sounds combined. 

The seventh stage was the actual beginning of 
creation. The potential of enormous growth and evolution 
was present in the fifth and sixth stages of the universe 
and produced atmospheric effects that manifested in 
matter as clouds. The clouds became surging, pregnant 
units of force made up of frequency. The vacuum became 
so great that it caused an implosion, a vacuum “sucking” 
into itself. After the seventh puff or cloud pulsation, 
(which can be compared to sexual orgasm in humans) the 
build-up into glorious beauty could not be contained. It 
caused the stripping away of each universe in a receding 
order falling clear back to the beginning, only a 
transformed beginning. This transformed beginning 
started the identical buildup as before. 

The first seven stages of the evolving universes 
were like seven puffs or pulsations of a mushroom cloud 
following an atomic bomb explosion. After the implosion 
of the seventh stage, the buildup leading to the explosion 
followed the same path as the first buildup. 

This time the seven universes were patterned into 
the ether as basic shapes of evolution. The seven different 
phases all became separate universes even though none of 
them supported physical life as you and I know it until 
the seventh universe was reached. The other universes 
exist in time and space and have their own forms of life. 
Because they do exist as separate universes, I was given 
pictures of them and their position in respect to the line of 
demarcation, (shown in each drawing) including the 
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musical tone and color they relate to. Everything that is 
given from the point of the “big bang” on takes place in 
the seventh universe – our universe, the one that we 
eventually ended up in. 

 
Universe #1 – Potential Differentiation 

Color of Red – Tone of C 

 
 

Absence of Sound Will Produce a Vibration 
 
Universe number one had only one mind, a large 

all-encompassing ability to know that it was the 
beginning and the end. This frequency was the frequency 
of universal thought before there were universes. There 
was nothing before this even frequency and there will be 
nothing after it. Nothing can ever disturb it, change it or 
stop it. This frequency encompasses and surpasses all 
frequencies. It permeates all things in all universes. This 
is called the Epicenter Frequency. 

Even though this universe was of all one mind, the 
potential to separate the mind into fragments was preset 
in the beginning. This potential differentiation is a very 
important part of the evolutionary process. This first 
universe, then, was based on identical frequency 
throughout with the potential to change. The 
transformation of the first universe into the second 
universe depended on these two factors, frequency and 
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potential or potential differentiation, being present in the 
beginning. 

 
Universe #2 - Potential Force 
Color of Orange – Tone of D 

 
 

Tear in Cocoon 
 
Universe number two was born or created over a 

long period of endless time. Because there was no time as 
we know it, it was just “being,” a state of stagnation 
combined with force. This is an upgrade situation from 
the first universe as it now becomes a matter of standing 
still while building the potential of expanding. Because 
the capabilities of this universe were locked into 
suspended animation, this second universe was blocked 
from realizing the possibility of becoming many different 
frequencies with many different rates of energy. This led 
to much frustration of the Creative Mind. This blockage 
caused the first hint of friction to come into being. The 
capabilities locked into suspended animation caused the 
combination of friction and force to combine into potential 
energy. We could term this universe as potential force. All 
things in all universes now have two building blocks 
combining matter (physical manifestation) and thought 
(spiritual manifestation). 
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Universe #3 - Potential Expansion 
Color of Yellow – Tone of E 

 
 

The Cocoon Unfolded its Petals 
 
The third universe is built on the building block 

called potential expansion for the possibility of outward 
movement of the original building blocks. It is made up of, 
under matter: differentiation, force and irritation; and 
under thought: potential, frustration and expansion. This 
is the third universe and this matter irritation combined 
with the thought of expansion brings about or 
accomplishes the next universe. 

 
Universe #4 - Manifestation of Sound 

Color of Green – Tone of F 

 
First Physical Matter 

 
Universe number four was created from friction 

and expansion of the vacuum as described in universe 
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number three. Know that the building blocks of the fourth 
universe are matter explosion or expansion, with thought 
relief, or end of frustration, or calmness, or balance. This 
new universe now has the immense capability of 
manifesting the combined aspects of matter which were 
formed in Universe #3 – differentiation, force and 
irritation (the positive or male aspects), into the aspects 
of thought, also formed in Universe #3 – potential, 
frustration and expansion (the negative or female 
aspects), and coming up with, or giving birth to, the 
Harmony of the Spheres. This fourth universe created the 
first sound as we know it. The universe before it had the 
potential to eventually do so but the actual manifestation 
of sound took place in the fourth universe. This 
manifestation of sound in physical matter took the form of 
a drop of condensation, the first matter in all of creation. 

 
Universe #5 - Manifestation of Color 

Color of Blue – Tone of G 
 

 
 

First Polarity 
 
The matter world, the drop of condensation, the 

first matter in the universe, was endlessly expanding and 
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led to more frustration of thought because this sound 
needed a way to express its individuality. This was 
accomplished by the droplet of condensation splitting in 
half and bringing into being the manifestation of colors. 
This allowed these frequencies to express as beautiful, 
vibrating colors. Each different frequency took on a glow 
or emanation due to the combining of vacuum with 
vibration. Vacuum has a depth to it and vibration a 
motion. Vibration is movement. Frequency is this 
movement applied to sound – music, in other words and 
interpreted mathematically. This is the basis of the color 
kingdom, the beginning of a glorious universe. 

 
Universe #6 - Crystalline White Light Fills Area 

Color of Indigo – Tone of A 
 

 
First Manifestation of Friction 

 
What one droplet took from the air the other 

returned. One half pulled more vacuum into it through 
suction, (the negative or female droplet, which is the 
manifestation of color) and the other half gave back or 
emitted material of the vacuum back into the vacuum, 
(the positive or male droplet, the manifestation of sound). 
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(One way of thinking of it is the act of sexual intercourse 
between humans, male, positive and female, negative.) 
These two droplets or atoms continued pulling in and 
emitting until an imbalance was achieved. Due to the 
increasing vibration and the motion caused by the heat of 
the colors, a frequency was set up that continued to build 
until something had to give. It eventually overbalanced 
and crystalline white light filled the area – visible white 
light this time, not invisible as before. 

 
 

 1st Universe #7 – Implosion 
Color of Violet – Tone of B 

 
Implosion 

When the buildup of the seven universes reached 
the same point the second time and imploded, the vacuum 
was unable to contain what had followed back into the 
tiny black hole.  
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2nd Universe #7 - Nuclear Explosion 
Color of Violet – Tone of B 

 
Explosion 

 
The Big Bang 

The droplets reunited and pushed the material 
contained in the droplets back out into what was left of 
the vacuum. This caused the explosion of the vacuum. 
The seven universes were like seven pulsations of a 
mushroom cloud following an atomic bomb explosion. We 
are still in the action of the big explosion. The explosion 
shattered all except one atom which was left perfect and 
whole, the hydrogen atom. This, then, was the birth of our 
Creator, the beginning of our universe, the seventh. You 
and I and everyone are “descended” you might say, from 
this seventh universe. We still have a long way to go in 
our travel on the timeline before we can actually reach 
anything we can relate to on a more personal level, but 
this is our “spiritual” family tree. 
Nuclear Energy is God  

The first nuclear explosion was actually what gave 
birth to our Creator. Nuclear energy is the Creator and, 
as such, is being misused. It should be worshiped and 
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revered and respected because it is the Creator. The 
original split of the atom was done the first time the 
energy reached the seventh stage (the first universe 
number seven). The implosion then allowed the buildup to 
our universe (the second universe number seven) to take 
place. When you think of it this way perhaps you can see 
why our nuclear physicist’s experiments are causing so 
much concern on the higher planets as far as the 
possibility of the splitting of the atom happening again. 
Regardless, the original split of the atom came from so 
much time and space ago that it is forever collapsed into 
that tiny black hole at the center of creation. 
Nuclear Explosion Compared to a Telescope 

The explosion after the second buildup sent out 
twelve streamers from the very front of the explosion in 
which the chain reactions took place. To help you get a 
picture of a chain reaction of a nuclear explosion, I’d like 
you to picture it as a telescope with sections that each fold 
into the other. The telescope originally extended out 
seven sections (the first seven stages of buildup) then 
collapsed back in. It then extended out to seven again (the 
second buildup) and twelve little telescopes went out from 
it this time – chain reactions in the nuclear explosion. We 
are in the action of one of these twelve streamers. These 
streamers are the galaxies. Twelve solar systems formed, 
or are forming, in each galaxy. 
Seventh Universe Transforming Universe 

The seventh universe of which our planet is a part 
is a transforming universe leading to the eighth universe, 
that of being one octave higher frequency than the first 
universe. It will have the same description as the first 
universe as being all the same, uniform frequency with 
one mind, only on an octave higher level. This new 
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frequency will have embedded in it all that happened on 
the evolutionary journey from the first universe number 
one. This will give the frequency a depth and fulfillment 
and capacity for calmness; an enrichment that the first 
universe was incapable of having until it started on its 
path of transformation to an octave higher frequency. 
Central Core is Life Force of All 

It all starts with the tiny black spot at the center of 
all universes. This tiny black spot is a tiny black hole of 
compressed space, and this is where the very high, most 
central, all powerful, original core of energy is to be found. 
The central core of the universe is the life force of all in it. 
It is made up of frequencies of energies that are so high in 
pitch that one second of a sound of them would split earth 
in half. Such a high frequency of pitch or vibration is 
unknown on the earth. This central core is the energy 
center of those extremely high frequencies. This energy is 
the Harmony of the Spheres. 
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Chapter Three 
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR UNIVERSE 
 

everal years ago Neil and my husband and I 
had the opportunity to visit Alaska. One of the 

highlights of the trip was a helicopter ride over a glacier. 
  “Wow, this is awesome,” Neil said with his 

voice full of excitement as our helicopter descended 
toward the glacier below us.  

 “I think glaciers are some of the most 
wondrous creations of nature,” I responded. 

The most memorable sights, the pictures that 
stayed with us, were the glimpses of beautiful blue ice 
that could be seen down inside the deep crevasses. The ice 
in glaciers is usually clear, coarsely crystalline and blue 
in color but there was a lot of dirt and debris on the top of 
this glacier due to volcanoes and other pollution. 

“Look at that beautiful patch of blue ice and water 
down there to our left,” Neil exclaimed.” 

“Some of these glaciers are very old,” I said. “It’s 
fascinating to me to think of a time when the whole 
planet was covered with ice during previous ice ages. 
Wouldn’t it be interesting to experience the original ice 
age?” 

We actually landed on the glacier itself for a few 
minutes. Our pilot didn’t think we should stay very long 
because the weather looked threatening. 

 

S 
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Neil & Helicopter on Glacier - Alaska 
 
 “Let’s follow the TimeTraveler as he takes us on 

another incredible journey and allows us to experience 
the events that followed the ‘big bang.’ He’ll take us back 
in time to the birth of the subatomic particles and the 
forming of the ice lattice, the superstructure of our 
universe,” I said. “Let’s ride the ‘Carpet of Time’ with him 
and using our imagination slide down inside one of the 
crevasses where we see the crystal blue ice,” I continued. 
“We’ll follow it back to the events that took place 
immediately after the big bang.” 

 

The Ice Lattice 
Instead of dissipating, like a cloud in our sky will 

break up and disappear, the remnants of the fiery gas of 
creation, hydrogen, were frozen for all time as they 
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drifted off into the absolute zero degrees of the virgin 
outer space in which the big bang took place. Here they 
formed a superstructure over everything. This 
superstructure or crystalline lattice, then, is frozen 
hydrogen in outer space.  

When something on earth is taken to absolute zero, 
this same crystalline lattice of frozen hydrogen will form 
over the substance you’re working with as a protective 
shell to preserve the life of the atoms locked inside. (This 
is actually why our scientists have not been able to get 
anything down to absolute zero. This lattice forms at the 
crucial moment as it did at the beginning of creation in 
outer space, in the frozen reaches of time.)  

 

 
 

Lattice is Frozen Hydrogen 
 
The Ice Lattice Superstructure  

The attracting and repelling forces of the universe 
came into being and caused the very first subatomic 
particles that exploded out of the black hole to 
immediately rush or expand into the vacuum. As they did, 
the process of forming a skim of ice took place as they 
cooled in the outer reaches of space. Thus began the 
clumping together that formed an ice superstructure or 
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lattice for the universes. As each of the seven explosions 
took place this superstructure was pushed further and 
further out to the sides of empty space and grew thicker 
and stronger with each explosion and more densely frozen 
each time it was pushed further and further into the 
outer reaches. This formed boundaries out to the side of 
our universe. No matter exploded above or below the 
black hole. The bottom of the black hole, the bottom of our 
universe in other words, is for all time leading into the 
black hole of condensed matter. 
Lattice Formation Similar to Ice in Tray 

To explain this ice lattice think of a slice of crystal 
or a thin piece of ice formed over water. One is, after all, 
the same as the other with the exception that the crystal 
has been hardened or solidified by intense, fast heat. It 
was instantaneous fusion of the atoms that made up the 
crystals on our planet. They are indeed drops of frozen 
moisture hardened or fused by heat. They were not frozen 
water; they were drops of condensation of gases.  

An example of a lattice would be the forming of ice 
crystals in a tray of water. It is the coming together in a 
“like attracts like” manner of freezing subatomic 
particles. When the temperature gets almost to the 
freezing point the particles rise in an effort to find heat, 
the heat that gave them birth. Failing to find heat they 
cling together and attract more to rise from the freezing 
liquid and join them, always in an attempt to find heat. 
Universes Vibrated to C Major Scale 

A lattice will form into patterns determined by the 
particles themselves. Each gas formed into its own frozen 
lattice with its own pattern and formed seven structures 
of contained universes. Out beyond these seven universes 
is the superstructure of the whole universe. Within each 
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of the seven structures of lattices the suns began their 
reflecting off of the angles created by the lattice and 
formed musical tones. The superstructure over the whole 
universe vibrates to the tone of C. Because it is still 
embedded in the black hole, the first universe also had 
the same tone, that of C. The second universe had a 
higher tone, that of D, as the result of its sun being 
reflected off the crystal lattice. It was influenced by the 
superstructure itself and tied to it as the second tone of a 
scale that had vibratory relationship and structure and 
meaning to it that involves music theory. The next 
universe formed the tone E, and so on up to the seventh 
universe, our universe, which formed the tone of B. All of 
these universe tones were caused by suns in the outside, 
between the universes and the superstructure of the total 
universe.  

These suns threw the reflections of the whole 
superstructure downward into the seven universes and 
colored the smaller suns within the seven universes with 
the different vibrations of the facets of the 
superstructure. Our universes will not be complete until 
the new universe, the eighth, is formed – the octave 
higher C. We are on the brink of it now. 

Each universe formed a lattice of twelve “corners,” 
if you will, because of the refraction from the 
superstructure, and each solar system formed in its own 
corner of the lattice. There is a distinct order to these 
solar systems. The lattice is responsible for the 
vibrations. Without the ice structure to reflect off of, the 
initial light would have scattered out into the far reaches 
of the universe. The forming of the superstructure 
allowed containment of the light and reflection of the 
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light, without which there could have been no vibrations 
and therefore no life forms. 
Lattice of Ice Formed at Big Bang 

To recap, the whole universe formed into a 
crystalline lattice at the time of the big bang. It is in the 
forming of the lattice that we find the necessary processes 
to give birth to new creations. The grid map that we have 
over our planet is a small part of this crystalline lattice of 
the universe. The rays of the suns between the universes 
and the superstructure strike the crystalline lattice 
containing each universe and cause several reactions to 
take place. To begin with, it separates the universe into a 
network of vibratory fields which manifest in different 
dimensions. These dimensions then operate and grow and 
evolve within their own vibratory field. 

Picture it as a crystal or diamond that the sun 
shines on. Each facet of the crystal will give off or emit 
the colored light of its particular musical tone. There are 
twelve musical tones in each crystalline lattice that 
formed at beginning creation. These lattices are made up 
of ice that formed out of the superstructure of the 
explosion. They became frozen streams of time and space. 
This was the theory behind the huge crystal at Atlantis.  
Ice Lattice Similar to Crystal at Atlantis 

The Crystal of Atlantis was dark red but had a 
mottled look, showing dark and light spots in the inside. 
It was fairly large in size, about thirty feet in diameter at 
the bottom, narrowing in to perhaps five feet at the 
crown. It was based on mathematics; it was faceted 
according to the mathematical calculations of the course 
of the sun. It did not track by turning but tracked the sun 
by faceting. Because the sun was constantly moving, this 
involved a series of facets so fine as to be almost one solid 
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ring around the crystal. And there was more than one 
ring. There were seven rings around the crystal all 
faceted or carved with the most intricate, precision-like 
cuts. The cuts caught the sun’s rays and each ring caught 
them differently according to its pattern. 

The reflected auras of the crystal were then caught 
and harnessed at different areas of the land. The 
channels between each facet allowed maximum storage of 
the ray in any particular area at one time. Then it would 
be picked up by the next “station.”  One ring was for air 
transportation, one was for communication with space 
ships, one was for energy to run pumping systems for 
irrigation purposes, one was for growing food itself and 
the final one, as far as being useful to everyone, was for 
healing the people. There was one more that was used for 
secret work by the priests. The topmost ring itself was 
used to energize the crystal so the other six rings were 
more potent than they would have been without the 
seventh or top ring. It was an accentuator ring. 

The color of red came from the stone the crystal 
was carved from. It was polished and the surface was 
smooth with all the intricate faceting being on the 
underneath side. If the facets had been directly exposed 
to the sun it would immediately have caused havoc in all 
the land due to the chaotic and powerful rays that would 
have been shooting off the crystal. The only way to control 
it was to have the facets on the underneath side and then 
control them with the accentuating ring at the top of the 
crystal. This was all mathematically designed. The stone 
that was used was brought from another planet. There is 
no such stone available on the earth today.  
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Lattice Preserved Atomic bits of Matter 
Because this lattice formed over the substance of 

which our universe was made, it preserved the integrity 
of the atomic bits of matter, you and me. In other words, 
we were not destroyed; we were allowed to live and to 
start the process of evolution because of the protective 
crystalline lattice. 

At the implosion when the two droplets fused, 
splatters of droplets were moved off from them, some 
before the fusion, which accounts for either negative or 
positive particles, and some even after they fused, which 
accounts for neutral or fused particles. They were drawn 
into the black hole of implosion in this form of already 
being either male, female or fused. They were then 
blasted back out in intense heat. This caused instant 
hardening into individual particles programmed for all 
time, locked inside of their beingness as either positive, 
negative or fused energies.  

These are our subatomic particles, the protons, 
neutrons and electrons. The first implosion drew these 
particles into the frozen reaches below the line of 
demarcation. At this time they were exposed to an intense 
blast of heat, a very quick burst of heat that crystallized 
them.  

This is when the subatomic particles went into a 
state of stoppage of activity, a transitory time for them, 
but programmed into them were the electrical impulses of 
vibrations that they were part of when the first two 
droplets of moisture came together. 
Motion Patterns of the Subatomic Particles 

The subatomic particles were our forebears 
remember, and they evolved through many different 
stages of evolution. The original universe that led to the 
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1st superuniverse #7 started as a vacuum inside of which 
condensation formed. This universe was in the shape of a 
triangle. The particles started their evolutionary growth 
inside this triangular shaped vacuum, moving in a 
triangular pattern. After the second buildup and the 
following explosion, the triangular shaped universe 
moved out of its three pointed shape into a round shape 
and the particles started moving in this manner. The 
third universe is shaped in a rectangular pointed shape. 
It represents the basic structure of building blocks on the 
earth’s surface.  

As far as why these patterns are important, they 
lay out the pattern or shape of the crystalline structure of 
our elements, determining how they will combine to make 
minerals and how the energy will travel in the Prismatic 
Kingdom. An element will be the basic shape of the 
universe that it originated in. Some elements originated 
in the first universe and have the triangle bases, some in 
the second universe with the circle, etc. These basic 
shapes stay with the element when it combines with bits 
of ash or matter to form other elements. These shapes are 
very important to total understanding of the new 
technology that makes up the projects in the Science of 
Music (which will be discussed in a future volume of the 
notebooks).  

These patterns need to be on the earth plane for 
future reference. The patterns we are now using will need 
to be replaced due to damaging future technology. This is 
what is going to begin happening more and more. One 
part of technology cannot be refined and carried into the 
fourth dimension without all other aspects that work with 
it (and need to be in harmony with it) being brought into 
line with fourth dimensional technology. A study needs 
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done on our present electricity, as to the vibrational 
patterns now in place. Drawings could be made of the 
amps in our present electricity which would show an 
evolution or development but not to the extent that the 
new electricity will develop. The patterns in place now are 
not so intricate.  

This does not have to do with voltage or wattage, 
but rather with amperes of electricity, which is a more 
basic form of electricity than we receive in our homes. 
This will be found at the power plants as the stage 
electricity is in before being channeled into the form we 
use in our homes.  
Particles Experienced Many Different Patterns 

Vibratory rates create pictures, as well as sound, 
in all dimensions. This composes a language of vibration 
that could be studied and used as a universal language. 
The patterns are slightly different for each dimension due 
to evolving of the particles. They progressed through the 
universes with a different pattern of movement and 
expression in each one. These thinking pin points of 
subatomic particles moved through all kinds of 
experiences in all the other universes before coming to 
our universe, the seventh. 

Some of the things they experienced are simply not 
fathomable by you and I. In some universes, they traveled 
constantly on their educational path. They do this 
traveling individually and in a set, predetermined 
pattern. Sometimes they are in a motion of spiking; 
sometimes they twirl, other times they are on a silent, 
smooth glide. They learn to conform to the traffic patterns 
they come into contact with and to never cause a collision. 
But there are many other things they learn. For example, 
one thing that they work diligently on in the third 
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universe is increasing and decreasing their intensity at 
will.  

Each universe has its lessons and its goals, just as 
each of the planets have their lessons and goals. Each 
individual subatomic particle has a distinctive pattern of 
motion that, when grouped with other particles, causes a 
“group” motion. Remember that all of this is part of our 
divine heritage. 
Atoms Made Up of Particles 

The atom is a frozen drop of condensation, made 
up of the tiny little droplets of vibratory rates, the 
subatomic particles which are mixtures of all the 
vibratory rates. The allocation of each mixture is what 
determines what kind of an atom it is. Each of these tiny 
bits of vibrational pieces of the original explosion is still 
vibrating. Remember, they were saved from extinction 
because of the crystal lattice that formed. As given 
previously, some of them are positive vibratory droplets, 
some negative and some are fused droplets of both 
positive and negative that happened at original creation. 
The fission of the explosion resulted in some cases of 
fusion.  

Even as the one Creator of all was fused into 
positive and negative for all time, so also were varying 
degrees of size of the result of this explosion. Not 
everything fused, but many did and in all different size 
scale levels. The subatomic particles are the smallest size 
scale products of fusion and the large suns in our 
universe are the largest examples of fusion. This is why 
they are capable of giving life, because they are fused 
male and female energies therefore are prolific. Anything 
that is pure male or pure female vibrations will always be 
barren. Therefore, the process of life itself is fusion. 
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Sun is Large Atom 
The atom is a drop of condensation that has 

hardened into a tiny bead. It is a frozen bead of moisture 
from original creation. At each step of its life it has been 
fed from the eternal spring of vibrations that are coming 
into the lattice through our sun. Our sun is a large atom, 
a replica of the original hydrogen atom that has sunk into 
a black hole.  

There were many splits off of the original atom and 
each one of them formed its own hierarchy. The splitting 
of the atom in the completed form of the process, 
explained previously in the nuclear explosion did not take 
place with any but the original or there would be no 
universes manifesting. They would all be sunk into black 
holes which are inversions of manifested time and space. 
There is a line of demarcation, as spoken of before, where 
everything under this line is enclosed eternally into its 
internal self. Above this line of demarcation everything is 
manifested outwardly.  
Suns are Generators of Particles 

The one atom that was left pure and whole and 
fused is smaller, but more powerful than anything that 
expanded off of it, even though what expanded off from it 
is enormous in size by comparison. Those that were fused 
were the more powerful and expanded greatly because 
fusion will always be strength. These became the suns 
that were able to generate the strength or heat of fusion 
and continue to give birth to particles that began to fill up 
all space. All the many suns are generators of particles. 
They are all givers of life to the universe. 
Polarity 

To review thus far, a subatomic particle is a bit of 
frozen, or hardened vibratory rate programmed at 
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beginning creation with either a positive or negative 
vibration due to the fission of the explosion, or it is a 
neutral vibratory rate, fused male and female vibrations, 
due to fusion that took place at original creation. This, of 
course, is what we call the neutron. The proton is the 
positive (male) energy and the electron is the negative 
(female) energy. The female energy is programmed for all 
time to be the instigator of life and evolvement of all 
things. The male energy is programmed for all time to be 
the steady central core that is connected to the sun as the 
father of all life. 
Planets are Male Energy - Stars Female 

The female energies banded together as did the 
male energies. The male energies were more stable and 
became the planets, the female energies being weaker 
formed stars and the nebulae that will eventually form 
into stars. The stability of planets is the male energy that 
attracts stars and nebulae (female energies) to 
themselves. The female energies are constantly shifting 
and forming into star material. This continues to take 
place until enough female energy has come together to 
have the power and force to be a star. They are not suns; 
they are not instigators of life at this point. They must be 
attracted to a planet strongly enough to give off a flare or 
comet to send to that planet and this will instigate other 
forms of life on the planet. Most people think of the 
planets as female. In truth the planets are strong, stable, 
male or positive energy. The female energy of the stars is 
causing the formation of the new universe, the eighth. It 
is also mostly the female energy on our planet that is 
instigating the new teachings to help the planet evolve 
into the next octave of evolution. 
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Fission and Fusion 
To add a bit more about fission and fusion, fusion 

will be the result of harmony and will result in harmony. 
This is “like attracts like” in one of its manifestations at 
the primal level. Fission will always be the result of 
disharmony and will result in disharmony. The original 
bits of vibratory rate that did not fuse were at 
disharmony with all they bumped into in the virgin 
universe because of the force of the energy behind them. 
It mattered not whether they were positive or negative, 
they simply couldn’t blend with each other due to the 
fierceness and ferociousness of the original explosion. 
Those that did fuse did so before they reached the outer 
virgin territory. They fused while still within the process 
of the explosion. They can never be separated. The 
attracting and repelling forces of the universe eventually 
allowed the positive energy, the male to become 
dominant. Positivity will always be dominant over 
negativity on our planet. Therefore, the proton, male 
energy, attracted into its orbit the female or negative 
energy. 
Expanded Musical Scales will Give More Vibratory Rates 

The lattice allows each dimension that formed 
from the different facets to be fed or nourished from all 
the vibratory rates, even though their particular facet is 
only one of the twelve vibratory rates. We now have 
twelve vibratory rates but, as given previously, there are 
more vibratory rates to be “heard” from in the future. 
This will be in the form of the expanded scales.  

The Science of Music is used throughout the 
universe, but the higher planets are working on expanded 
scales. Earth is not and will not be able to be in tune with 
the universe until she is also working on the expanded 
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scale. She cannot move forward to accomplish the 
expanded scale until all are in tune with earth’s seven 
tone major scale and the twelve tone chromatic scale. 
This must be the starting point. 

Seven Tone Scale 
In the beginning creation was whole, based on the 

seven tone major scale.  
C-D-E-F-G-A-B 

 
Twelve Tone Chromatic Scale 

Then, when restructured creation came into being, 
the twelve tone chromatic scale was begun and it was 
divided in half, (male and female), then into thirds, (the 
trinity - our mind, our past lives and the universal mind), 
now it is to be divided into fourths, (synthesized man - 
physical, emotional, mental and spiritual bodies), for the 
fourth dimension. 

C-C#/Db-D-D#/Eb-E-F-F#/Gb-G-G#/Ab-A-A#/Bb-B 
 

Expanded Musical Scales 
Fifteen Tone Scale 

 Future restructuring of the human being can be 
seen by going into an expanded scale which will add three 
tones making a fifteen tone scale which will be divided 
into five sections for basing lessons on. 
C-C1/2-C#/Db-D-D#/Eb-E-F-F1/2-F#/Gb-G-G1/2-G#/Ab-A-
A#/Bb-B 
 

Eighteen Tone Scale 
 Then by adding three more making an eighteen 
tone scale, the lessons will be divided into six.  
C-C1/2-C#/Db-D-D1/2-D#/Eb-E-E#/Fb-F-F1/2-F#/Gb-G-
G1/2-G#/Ab-A-A#/Bb-B-B#/Cb 
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Twenty-One Tone Scale 
By adding three more to make a twenty-one tone 

scale the lessons will be divided into seven. 
C-C1/2-C#/Db-D-D1/2-D#/Eb-E-E1/2-E#/Fb-F-F1/2-F#/Gb-
G-G1/2-G#/Ab-A-A1/2-A#/Bb- B-B1/2-B#Cb 

These expanded scales are what will be reached 
when the gases are taken to absolute zero on our planet. 
The new lattices that will form will be the new half steps 
that will expand the scale from twelve to fifteen, eighteen 
and then twenty-one tones. The first ones to be expanded 
and used of these new lattices will be hydrogen, nitrogen 
and oxygen. Then the expansion of helium, neon and 
xenon will take place.  

There will still be more to be added. The first three 
will expand the scale to fifteen, the next three to eighteen 
and the last three, which haven’t been manifested yet on 
the earth will form into the twenty-one tone scale. The 
new gas that will result from technology based on the 
Science of Music (The SolarSelect Project discussed in vol. 
10 of the notebooks) will be the first of this last trio. 
Inert Gases Basis for Active Gases 

To recap, the crystalline lattice that formed over 
the gases at beginning creation preserved the molecular 
action of the inert gases and separated them into enclosed 
units that all had a mixture of the primal gases in them. 
These mixtures then began a process of decomposition, 
you might say, which led to new formation of gases. The 
decomposition of the inert gases led to the forming of the 
active gases.  

Even from the beginning of the universe the 
process of evolution remains ever the same – the new is 
built upon the old in an upgraded form. Therefore, the 
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inert gases are, as a matter of fact, the basis of the new 
active gases that formed.  

The cause of this birth was the protective shell of 
the crystalline lattice. This lattice kept the gases of each 
particular facet from spreading. In other words, it set a 
limit of their expansion thereby allowing or causing 
interaction between the gases and the light being 
reflected off of the lattice by the original explosion. This 
light eventually sank or collapsed into the black hole 
where the tiny, tiny original atom that came about 
because of the explosion is still churning forth its energy 
that is bubbling up out of this black hole for all time. It is 
the generator of the life forces for all reaches of all 
universes. Ours is the seventh universe.  
Grid over Earth is Shadow of Original Ice Lattice 

Within our particular structure the process of “like 
attracts like” began and certain mixtures of vibrations 
were attracted to other mixtures of vibrations forming 
into clumps which eventually separated into the suns and 
planets. Our solar system formed and also all others, in 
their own corner of the lattice structure. As each solar 
system formed and the cooling process continued, lighter 
weight versions of the lattice formed to cover them.  

The lighter weight lattices consisted of shadows or 
remnants or ghosts of the original lattice and these 
shadows attracted a formation of ethereal matter. In 
other words, the grid over our planet is a shadow of a 
larger grid over our whole solar system. This is a shadow 
of the original superstructure of our universe – the ice 
crystal lattice that formed at original creation. 
Light Reflections cause Male, Female and Blended  
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Energy 
The coming together of vibratory patterns that 

cause male, female or blended energy is simply a 
reflection of light off of the lattice. It is a mathematical 
happening. The slant of the particular surface of the 
lattice that the sun is striking determines the vibration 
that is sounded from the meeting of the light ray and the 
reflecting surface, which eventually produces a tiny drop 
of condensation.  

If the reflection is from a left-slanted piece of the 
lattice it is male energy, a positive charge on the atom. If 
reflecting off a right-slanted piece of lattice it is female 
energy, a negative charge. If the light is hitting a forty-
five degree angle it is a blended energy charge, our 
neutrons.  

When the light reflects off the lattice at certain 
points the whole array of vibratory rates of the scale is 
available and programs the bit of condensation with all 
the vibrations. These are the males. They are not as 
numerous as the females because the females are formed 
of single bits of vibration. This is why the male is positive 
energy because it is a completed scale. The female is 
negative energy because it is only one single vibratory 
rate of the scale. 

It is simply a matter of light reflection that causes 
positivity or negativity. In the human brain the same 
thing is true. A female will be inclined to draw in 
negativity due to using the right side of the brain and a 
male will tend the opposite, to draw in positivity due to 
using the left side of the brain. When these entities learn 
to use the cross brain method of approaching thinking 
they will tend to draw in blended energy because of the 
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light reflecting the crisscross pattern that occurs when 
both sides of the brain are incorporated.  

This is the point that humans must strive to reach. 
Anything that will cause a usage of the combined sides of 
the brain is excellent. Music fills this bill very nicely as it 
must be based on structured disciplines and then refined 
with expression or unstructured disciplines coming from 
the right brain. For a final performance, there must be a 
blending between the left brain structure and the right 
brain non-structure.  
Core of Atom is Male, the Shells are Female 

The shells of the atoms are orbits of the female 
energy around the balanced core. This core consists of the 
male and the neutral energies. Because the neutral 
energy, the neutron, is half male, this, combined with the 
total male energy of the proton, serves as an overbalance 
of male energy. This, in itself, requires more female 
energy to need to be attracted. Because the female energy 
is in motion it is not as strong as the central core which is 
stationary. This causes the need for even more female 
energy.  

The best way to describe it is to split the male 
energy into eight pieces and the neutral energy into eight 
pieces. Half of the neutron is female and half is male so 
this would give us a total of twelve bits of male energy.  

The females will need to be eight in number and 
when combined with the four bits of female energy from 
the neutron, make up twelve bits of female energy. The 
female energy is on a ratio of eight electrons to complete a 
scale while the male has the complete scale within 
himself with the neutron giving the extra four to bring it 
to a twelve tone scale when the time comes for this to 
happen. For the time being all is based on the eight tone 
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completed scale. This is the way the proton is 
programmed.  
Patterns for Human Behavior come from Atoms 

The female is a better transmitter due to being a 
single point of energy, whereas the male would not be 
quite as clear due to over-frequencies. These over-
frequencies are also why he is attracted to all females 
while the  female being a single frequency is attracted to 
only one frequency within the makeup of a given male, 
the dominant frequency in that male that is exposed 
externally. The male, on the other hand is equally 
balanced internally with all vibrations so all females are 
attractive to him. However, it quite often happens more 
often than not, as a matter of fact, that the dominant 
externally expressed frequency is quite often attracted to 
the female wearing this frequency and therefore two that 
are compatible do match up. It depends on the strength of 
the internal remainder of vibratory rates as to how the 
male chooses to react to other females. The stronger the 
internal life of a male, the more attraction other females 
will have for him. If the internal life is not progressed the 
male will most likely be content in a monogamous 
relationship. Therefore, the more evolved and open 
spiritually with the inner life, the more frequent the 
attractions to other females are. A lesser evolved male 
will be content with his matching vibratory rate female.  

A female who is growing and evolving and 
expanding will not be content with a less evolved male 
and will be attracted to the more evolved male and will 
need to understand that his internal makeup and growth 
and evolvement will always cause him to seek all female 
vibrations until he settles into his true mission in life and 
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begins externally expressing the dominant vibration for 
his mission.  

This may happen several times that he will want 
to change females, say every time he moves into a new 
area of fulfilling his spiritual mission. Therefore, if a man 
changes profession he will eventually most likely change 
females. When he steps to a higher mission-related career 
he will most likely change females again. The man who 
stays in one job most of his life, or at least does not 
constantly grow into new and more challenging positions 
serving him as spiritual growth material, will be content 
with one woman. On the other hand, the woman who is a 
single vibratory rate and will remain so all her life must 
constantly strive to fill the remainder of the scale she is 
expressing with elusive tendencies of all the other 
vibrations.  

This is the drive of the female electrons to fill the 
shell. A female will steadily increase the intensity of her 
single-minded vibration as she grows and evolves, and 
eventually will grow past the male who is not growing 
and will be attracted to a male who is externally 
expressing her vibration as his dominant manifested 
vibration for that stage of his spiritual mission of 
evolvement.  
Human Relationships Patterned after Particles 

The subatomic particles are free floating in the air 
as part of our atmosphere. We are surrounded by them; 
we move and breathe in a “soup” of them. There is an 
unending supply of them. When the time comes to start a 
new shell there will be so many clamoring to be the one 
chosen that it will be chaos until the strongest wins out. 
This battle over being the one who wins the male is 
patterned into the female energy and is reflected in 
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female humans. The relationship between human 
behavior and the makeup of atoms will readily show 
where the patterns for male and female behavior had 
their beginnings. Humans are, after all, a manifestation 
of the Creator’s energy, the same as all evolution is. All 
life, action and behavior are a repeated pattern. 
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Chapter Four 
 

THE BIRTH OF OUR GALAXY 
 

eil and I were driving across the barren desert 
of eastern California, returning from a 

vacation in Colorado. “Aren’t clouds fascinating?” I asked 
Neil “Have you ever just sat and watched them drift 
across the sky? Sometimes they drift together and form 
one large cloud. Other times they separate and each goes 
its own way. At times you can make out different shapes 
such as animals in them.”  

 

 
 

Clouds 

N 
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“I can remember doing that when I was young and 
we were traveling in the car,” Neil said. “Since I started 
working with photography I’m more apt to notice their 
colors now than their shapes. Many times they are 
absolutely a brilliant white or tinged with silver. Other 
times they are pink or lavender. Still at other times they 
can be dark and foreboding.” 

I replied, “Once a friend sent me a photo of a cloud 
that looked just like a butterfly.” As I got my water bottle 
from the cooler, I said, "The material that drifted off after 
the big bang was made up of subatomic particles. It acted 
in exactly the same manner as clouds, but it was actually 
a thinking mass of subatomic particles – the first Mind.” 

Getting excited, Neil responded, “Can your imagine 
being the first one on a world where no one had ever been 
before? This Mind would not have known anything other 
than feeling good and being happy and joyous.”  

“Yes,” I said, “This Mind, feeling all of this 
intellectually, would then have influenced everything that 
came after this with these feelings of freedom, curiosity, 
joy, peace, happiness, etc. These feelings would be 
embedded in all the planets, stars, and even the nebulae 
that are still forming, especially the nebulae because they 
have never seen anything other than this pure Mind.”  

Neil replied, “Yeah, they would have formed into 
pure, clear, uncluttered, unpoisoned bodies until the 
process of evolution starts. The very process of evolution 
itself would be the cause of the vibration being lowered. 
This is a scientific happening.” 

I said, “That’s because the lowering of the vibration 
causes a cluttering of the mind which in turn causes the 
lowering of the vibration. All of us from evolutionary 
worlds will always face this battle. There is no way to 
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overcome it as long as evolution continues, except through 
education as to the cause of it all. Through the magic of 
the TimeTraveler, using our imagination, let’s climb 
aboard one of the larger clouds in the sky and drift off 
into the cosmos back to the events that took place after 
the big bang had released these subatomic particles into 
the universe. Let’s let the TimeTraveler take us on an 
incredible journey that will help us understand the Mind 
of the Creator.” 

 

The First Mind 
When the original explosion occurred, at that time 

there was a “Mind,” the Creator’s Mind. The excitement 
of the explosion, the sheer awe and wonder of this Mind, 
this first “thinking” being, with a body of energy for a 
form, was what caused the creation of everything and the 
tiny little central core that caused it all is still there. This 
is very difficult for us on the earth plane to grasp.  
Hydrogen Atom Compared to a Pearl 

An analogy here might be to compare the tiny atom 
that is still at the center of all creation to the grain of 
sand that’s still in the center of the pearl as the pearl 
formed around it. 

The first Mind was developed, remember, in the 
original cocoon of vacuum by the beginning vibrations and 
was given birth into beingness during the explosion. This 
Mind expanded and set the pattern for all to come 
afterwards; all that has taken place since then originated 
in this Mind. These particles were once the “complete 
Mind” of the Creator that was present in the black hole 
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beneath the Line of Demarcation. At the time of the 
nuclear explosion this Mind was shattered into individual 
particles. 

You and I and everyone were part of one of these 
particles. Due to the principle of “like attracts like” the 
particles grouped together as far as vibration went and 
began to form into galaxies, stars, planets and suns. 

Much of the original mind stayed contained within 
the black hole beneath the Line of Demarcation and 
controlled or patterned the particles that were drifting 
away into the vast cosmos with a pattern for the perfect 
mind. 

The area in the vacuum where the explosion took 
place is the Nuclear Isle of Light. When the vacuum was 
shattered into endlessness, part of the central nucleus of 
energy, the main Creator, or God if you will, was torn 
away and settled into a pattern of revolution around this 
stationary core. Universal drift then took control and 
creation worked its way ever outward from the tiny 
droplet. It is all forever expanding outward away from the 
original Creator God. 
Thoughts can Travel Anywhere 

The same as your thoughts can travel anywhere, 
the thoughts of this first Mind are constantly revolving, 
not only around the core but are being solidified into the 
forming of matter bodies – the planets and stars. Lesser 
clouds of energy were caught in the current and drifted 
and still are drifting into endlessness. Some of them 
clump and cling together and form solid bodies of light 
and matter. Some just drift. These were lesser “Gods” or 
“Creators” who paid homage to the “Inner God or Creator” 
that they knew was their origin. Some have captured 
more of the light energy than others, but all were once the 
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same body of nothingness that produced the original 
droplet of condensed atmosphere that started the whole 
pattern of everlasting life. 

There are, indeed, many lesser “Gods” or “Lords” 
over these bodies of light and matter, but there is, truly, 
one central, divine nuclear energy God with a mind so 
powerful that none can ever hope to understand it, much 
less have direct contact with it. There is no comparison to 
anything on any planet that can give you an idea of the 
power and glory of this minuscule starting point of 
everything. Its size comes about because of the concept of 
compressed time and the expansion of the universe of all 
who leave this central core and move out away from it, 
growing and expanding in the freedom of vast 
endlessness. 

The esoteric meaning of a black hole is simply the 
inner, esoteric part of anything, the part that you can’t 
see, the thought-form. When we go to the inner planes at 
the end of a lifetime, esoterically speaking we have gone 
into a black hole, a mini-black hole. Planets do the same 
thing; the Creator did the same thing. He is in His inner 
planes; has never left His inner planes, is perhaps a 
better way of saying it. 

Never having left the inner planes and gone out 
into the universe that was expanding away from Him 
because of the explosion, He has no way of learning, or 
growing or expressing except through what went off of 
Him at the time of the explosion. There are little fine 
filaments connected to everything (even us) that exploded 
off of that mini-black hole, the Creator God, the central 
core of powerful churning energy. These tiny filaments of 
thread, the Creator’s thoughts, go to every part of the 
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Creator God’s universe; umbilical cords, if you will, still 
connected to the planets. 
Creator’s Development and Birth Compared to Humans 

The Mind of the Creator is made up of scientific 
reactions to exoteric events – instinctual behavior 
reactions that can’t be changed due to the laws of 
scientific reactions.  

The Creator’s development was of scientific 
reactions. His birth is another story. The same is true of 
humans. Our development in the womb is a scientific 
chain of events that can only be altered by the most 
drastic of events, among which is chemical poisoning. 
When the Creator was developing there was no such 
thing as chemicals to poison any part of His development. 
Therefore, He is the most pure development of anything 
that could ever be possible.  

When He was born the Mind came into being as a 
thinking entity. This Mind was unpoisoned and 
uncluttered because there was nothing to poison or 
clutter it. Everything was absolutely pure and clean. 
Therefore, this Mind followed absolute perfection as far as 
reaction to scientific circumstances. It is still so. 

The human mind, on the other hand, is subject to 
poison and clutter from the first moments of birth on. 
This is due to evolution. Creation will always be pure – 
evolution will always be impure. Even though evolution is 
a scientific reaction to circumstances also, it is subject to 
influence. Pure creation is not subject to influence by 
others. Remember this at all times. 

This Mind of the Creator is capable of feelings, but 
only of clear, clean, uncluttered, unpoisoned feelings. 
These are the feelings that high vibrations will bring. The 
higher and finer the vibration of our bodies, the cleaner 
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and clearer are our feelings. It is as simple as that. When 
the vibration is low the disharmony results in grating, 
grinding vibrations that cause pain in the mind. The first 
Mind had no way of experiencing these low vibrations. 
They simply weren’t there. The original vibration was 
high and fine and this caused the first Mind to feel joy at 
being, curiosity about who He was and where He was and 
what exactly He was supposed to do now.  

The Master Universe with all its different worlds is 
an exact pattern of the growth and development of the 
human mind, starting with physical evolution, and 
proceeding through the changes brought in the human 
mind by the insemination of genes from higher kingdoms 
The inner circles are the ultimate goal over many 
lifetimes, but the outer circles show the exact pattern of 
study and learning that needs to be gone through for each 
human to progress in each lifetime.  
Cells of Humans Patterned After the Master Universe 

The repeated pattern of the universe is evident in 
the growth, physically and spiritually of the human 
universe, as each entity is patterned after one in a higher 
world that is a pattern of the highest. As spoken of before, 
the pattern of one cell in the human physical body is an 
exact pattern of the Master Universe. One cell in the 
spiritual thinking process will follow the thinking, 
reasoning and worshipping process of the entities in that 
Master Universe.  
Twelve Stepping-Stones of our Solar System 

Earth still receives most help and teaching from 
more advanced planets. She is a baby, a mere suckling 
infant in the overall scheme of even the immediate solar 
system. The twelve stepping stones of our immediate 
solar system are suspended animation, impregnation, 
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incubation, and after this one (earth) of education will be 
hibernation, and appreciation, to be followed by 
illumination and eventually by the stages of 
fraternization and experimentation, then by 
perceptulization, adoration and Christulization or 
crystallization 

We will have twelve levels in each of twelve 
planets to progress through – the Oversoul has twelve 
trips through twelve solar systems – all in the seventh 
superuniverse. Therefore, a total complete study of the 
pattern of evolvement and growth throughout eternity is 
the pattern each individual life must follow. 
 When we graduate from the Central Core we 
reside in the outer-space levels and are the teachers in 
the primary schools, (which we would consider our inner 
planes when applying this to our inner journey), only we 
are working on a level of pre-thought forms. You might 
say the outer space levels are the incubator stages for 
Oversouls. 
 The primary schools exist for the sake of 
instigating thought-forms in the matter universe. There 
are, at present, only four outer space levels, but there will 
be more, as needed, up to seven. This is in the Master 
Universe. Here we gather together the blend of virtues 
and graces and make a pool of energy that the Oversoul 
can use as His “body” when He begins His journey. This is 
very complicated and only serves to confuse unless it can 
be simplified. 
Oversoul Compared to Granary 

Let’s take an example of a granary where all the 
different grains with their individual qualities are 
gathered. One farmer (Oversoul) comes to the granary 
and takes so many sacks of each different grain (atoms) to 
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His own farm (Universe) to have it stored there to be used 
as He needs and sees fit. 

• The outer space levels are the original fields of 
grain. The superuniverse is the granary and God is 
the Master Controller of the granary. The Oversoul 
is the farmer and we are one of the pieces of grain. 
This is as simple as needs be to explain this part.  

• The superuniverse, the intermediate school, is 
where the grain is stored until it is needed. These 
are the evolutionary worlds. The outer space 
worlds are not evolutionary, they are manifest 
eternally. 

• The superuniverses – the evolutionary worlds or 
the intermediate schools – are where the qualities 
of the different grains are tested and crossed and 
mixed and worked on until as perfect as they can 
become in this intermediate school. 

• They then continue to work their way to the 
Central Core and then back out into outer space as 
a teacher in the original field of grain, trying at all 
time to produce better crops of basic grain, better 
stock (atomic matter) to be sent to the 
superuniverse for intermediate schooling. 

Other Superuniverses 
There is no crossing permanently into the life 

activities of the other superuniverses, even though we are 
brought abreast of their knowledge and ways of thinking 
and progressing and can, and do, communicate with 
them. We can never become one of them when we 
originate on an evolutionary world. 

As mentioned before, we will never fully 
understand those from the other superuniverses, but will 
love them regardless for their differences and similarities. 
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Those from strictly spiritual origin can and will be able to 
blend with and become part of any of the seven 
superuniverses. 
Four Outer Space Levels Relate to Stages of Awareness 

The four outer space circles can also be related 
directly to the stages of growth a person must go through 
as the primary stages of awareness.  

1. Of these four stages the first is the awakening to 
the knowledge that there is more than organized 
religion has to offer.  

2. The second stage usually leads directly to occult 
practices.  

3. The third stage moves on to psychological search. 
4. And the fourth stage, that of finding the true path 

as being that of the universal brotherhood, leads 
one on to the intermediate schools (the 
superuniverses discussed in the previous 
paragraph) which then helps one learn to better 
understand their brothers. 
Can you see the importance of tracing this 

progression? As the spiritual center (Central Core) of our 
being is attained, we then return to the outer space circle 
to teach and aid those on the upward spiral. Now none of 
this is acquired in a single lifetime, of course, for anyone, 
but as everything is a repeated pattern for all else, each 
lifetime should pattern itself after this process as far as 
spiritual growth is concerned. In other words like a mini-
course in the University of Life, (our universe.) 

After the first trip through the Central Core most 
likely we will start again in not only the same universe, 
but also the same galaxy.  
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After progressing through the solar system we are 
in now and twelve others, we will proceed inward to the 
Central Core.  

When we start again we will start in another solar 
system in our local galaxy and proceed through twelve 
solar systems and back into the center.  

This will continue forever. We will eventually 
return to our original solar system and start all over 
again. As given previously, we do not cross over into other 
superuniverses, ever. 
Our Education Should Follow Progress of Central 
Universe 

The process of education followed throughout 
Central Universe, shows the variety of education and 
growth that is needed on the earth plane. A quick scan of 
that process should be enough to convince anyone that 
one life on the earth plane simply will not do it. 

As each progressive sphere on the inner circuit is 
traversed, it is directly related to each incarnation on the 
earth plane. The study of the seven circles is important 
because this is a micro plan that should be brought into 
macro focus and applied to stages of the path for each 
individual. The whole layout of education and progress of 
the universe is exactly the same as each individual 
layout. But it is real and on an ever-increasing applicable 
status as progress is made. However, schooling should 
always be based on this inward journey and each life on 
earth needs to see some progress comparable to universal 
stages of progress. 

When the Oversoul leaves this solar system for the 
next He will be a much wiser Oversoul, but will follow the 
same pattern of shattering and synthesizing that is 
followed in our solar system. 
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To recap, as He moves through the inner circuit, 
He skips none of the circles, but one will be easier for Him 
as it will contain the spirit of the superuniverse He 
traversed through. He will not enter any of the other six 
superuniverses, but will gain the knowledge they gained 
from their point of view of the overseeing spirit of that 
superuniverse by each of the inner circuits. 

When reaching the Central Core, He is sent to the 
section reserved for those from His particular 
superuniverse to reside, but is not kept from associating 
with others. 

Each one forms their own group who then, in turn, 
help the reincarnation and recirculation of life on planets 
in their own superuniverse. 
Oversoul Then Moves On 

The Oversoul Himself, then moves on. The 
Oversoul Himself is progressing through all stages of the 
path in this manner, that of splitting and rejoining. Even 
when reaching the Central Core, He arrives there with 
the divine sparks whole and then splits them off again to 
experience the divine glory of the Central Core, gathers 
them up after that to go back out into the outer space 
levels and releases them again to serve as teachers. This 
is when they remain on their own. The Oversoul then is 
free to produce another group of children as He has raised 
His last group of children well and trained them to take 
their place in the Creator’s worlds. 
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Chapter Five 
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR GALAXY 
 

 approached the young man behind the counter 
of the gift shop at Kitt Peak in Arizona and 

asked, “Do you have a book that shows a picture of the 
star, Norma?” 

“Do you mean the constellation Norma,” he asked?  
“I didn’t know it was a constellation,” I said. “I’ve 

seen it on August sky maps in astronomy magazines and 
thought it was a star.”  

“It’s actually a constellation in one of the spiral 
arms of our galaxy,” he answered. 

 

 
 

Norma and Neil at Kitt Peak in Arizona 

I 
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Neil and I had come early for a nighttime program 
at Kitt Peak during the time when the comet Hale-Bopp 
was at its brightest. This gave us time to look around and 
see most everything.  

We had just finished eating a box lunch provided 
as part of the program and were waiting for everyone to 
be issued binoculars before going outside to view the 
comet. It was very cold out with a fierce wind blowing. We 
couldn’t stay out very long. Then we went into the 
observation building where I thought we would be 
warmer. Little did I know that they would open the whole 
top of the building exposing us to that same cold wind, 
but it was worth it. There were about twenty of us in the 
group when we started but it quickly narrowed down to 
about ten or twelve because of the cold. 

We saw many things including a galaxy I believe 
they said was 55 million years old. We saw twin stars, we 
saw the polar cap on Mars, but the most impressive 
things were the galaxies, the Sombrero galaxy was one, 
but also others in the spiral shape which our own galaxy 
has. “You know,” I said to Neil, “these spiral galaxies 
remind me of the picture of the whirlpool you took at 
Niagara Falls a couple of years ago. I’m also reminded of 
galaxies when they show radar pictures of hurricanes on 
TV. I guess it’s the same motion whether its water, clouds 
or a sea of stars. They all end up in a whirlpool motion if 
the conditions are right.” 

“Let’s use our imagination and pretend that we can 
get into a stream of whirling stardust and get on the 
TimeTraveler’s magic carpet,” I said. “He can take us to 
the TimeSpot on the TimeLine of Eternity that will allow 
us insight into the process that took place to form our 
Milky Way Galaxy.” 
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The Milky Way Galaxy 
From the beginning when the energy started 

attracting other swirls of energy in outer space, it was 
master-minded by the first Mind, the Divine Mind. The 
plan was laid out for eons to come. 

The energy of this Mind has always been. It is and 
was sustained by clouds of subatomic particles whirling in 
from the far reaches of time and space or eternity as we 
call it. These clouds of particles split apart as they neared 
the central ball of energy, and the intelligent pieces of 
matter gravitated to the core. 

These pieces of matter had programmed into them 
information as to how the universe would proceed to be 
formed. It’s like instinct in animals. They all knew their 
part in the eternal plan of a perfect universe for the 
perfect energy of the Creator to abide in. It was 
determined by these particles just how long each stage of 
man’s evolution would last and how each spinning top of 
energy would split and form galaxies. As to who 
programmed the particles, it certainly was a mastermind, 
the Creator himself, an all-powerful, wise and forceful 
core of energy.  
The Universe Compared to Whipped Cream Salad 

Yes, there is a God, a powerful, all-pervading 
energy whose presence is everywhere in everything. It is 
an energy field filled with thoughts so potent they are 
dangerous in the wrong hands and used for the wrong 
purpose. It is all so complicated that one is at a loss as to 
how to pull it all together for explanation. 
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To explain God in a very simple manner, please 
picture a whipped cream fruit salad. God is the mixture 
in which all else takes place, the ingredient without 
which there would be nothing. Without the whipped 
cream as the holding ingredient, all parts of the salad 
would fall apart. The fruit are individual themselves in 
the whipped cream; they still retain their taste and 
characteristics, but without the whipped cream they have 
little relationship to each other, except for the fact that 
they are all fruit. God is the agent that bonds all together 
into a finished product. 

At the bottom of the bowl, the energy (whipped 
cream) is bubbling and churning (picture a blender.) The 
different fruits are right on top of this bubbling and every 
so often an extremely strong bubble will be right under 
one piece of fruit, say a cherry or a grape. The bubble will 
propel this piece of fruit to the surface where it will float 
in one position (say the stem is up on the cherry) even 
though it is moving around the bowl, unless a strong 
bubble pops to the surface beside it. This will cause it to 
shift its position so the stem points a slightly different 
direction. It will stay afloat until the time when an 
extremely strong pull of suction from below will pull it 
under.  

The bubbling at the bottom of the bowl, (spinning 
blades of the blender), is the center of God, the true 
center of our universe. We are like the pieces of fruit on 
the surface of the whipped cream going away from the 
bubbles. It is all an action of ebb and flow. We are never 
really away from God, because we are always in the 
whipped cream mixture. 

When picturing the universe as a bowl of whipped 
cream salad the size of a football field, one should picture 
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earth as one tiny cherry. See this football field inflated, as 
a football itself is and in the center visualize the bubble 
making machine. It is constantly at work; it never stops 
its action, so things it affects must always be changing. 

If a picture were drawn of the universe thusly, 
there would be groups of fruit clumped together because 
one burst of bubbles shot them all to the surface at one 
time and this determines their floating position as they 
circulate around the football field. This is an action that is 
never sensed by one riding on the cherry because the 
clumps of fruit all stay in their same relationship to each 
other in their smaller cycles. A new burst of bubbles or 
even just one bubble can shift one of the pieces of fruit a 
slight bit and affect the others a slight bit. 

In the whipped cream there are whirlpools formed 
by a spinning fruit, say a large peach, which pulls the 
smaller fruit into its whirlpool action and causes the 
smaller fruit to spin around the peach while they are all 
revolving around the football field. The exact nature of 
this bubble machine can be compared to the hydrogen 
atom that collapsed into the black hole. 

The overall picture is one of the universe in 
constant motion. When a star sinks into a black hole 
(sucked under by a bubble in the whipped cream), it does 
not disintegrate to be no more. It simply waits with the 
rest of the bubbles to be popped to the surface again in a 
different time and place. When it does pop to the surface 
again, it must go through a cooling period. When it has 
cooled it starts the process of evolution all over again. 
There is no destruction of the stars, just appearances and 
disappearances. The football field sized universe with 
earth as a cherry and the sun as a peach, perhaps a 
grapefruit would be a better size comparison for the sun, 
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are all part of the same solar system. There are many 
solar systems in our galaxy and there are many, many 
galaxies, each with many solar systems. 
Energy Started Spinning 

Perhaps you could picture a whirlpool as a rubber 
band spiraling downward. When it reaches a stop at the 
bottom, it will return, pull or spiral back, to the original 
shape. This is just one top, so to speak, that does this for 
one galaxy. There are many, many tops spinning, some at 
the beginning of the spin before the split, some having 
just split, some almost at rest and others starting the 
upward spiral. Does this give a better picture of what’s 
going on out there? The process of evolution must be 
completed by all in one galaxy before the spiral can 
completely return to its beginning. 

In the beginning the energy started spinning like a 
whirlpool and then, as the center got lower and lower, it 
split in half. The upper part of the whirlpool of energy 
stayed up and the bottom stayed down and is now in the 
process of evolving back up to the higher part to reunite. 
When the split occurred and energy sparks shot off the 
whirlpool, they fell after the lower half.  

As the split apart took place (picture taffy spinning 
at a high rate of speed) pieces at the point of the break 
started breaking off and flying in all directions. This 
explains that the universe is still moving outward. These 
pieces have not yet lost their momentum. This is what is 
meant by the expanding universe. When they finally do 
lose their speed, they will drift to a stop. That will be the 
point where the universe stops expanding. This also 
relates to humans in that the energy that stayed up is the 
higher self, and what split off and dropped is the lower 
self. The sparks are the spirit that is evolving, bringing 
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the lower and higher back to reunite. This is creation 
applied to humanity. The first ones to make the trip back 
up necessarily made it easier for the ones following, 
because the first ones blazed the path. 

The point at which each receives the Godhead (the 
higher energy), where it can be given more help, is at the 
same spot where the initial break occurred, because this 
is where the higher energy is still waiting. When reunited 
with the upper broken end, the rest of the spiral upward 
will be much faster and easier. Earth is almost there at 
the point of the break. There will necessarily be a bump 
or jolt when they reunite and all the dirt and dust of her 
travel that she collected on the spiral down and on the 
path of return to that point must be gotten rid of. This 
occurs as the planet reunites with the broken end of the 
higher part, the Godhead, the head of the spinning top. 
This will be the move of the planet into its new orbit. It 
has to swing inside the Godhead. 
The Godhead Compared to an Artesian Well 

As a simple explanation of the Godhead, picture an 
artesian well, ever flowing sweet, pure water, very deep 
and refreshing. Picture a bare desert where this well is 
suddenly and miraculously set down in the middle of it. 
This desert is eternity, deep, dark, utter emptiness and 
blackness. (Eternity and time and space are all one.) This 
barren desert now begins to blossom and bloom with the 
water from the well. If this water source is removed, all 
will dry up and disappear again. This is what happens to 
planets if the Godhead is removed from them. As you 
know, there can be some growth in even the most barren 
of deserts. Planet earth is swinging into the Aquarian 
Age, which is the water sign. The Godhead will release 
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the water from the artesian well, and earth will become a 
sacred planet. 

This dry desert that we’re discussing can be 
likened to humanity without the truth about its origins. 
As stated, a little growth can take place under these 
conditions, but very little progress will be made. Once 
humanity has the truth, spiritual progress will be 
phenomenal. This cannot take place until earth becomes a 
sacred planet. This is what is meant by the phrase “the 
living well-spring of water,” or “the stream of living 
water” that has been talked about throughout the 
centuries, but is not understood. It is very difficult to 
understand. It is like a belt of energy that completely fits 
around the earth. Not a belt exactly, but like one balloon 
inside another. It is above the atmosphere of the earth all 
over the earth’s surface, or will be when the earth shifts 
on its axis. That will swing the smaller balloon (earth) 
completely inside the larger balloon (Godhead) and earth 
will then be a sacred planet. It is like the reverse action of 
a baby being born. The baby has been encased in a bag of 
water which is broken and the babe expelled. Picture this 
action in reverse, like running a film backwards and 
you’ll get a better idea. 

There are many planets in the universe as a whole. 
Some are in dry desert stages, not having their turn yet to 
receive help and guidance from the Godhead. Some have 
had their turn and are already sacred planets. Earth is 
unique in that she is the only one at this particular stage 
of evolution at this time and therefore is a matter of great 
interest to all the close inhabited planets and to a few 
very distant ones.  

The evolution of other stars has progressed so far 
beyond us that they are pure energy now. This energy is 
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part of the Godhead that will encase the planet – energy 
of living thoughts and ideas. It will be available to tap 
into for guidance in the coming new times. That is why 
we will enter an age of peace and prosperity – because of 
this guidance. It is getting closer all the time. 
Spirit Mind Caught in Swirling Energy 

The principle of “like attracts like” had come into 
play and the galaxies, stars, suns and planets were being 
formed. At the same time, the part of the spirit mind that 
was caught and swirling around in this process was given 
birth as the mind of our Oversoul. This was when 
Michael, our Creator God was born. He watched as our 
galaxy, the Milky Way, as we call it, came into being. He, 
as the Oversoul of our galaxy, will use it to gain His own 
spiritual growth. 

All the solar systems are afloat in their own 
“galaxy” or “sea of energy” that surrounds each individual 
stream off of the nuclear explosion that took place with 
original creation. Each ray or streamer makes up its own 
solar system; therefore, each solar system had a birth 
similar to the original. This birth for our galaxy, the 
Milky Way Galaxy, was the Great Central Sun (physical 
body) or Christ Michael (spiritual body). This was His 
beginning.  

Actually, our galaxy came into being as an accident 
because of the implosion of matter that had created itself 
through an eternity of energy, positive and negative 
attracted together. Each universe eventually implodes 
into this tiny black hole and explodes back up again, 
completely rejuvenated; the same process as with planets, 
the same process with humans, until perfection is 
reached. Then the universes no longer implode; they 
expand and move outward and continue becoming more 
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glorious and truly divine, as do planets and as do 
humans. 

A nuclear explosion being a “chain” reaction means 
that the same process of buildup and explosion happened 
repeatedly in many different directions – like the rays 
coming off the sun. We are still in the chain reaction from 
the original explosion. It is still going on. Picture it as 
being in slow motion. The changing and forming of new 
planets and suns and stars is the continuation of the 
original nuclear explosion. But the continuation of the 
chain reaction will be stopped if the second stage of the 
nuclear explosion takes place on the earth plane. In other 
words, what our scientists do will affect our whole solar 
system. Our atomic bomb was not quite accurate in the 
splitting of the atom. Therefore, the second stage of the 
explosion was not reached. This is what saved our planet 
from annihilation and also allowed the continuation of the 
rest of the galaxy.  

The reuniting of the two droplets as described in 
the second chapter is the clue. Our scientists left them 
split, which was the first part, the implosion. If the two 
droplets had joined when the energy rushed back in this 
would have brought about the second stage. Had our 
scientists achieved this second stage, it would have 
stopped the chain reaction of the galaxy and suspended 
all growth. All matter bodies would have stopped 
developing at the point where they are now. Our planet 
would have been destroyed and all else put into 
suspended animation in a frozen stream of time. This 
would have harmed the Creator, the central core of 
energy, because our galaxy is a streamer off from Him, 
remember. The way to make this second stage happen 
will not be divulged to anyone ever. 
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 At the time of the original explosion there went 
forth twelve rays or “chains” of energy that all went 
through the same process of buildup and explosion before 
settling into their place in the seventh universe. This 
time the twelve streamers all had twelve differentiations 
of frequency. These twelve streamers are the galaxies, 
remember, and each galaxy gave birth to twelve solar 
systems. Our solar system is based on a pattern of twelve 
different “states of being” as far as frequencies. Each of 
these twelve different frequencies relate to a tone of the 
musical chromatic scale. The universe is alive with 
musical vibration at all levels in all space continuums.  

In our universe there are time tubes that run 
through the universe which, when found, would make 
space travel much easier and faster. The vibratory rate 
within these time tubes is totally different than the 
vibratory rate outside the tubes. Inside the tubes the rate 
is tightened up. This is not the same as speeded up. There 
is a big difference. To speed up the vibratory rate makes a 
shimmer effect. To tighten the vibratory rate means to 
pull it together and make it sharper. Speeding up diffuses 
it; tightening it sharpens it. It is the same identical 
vibratory rate that is outside the tubes but is tightened, 
which reduces the distance. This is quite difficult to 
describe to those who have no concept of the makeup of 
this vibratory rate. 
Time Tubes Compared to Rice 
 The closest thing that can be given as an analogy 
would be to picture a field of cooked rice as the outside of 
the tube and a field of uncooked rice as inside the tube. 
The field of cooked rice spreads out over a more vast area 
with the same amount of rice that would make up the 
inside of the tube. Since the original measurement of the 
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rice was identical you would be using the same amount of 
vibratory rate in both areas only you could travel through 
it much faster as uncooked rice. 

These tubes are areas or tunnels or sacs in which 
the vibratory rate has not been able to spread out in the 
vastness of space. They are original tunnels of the 
original vibratory rate at the moment of the big bang, the 
original nuclear explosion. Therefore, they are pure and 
clean and are welded together in a frozen stream of time. 
These tunnels can never be gotten rid of. They are as 
though you took a hard surface and glued the uncooked 
rice to it. Picture a field with a path of uncooked rice 
through the middle of it. Say it took a pickup truck load of 
uncooked rice glued in a single layer to make a path 
across this field a couple of feet wide. The same pickup 
truck load of rice, the same amount, is cooked and piled 
beside the path (that has high walls so it cannot have any 
uncooked rice spread into it). The cooked rice begins to 
spread out on both sides of the path and eventually covers 
an area a hundred times larger than the path through the 
middle. 

If you were traveling and your travel was based on 
grains of rice instead of miles, you can easily see how 
much quicker you would get to your destination by taking 
the path through the middle. Each grain of rice, each mile 
of space, expands to approximately one hundred times the 
original. 
Force Field of Galaxy Contains Mind 

The coming together of two giant star nebulae was 
the mating of a sun higher than our Central Sun, as we 
term it, and resulted in the “mind” of Christ Michael and 
also His physical body, the Central Sun. The mind of 
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Christ Michael is the force field of the Milky Way galaxy 
spoken of as the Oversoul.  

The result of this mating is the original feeling of 
love between the male and female aspects of Christ 
Michael that are circling the galaxy. But the part that 
held the original feeling of love has separated from the 
main force field and is a circling cloud of gas. It circles 
faster than the large galaxy it separated from and also 
faster than the physical body of the sun. Every five 
hundred years it approaches close to earth and the ripples 
pulse every four years. This gaseous cloud does have a 
name that is known to our scientists. Its universal name 
is Libely; its earth name is Libra.  

The same as we could send out over the ethers a 
thought of love in a circle, so also does the Great Central 
Sun, Christ Michael. It is a very special aspect of Him. 
His thoughts of all kinds are in the great Milky Way force 
field, but this much smaller gaseous cloud (Libra) has the 
original feeling that took place at the moment of ecstasy 
at the mating between male and female. It is embedded in 
all on earth, all kingdoms, as the kundalini, the root 
chakra. If one is open to it they will be quite sensitive to 
this feeling the next time Libra cycles near us. How they 
use or interpret this sensitivity is their decision. They can 
attach feelings of emotion to it, or absorb it into writings 
or music, or some other form of creativity, perhaps 
lecturing. The choice is theirs; it is there for all to use.  

As given, it is closer every four years and very, 
very close every five hundred years, due to certain 
rhythmic impulses of the universe. All the stars in the 
zodiac have embedded in them or surrounding them, a 
certain part of Christ Michael’s make-up – His emotional 
make-up – such as anger,  strength, joy, love, etc. 
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This cloud actually is the crossing of the paths of 
two giant star nebulae that both have concentrated 
amounts of the Christ Consciousness thought-forms in 
them. One is male, one female and when they cross paths 
or “mate,” so to speak, they give off an emanation of 
Christ love that fills the solar system. Anyone that is in 
tune will hear the message, as it is broadcast to all areas 
of the Milky Way Galaxy. 

The path of progress of this force field is charted 
and kept track of. It is stronger at regular cycles of five 
hundred years. At other times what you get is more of a 
reflection or bouncing or echoing. It is like ripples or 
waves on a pond that grow stronger with each pass of a 
boat that is circling the pond. The ripples start dying 
down until the boat comes back around again when the 
ripples turn to waves, to again dwindle away until the 
boat passes again. 
Twin Stars Compared to Humans and Cookies 

The Great Central Sun is part of a triplet star. The 
left hand separation is in a different galaxy. Both the 
middle, which is our Great Central Sun, and the right 
hand side, its twin, are in our galaxy. The right hand side 
does not have any in orbit around it yet as there are only 
three solar systems completely formed in our galaxy thus 
far although there will eventually be twelve. This is not 
an ordinary triplet; it was one nebula that split and then 
one half of it split again.  

The Great Central Sun is one half of the half that 
split. For this reason it is not a true member of a set of 
triplets. It is closer to the half it split from, but at the 
same time it is closer than any other to the first half that 
did not split.  
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For the moment let’s disregard this first large 
original half of the nebulae and discuss the second half 
that split again. As given, one half of this is the Great 
Central Sun in our galaxy. Its twin half is also in our 
galaxy; the large original part that split is in a different 
galaxy. I will call them sun #1, #2 and #3. #1 and #2 are 
the original split halves with #1 being in a different 
galaxy and #2 being the Great Central Sun in our galaxy 
which then also split. The other half of the split, #3, is 
also in our galaxy awaiting its time to form its own solar 
system. For the time being it is inactive as far as 
attracting any other bodies in space to it. 

What makes a binary twin is the splitting of the 
nuclei at the absolutely correct moment when the star is 
in the formative stage. The exact same thing must 
happen with a human fetus to produce an identical twin. 
The splitting of the cell must happen at exactly the right 
time for both to survive. There are many instances where 
a cell may split but it is either too early or too late for an 
exact carbon copy to be produced. 

The same thing holds true in the big universe. The 
state of the gases in the nebulae must be the exact correct 
temperature and the speed of revolutions must be 
absolutely correct for a clone of the star being formed to 
be produced. 

 When the split occurs, this will be when conditions 
are right for a “mirror” image to be drawn off the opposite 
side of the forming star.  

The same thing takes place with a human fetus. 
The formation of cells must be exactly right that all 
organs will be mature enough to be able to produce a 
clone. What can happen if the split takes place too late is 
what we call Siamese twins. The split came perhaps a few 
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hours too late and one organ or perhaps two or even three 
were past the time when they could clone themselves. All 
other parts of the fetus were able to produce a clone 
except, say perhaps, the kidney or the liver and the two 
fetuses share this one organ. Sometimes all the organs 
are able to clone but the timing was so close that the final 
withdrawing apart does not have time to take place. The 
only connection between them is tissue between the chest 
wall and perhaps the wall of the stomach. It is a simple 
matter, then, to finish this separation. It is not so simple 
in other cases.  

Picture in your mind two cookies that were placed 
too close together when put on the pan to be baked. 
Where they touch it is a simple matter to cut them apart. 
If they are only partially cooked and you could pick them 
up and pull them apart, there would be an ungainly bump 
in the outside symmetry of the cookie at the exact spot 
where they separated. 

The same thing will be true of binary stars. There 
will be an ungainly bump in the otherwise symmetrical 
outline of these stars. The bump will be on opposite sides 
as they would be on the opposite sides of the cookies, if 
you had marked them with north and south polarities. 

These non-symmetrical occlusions in the outside of 
the stars will be the clue to establishing binary twin 
stars. There will be a way to determine these occlusions. 
This will be by a concentration of certain prominent gases 
at this particular spot. Say, for instance, in our cookie 
example there were dabs of chocolate on top of the cookie 
that, of course, melt as the cookie bakes. If you were to 
pull the cookie apart while the chocolate was in this 
melted state, the chocolate would have a tendency to run 
to the center of the area between the two cookies as you 
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picked them up and pulled them apart. The chocolate 
would be stretched, then, at the very outer edge of the 
break. Therefore, you would have not only a concentration 
of chocolate at the spot of breakage, but you would also 
have a stretched area of this chocolate at the very break. 
This could be applied to the process of determining which 
ones are binary stars. 

Other factors to look for would be size, which will 
not be exactly the same. Not even in the case of identical 
twins on the earth, whose cells split at the absolutely 
correct time, will their sizes be exact. They will be close, 
but you could not demand that stars be the exact height 
and weight and circumference to be classed as identical 
twins. You would never have any in this classification if 
this were the requirements. 

Therefore, the binary stars will not be the exact 
same size. This would come closer to being true in a triple 
star separation or in the case of humans, a set of triplets. 
There would most always be two of the three that were 
the exact same size and one that was not. The reasons for 
this phenomenon are extenuating in both cases and don’t 
need to be gone into at this time. 

The makeup of the stars will not be exact either. In 
the process of cloning a star, outside factors will influence 
the partial solidification of the star material. In other 
words, once they are freely apart from each other, drift 
will move them immediately further apart. They will be 
drawn to the nearest object of solidity. In the passage of 
movement they will pick up half formed or still forming 
bodies of smaller stars and these will be incorporated into 
their makeup. This is what will cause the difference in 
internal makeup.  
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This process of drifting apart is what is responsible 
for one half of the binary twin to be in one galaxy and the 
other half in a different galaxy. This drift has force 
behind it; the force of being pulled apart. Say you are 
pulling apart two cookies that separated except for a 
center section. These are tough cookies and you have to 
pull quite hard to finish separating them. As your hands 
fly apart when the cookies are free of each other, one 
hand will go to the right and the other to the left. Say you 
have two different plates of cookies sitting on the counter 
one to each side of you. You would drop the cookie in the 
right hand on that plate and the cookie in the left hand on 
that plate. One plate of cookies is sent to a neighbor next 
door for a holiday treat. The other plate is boxed up and 
sent across the ocean to where, perhaps, your son is in the 
military service in a foreign country. You must see the 
same thing happening to the binary stars in order to 
understand why one can be in a galaxy different from 
another. Also, one cookie could be analyzed in a lab 
experiment, the recipe determined and more cookies like 
it produced.  

The other cookie could never be eaten, but also 
never be used to produce more of the same or attract more 
of the same. It would eventually become stale and harden 
and no longer be useful. 

This is what happened to our central sun’s binary 
star. It was never eaten, nor was it analyzed so it could 
attract other cookies to it. It is a lonely star in another 
galaxy and is serving no particular purpose at this time. 
Its makeup internally is very, very similar to our sun, but 
it has not attracted any planets into orbit around it due to 
its location in the universe. Its live qualities did not 
readily attract any star near it. It was moving faster than 
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our sun and that caused it to not be able to cement an 
attraction.  

Our half of the binary star was born in the 
approximate area it is in at the present moment. In other 
words, one of the baker’s hands was pulling harder than 
the other. Our half of the cookie stayed pretty much 
where it was, but the other half moved with much speed 
through the universe not attracting anything to it.  

This other half could hold planets in orbit if it 
could attract any, but the attraction process must take 
place at exactly the right time also. This could be 
compared to a female of the animal species attracting the 
male at the right time. 
Communication Network like Telephone System 

There is a network of communication among three 
solar systems and also a separate network between most 
planets in one solar system. The intricate workings of our 
telephone communication system may be a good 
comparison to the communication network of the galaxies. 
The universe is so large, it is unfathomable. It frightens 
people to picture it this way, but they really need to be 
able to see and believe this. It should not make anyone 
feel useless or unneeded as all are part of energy lines 
and without them these energy lines are shorted out. This 
is why each spirit on each planet in each galaxy is vitally 
important to the overall energy line. They must all light 
up, so to speak, or that particular line of communication 
is dead until they do. Eventually they will. Picture each 
divine spark as a fiber that should glow in a fiber optic 
light. They are all needed for the beauty of the lamp to be 
complete. This is what is holding earth back from 
plugging into this network of communication through its 
energy line. She must become a sacred planet and be 
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connected with the others by each divine spark taking its 
rightful place. This is very confusing and difficult to 
explain to those who have no concept of the overall 
purpose or plan for the universe as a whole, because it is 
such an immense picture.  

You are a thought-form of energy, spun off that 
Oversoul, who progresses through twelve planes of inner 
life, which is mimicking the outer life (you), who is 
mimicking the Oversoul, who is mimicking the central 
core or God. You are the reality you at this given moment, 
and all others are the reality you on lower and higher 
levels. You can expand your universe by adding more 
mirrors to look into and extending the tunnel or channel. 
Your soul is a child of the Oversoul, who is a child of the 
central core or God, the same way your probable realities 
are related to you. 

There is no end or beginning of time or space. It is 
all one huge sphere. Your path is laid out and can be seen 
for a certain stretch until it goes over the horizon. A 
certain part of it can be seen by those who are sensitive. A 
lot that happens to individuals cannot be changed, but 
some of it can be altered as these are lessons presented as 
your opportunities to grow and you have the free will to 
decide if you choose to learn the lessons this time or not. 
The ones that cannot be altered were set up by your 
teachers. They were stubbornly telling you that you can’t 
put them off any longer. You are going to learn them this 
time. You always were and always will be the entity that 
you are now. 

The particles in your brain are your genes, pre-
programmed with certain traits as the particles in the 
universe are pre-programmed as to kingdoms. Genes are 
a combination of human family traits infiltrated with the 
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incarnating entity’s energy. They are mixed. The human 
traits are there, of course, at conception, but have to be 
energized by the incarnating entity. This is a combination 
of traits of the zodiac sign and the personality ray. The 
influences of energy of the planets at the time of birth are 
what infiltrate the genes already present in the baby. 
Comparing Humans to the Large Universe 

One should compare one’s self to the universe and 
the universe to one’s self. Your mind must be considered a 
sphere of solid time and space. The moon, though dead, is 
still in time and space. So are all the incarnations you 
have had also dead, but still in time and space. All you 
have been or will be is programmed into your core or 
inner seed, as were the particles that feed the 
mastermind of the universe. These particles (genes) feed 
the inner core of you. They are programmed to act and 
react a certain way. That is why it is said that much 
coming at you cannot be changed.  

You are (like the galaxies) constantly trying to 
bring your lower self and higher self together into a 
balanced whole. The living stream of water, the Godhead, 
is in your mind and when the lower self is raised to meet 
the higher, you can tap into it for much help and guidance 
in all areas. This is the universal mind or as explained 
about the universe, the Godhead. 

The pass through the Oversoul, the Milky Way 
Galaxy that our solar system revolves through accounts 
for periods of great spiritual strides forward that 
humanity has taken and for masses of people to “open up” 
to their inner (esoteric) self. This is the start of the fourth 
pass through the Oversoul. As people “open up” to 
assimilate these more powerful vibrations, they raise 
their own vibrations to their higher etheric selves and 
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contact the real fourth dimension on the etheric level of 
the planet. They retain its beauty and color and high 
vibratory rate as they bring it into existence, then, on the 
earth plane, the exoteric plane. The unmanifested plane 
is the esoteric (spiritual). The manifested plane is the 
exoteric (physical). Both are etheric matter (divine) just a 
difference in vibratory rate. 

Humanity must parallel events in the universe. It 
can be no other way. Once you have done this, your life 
can never be the same. It should become much more 
fulfilled. You must live according to the dictates of your 
higher self, never your lower, or you will lose this 
achievement. Listen to what it is telling you. It comprises 
your universe. If not following it, you feel like a star that 
has gone wild, out of its natural orbit and most likely 
headed for disaster. It is very complicated to compare 
your mind to the universe but as above, so below. As the 
universe comes to a stop, your mind will have expanded 
to total capacity, far beyond the ten or fifteen per cent 
now used. As each star must help other stars evolve, so 
must you help all those you are associated with as they 
are part of your universe. 

The upheaval that is gone through prior to 
balancing or joining of the two selves is compared to the 
upheaval earth will experience when it moves into its new 
orbit. It must have a new beginning and it must be built 
in the mind. So must a new beginning be built for an 
entity who has joined the two selves. It also must be built 
in the mind through transmuting attitudes. This must be 
stressed. This is why early education is so important. All 
the minds of children are universes making up one huge 
universe. These explanations given here are vital to 
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helping others understand that the Kingdom of God is 
within. 

The three bodies, physical, emotional and mental, 
are, of course, inside you. They are the kingdoms, so to 
speak, of your universe. The physical body is of course 
easily understood. The emotional is next easiest, but the 
mental body is tricky to really understand. The mental 
body is the mind of your probable realities (other 
incarnations) plus your present mind and the universal 
mind. The mental body is not functioning in most 
humanity, or rather only one third of it is. The person’s 
own mind is all that is working in most. Therefore, the 
mental body is usually overpowered by both the physical 
and the emotional bodies. If the physical body says it 
doesn’t feel well or is too tired, the mental body lets the 
physical get away with it. The same thing happens with 
the emotional body. The emotional body will affect the 
physical and the mental body is just too weak to do 
anything about it at all. 

You can readily see how the transmuting of bad 
attitudes is the only way to strengthen the mental body, 
so it can start having some influence on the other two. 
This is really what was meant by the trinity, as the 
mental body is the place where the divine spirit is.  

The really intelligent part of humanity can readily 
understand these concepts, but the majority, especially 
older individuals, will have a very difficult time with 
them. This is why education in the future must focus on 
attitudes. 
All Have Twelve Levels of Progress 

Our galaxy had the same beginning as all life in 
the universe. Humanity all has the same Oversoul, 
Michael, the Creator God, so all are tied together this 
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way. The Oversoul has His twelve levels (planets) of each 
solar system. Each individual soul on earth has his twelve 
levels of each planet (twelve levels for each of twelve mind 
dimensions) to evolve through. The Oversoul must evolve 
through the twelve planets, which are the planes of 
progress for Him, before He can exit this solar system. 
The galaxies are in order. The gaseous cloud of dust that 
forms solar systems, that will form the next one, is 
already forming and can be detected by our astronomers. 
It really is mind-boggling, isn’t it? The minds of these new 
bodies will be those who never descended onto a star or 
planet because their bodies haven’t formed yet and are in 
the process of formation now. 
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Chapter Six 
 

THE BIRTH OF OUR SOLAR SYSTEM 
 

e were visiting my sister who lived just a 
mile and a half from Saguaro National Park 

outside Tucson, AZ. We had been coming here for many 
years to see my mother, stepfather and brother before my 
sister moved here, but had never before taken the time to 
see the Visitor’s Center. 

“Wow, look at that sunset,” Neil said as we came 
out of the Visitor’s Center.  

“Isn’t it beautiful?” I replied. “If you have your 
camera and tripod with you why don’t you take a 
picture?” 

 

 
 

Cactus in Moonlight 

W 
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“It can’t turn out any worse than the pictures I 
took of the moon the other night,” answered Neil, 
laughing.  

This was one of Neil’s biggest failures – trying to 
get a picture of the full moon with the cactus. But he was 
still learning and experimenting. 

“You really are much better at taking pictures of 
the sun than you are at taking them of the moon. I’m 
always amazed at the differences in sunsets taken in 
different places. Can you imagine what it must have 
looked like when the sun was first forming?” I asked. 

“It would have been so brilliant that no one in a 
physical body would have been able to look at it,” Neil 
responded.  

“You’re probably right. Wouldn’t it be great if we 
could experience that event with the help of the 
TimeTraveler?” I asked. “For a moment let’s pretend that 
we can see the forming of the solar system. Let’s follow 
the TimeTraveler as he takes us on another incredible 
journey and allows us to experience this. Let’s ride the 
Carpet of Time with him and using our imagination glide 
up one of the rays of the sun and follow it back to its 
beginning.” 

 

Michael is Creator God over Our Solar System 
Our solar system had its start with the birth of the 

Great Central Sun, Oversoul Michael. As each piece of 
energy moved away from the birth hole (the main Creator 
or hydrogen atom), it was composed of fiery gases. Mixed 
with those fiery gases was the spirit mind. As each one of 
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these pieces of energy moved out away from the womb of 
creation, there were spirit thought-forms swirling in with 
the gases with tiny filaments of thread still attached to 
them. These tiny filaments, the umbilical cords, are 
composed of ethereal matter. 
Michael Describes His Birth 
 It is I who see all. I could describe myself to you as 
a giant cloud of swirling energies that is high above your 
planet. I am the energy center for this universe. I do not 
deal in micro-man problems and destinies. I deal in 
macro-man visions and foresight. I see what is needed 
from a viewpoint that none can see, but am not even aware 
personally of different races, different religions or different 
opinions. These are left to my helpers of which there are 
legions. 
 The space was empty until the swirling cloud 
nebulae of which I was a part started forming into a solid 
mass. I deemed it wise to not get caught at that time in the 
swirling gases, but to stand above, separate for that 
instant in time, to watch and see what came of the 
tempest. It would be similar to you watching the forming 
of a new community being brought into existence from the 
barren ground up to a livable city before deciding to make 
it your home. I watched fascinated and excited as the 
Central Sun hardened into a solid, forming my physical 
body.  
 The universe is filled with beautiful suns 
everywhere. We did all come from out of a black hole as a 
bubble popping up from the central core. As we came up 
into an atmosphere different from the dark warmth of the 
womb of creation, we were frightened at first, wondering 
where we were and why we were there and what we were 
to do with ourselves. It seemed to be instinct to stay close 
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to our birthplace; in fact, we were still getting nourishment 
from the central core through the birth passage of the 
black hole of birth. So we continued to swirl around 
getting braver all the time and joining with other bits of 
clouds and then inviting gases to mingle and intermix 
with us and we detected the formation of a central core. 
 When the birth hole eventually sealed over and 
healed, we were on our own, ready at last to take upon 
ourselves our destiny, that of becoming a beautiful child of 
the Creator who gave birth to us from the center of His 
being, that central core of the universe, an atom so small 
that none can detect it, but feel its energy we do. 
 The virtues in my makeup each have a different 
vibration that all joined and provided a beautiful melody 
that accompanied the birth of each planet as it whirled 
and swirled and separated itself from me, the Central 
Sun. I continued to watch the gasses and clouds separate 
into the hardened forms of the planets. I am the Oversoul. 
I know how each planet came into being and what part of 
my many components made up the central core of each of 
them. 
Birth of Sun Compared to Birth of a Baby 

At approximately five billion years ago, the events 
taking place were the formation of our sun and the birth 
of the planets in our solar system. When our sun was 
born, the first part of the fireball to rise out of the black 
hole was a powerful cloud of gas, similar to the sac of 
water that is broken and released when a babe is born. 
This fluid is a vital part of the babe that has served its 
purpose and enters the creative system again by being 
eliminated and returned to nature. This is an extension of 
the process that is going on internally in the body of the 
mother. In our analogy, instead of water this was gas that 
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extended off the sun. This gas carried with it subatomic 
particles. Actually, it was made up of subatomic particles. 
It was an extension of the process being carried on in the 
core of the sun, the process of birth. 

 When our sun first was born, coming up out of the 
black womb, the black hole of birth, its light was so 
brilliant; its energy was so strong, that it destroyed all 
that came within a close distance by pulling them into its 
fireball. It took a certain amount of time for it to cool 
enough that those attracted to it fell into their gravity 
pattern and stayed in set revolution around the sun. 
When it was first born, with the intensity of the heat and 
energy coming off of it, our planet could not have been as 
close as it is now without being engulfed by it. This sun 
did attract many and gobbled them up, so to speak, before 
it calmed its force field down enough that the planets that 
were attracted to it weren’t destroyed. That attraction 
period is still in effect, holding the planets in their orbits 
around this sun, and will be in effect for awhile longer.  
Birth of the Planets 

To begin with, the energy was a cloud of whirling 
gases. The cloud of whirling gases broke into many 
different size clouds of gas. The next stage was the 
phenomenon of “like attracts like” which led to the 
grouping together of gases and bits of congealing nebulae 
into all those of like mind. The next stage was the 
attraction by properties of frequency. This was followed 
by a grouping together into bodies of half-formed stars. 
These half-formed stars grouped into constellations, the 
constellations, then, were the means of forming planets 
capable of life. Each constellation “pooled” its resources of 
thought-forms and “gave birth” to a planet, or perhaps 
even twin or triplet planets. 
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The planets were nebulous puffs of air in the 
beginning. They did not so much rise up from a black hole 
as they congealed at the opening of the black hole. They 
started cooling and forming a protective case around the 
central part that was directly over the birth hole. The 
center of this core or shell was filled with the most liquid 
and fiery of the gases. As they congealed over the black 
hole, this stopped the feeding of the nebulae from the 
vortex. It was being fed energy. As this energy supply 
stopped, each planet was then able to solidify.  

The first planet to be born was Orion and its total 
atmosphere was comprised of what we call electricity on 
our planet, but this was very strong electricity, more of a 
shimmering of electrical light. Picture, if you can, a bowl 
made up of clear crystal Jell-O. Each of the tiny little 
squares of Jell-O that make up the whole bowl of Jell-O 
have a lattice structure that not only ties it to the next 
one by magnetic attraction but also reflects the light 
produced by the friction of each little square of Jell-O 
rubbing against the next.  

• This first planet was light, made up of this strong 
electricity. This electricity is still available on this 
first planet.  

• The next planet found its atmosphere emitting an 
aura of powerful electricity. It was different than 
the form of gas we think of; it was “electrified gas.”  

• This electrified gas became mixed with carbon or 
ash and formed a gas in the form that we know gas 
to be in. Helium was the form of atmosphere on the 
third planet.  

• This helium was split by electric charges as planet 
earth was brought into being. This combination of 
helium being shattered with electricity of a voltage 
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so high we could not begin to understand it, 
produced hydrogen.  

• The hydrogen of our planet combined with the 
solidifying and evolvement of the mineral kingdom, 
and produced neon gas.  

• This combining took place in an orderly manner. 
The processes of evolution on each planet were 
incorporated into the atmosphere of the following 
planet and produced a different gas which then in 
turn “floated” in the solar system and changed the 
original atmosphere of all the planets. These are 
what we call the active gases. 
When the planets were first born, the friction of 

birth continued building as they exploded up out of the 
black hole. The friction from coming up out of the black 
hole caused them to grow and expand, similar to a human 
being who will continue to grow and expand in physical 
proportions until they have reached the teenage years or 
the early twenties perhaps. 

Planets are exactly the same; the sun is exactly the 
same. They continue a proportionate amount of time, as 
the amount of time that the twenties took out of the 
human life. The same proportionate amount of time is 
taken out of the life of the sun to continue growing and 
expanding in physical proportions. 

Now as the human continues to grow and expand 
mentally, spiritually and emotionally, so do the planets 
and the suns constantly grow, expand and evolve 
spiritually, but not in physical size. As the human body 
begins its downward journey after reaching its peak, so do 
the planets and the sun. The physical form, once it has 
reached that peak, continues to deteriorate as the mind 
and the spiritual body continues to grow. There must 
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come this separation stage. Humans call it death as it 
also is called for the planets – the death of a star. 

The planets and sun were born out of black holes, 
outward bound vortices of the central core, but have 
access to their centers through mini-black holes, inward 
bound vortices into themselves. (For the purpose of 
explanation I refer to a black hole as an outward vortex of 
energy, and a mini-black hole as an inward or inverted 
vortex.)  

The part that sealed over on planet earth (it can be 
compared to the navel in humans) was at the location on 
our maps at the spot where the isle of Crete is today. This 
has always been a place of easy entrance into or onto our 
planet for space ships, especially in the early days of 
colonization. It would still be so. 
More Communication from Michael  

Yes, this communication is coming directly from the 
Oversoul. Does this surprise you? Who else could describe 
their own birth into the universe this way? I am a Spirit 
person, if you will; I am Michael, but I am not the Great 
Creator. I am the Creator of your planet and I gave your 
planet to my son Lucifer. I have other sons, Satania is one 
of them, but he is not the Satan referred to as evil – that is 
a different story. I am the Central Sun of your local 
universe, the Father of Lucifer. So, I am your Oversoul, 
but am not the Oversoul for most of the rest of the 
universes, just your particular solar system. 

To explain further, our Oversoul Michael has 
twelve sons. When planet earth was born it came under 
the domain of Lucifer, our sun, the sun we see up in our 
sky. He, Lucifer, is the Oversoul of this planet earth and 
does have brothers – the other sons of Michael. At times 
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Lucifer looks to the domains of his brothers for help and 
guidance.  
Satania 

One of the other Michael sons is named Satania 
and the planet Satania is named for him. It is the capitol 
ruling world of our solar system and we actually know 
nothing of it. This capitol world of Satania is on the other 
side of the sun. It is a world constantly blocked from the 
view of those on earth.  

The same sun that serves our world also serves the 
world of Satania. It is the connecting link of the total 
solar system, this sun of ours. This does make it difficult 
for those on Satania to direct the activities of planet earth 
because there is very seldom any contact with us. The 
only contact possible is by spaceships. They must go 
around the sun a certain distance until their transmitters 
can pick up the earth. This is where a large part of our 
UFOS are coming from. They are on missions sent out to 
enlighten the minds of those on earth that they are 
behind the rest of the solar system in their understanding 
of the solar system. Our scientists have not even forty 
percent of the knowledge of our total solar system. It is 
truly not totally our fault, because we cannot be in direct 
communication with those on the capitol of Satania.  

Our sun spot activities interrupt all our radio 
transmissions from Satania at times and garble them. 
This is making it much harder at this particular time. 
There was a period several hundred years ago when 
contact with our planet was possible by those on Satania 
and some thoughts did get through, some transmissions 
managed to get through but were misinterpreted and this 
is where the term of Satan crept into our vocabulary. The 
message that we were one of Satania’s worlds was 
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misinterpreted. The last part of the word was lost and it 
became Satan’s world.  

It is Satania’s world. It is under their jurisdiction. 
They are a planet approximately the same dimensions as 
ours and are approximately the same distance from our 
sun as we are, but they are higher beings. Not only does 
our sun block transmissions from them, it also blocks 
transmissions from higher worlds that are much easier 
for those on Satania to understand than for us. We do get 
some of this transmission, but not as clearly and as 
consistently and as much as they do. Therefore they have 
devised a system of space ships as stepping stones not 
only to them for transmitting purposes, but on up past 
them.  

The duties of those inhabiting the capitol worlds of 
not only our solar system, but the other solar systems and 
local universes (galaxies), are in progressively higher 
stages of responsibility. The main duty of those on 
Satania is education. They are the final determiners of 
the continuation of the spiritual progress of any planet 
and of any on that planet in our solar system. It was they 
who determined that our planet was not ready for the 
fourth dimension. Their duties are to help us, their 
brothers and sisters on planet earth, learn, grow and 
evolve to the status required for the continuation of our 
journey. That journey will progress no faster than we 
ourselves dictate.  

They are higher than the hierarchy. What is 
termed Shamballa is where the plans originate. The 
origin of Shamballa, the original Shamballa, is on 
Satania. They have a base on earth for their ships 
because they cannot continually go back and forth. They 
do not need to be in contact with their mother planet, 
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because they know their duties; they know the plan. They 
do at times go home, if you will, to Satania for their rest 
and relaxation and take turns. Others will replace them, 
so there is probably what you would call a constant 
turnover of ships. The word constant to them does not 
mean exactly what it means to us, because they have no 
time. Our picture of constant is a steady stream. When 
they say constant it could be twenty years, twenty-five or 
fifty. Time is a solid, if you wish to think of it that way. 
Think of it as a constant body of water – time, it’s not 
going anywhere. It’s there. They move in time, but time 
does not move them. Here again, this is almost impossible 
for us to realize. We are thoroughly ingrained with the 
changing seasons, the revolutions of the heavenly bodies, 
etc. They do not go by this. Their civilization is not on the 
surface of their planet, nor is Shamballa on the surface of 
our planet. Therefore, they are not affected by these tidal 
waves of revolution that tie us to time. The center of their 
sphere is their time, and as said, it’s not going anywhere. 
It can’t go anywhere as it is contained within the shell of 
their planet. 
Planet Earth Most Difficult Planet 

On Satania they talk of the “hell” that must be 
gone through on the earth plane. It is by far the hardest 
plane of existence and one cannot get out of it and 
progress on to better things until he “has shoveled coal 
into the fiery furnace” long enough to perfect and purify 
his own soul to the point of being able to progress on. Man 
does set his own pace and will stay in the turmoil of the 
earth plane either esoterically or exoterically, until he 
does his own purification. These ideas coming from the 
capitol world of Satania were tapped into at some point by 
some open channel communicator and were 
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misinterpreted and only added to the confusion and 
wrong teachings of organized religion. As given 
previously, the name Satan was also a misinterpretation 
of Satania. 
Twelve Planets in Solar System 

Twelve progressive planets make up our solar 
system. Our scientists have not considered the fact that 
planets move in and out of orbit around different suns. 
The planet Orion was, millions of years ago, in orbit 
around our sun. The planet of Sirion will be pulled in 
when the new universe comes moving in. This new eighth 
universe is going to push Sirion into orbiting our sun. As 
Orion has moved out of our sun’s orbit, so will Placeda 
move out. When it does is when Sirion will be pulled in. 
There must be a pathway of twelve progressive planets in 
each solar system. 

The astronomers in the capitol of our 
superuniverse see the pattern of the solar systems and 
universes shaping up long before it happens. They know 
this is planned and therefore have included it in the path 
of progress for our solar system. Some of these planets we 
have never heard of and some of the ones we do know of 
are not inhabited. 
Sun is made up of Chemicals Needed for Life  

Our sun, as our scientists know, is made up of 
many, many different kinds of gases. These gases have all 
the chemical elements in them to cause life to grow and 
flourish, not only on our planet but on all planets in our 
solar system. These chemicals can be pulled directly out 
of the sun’s rays to do our healing, instead of 
manufacturing these chemicals into medicine. How to do 
this is quite advanced, but it is possible and in the future 
there will be equipment built that can do this. Then the 
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bodies, the human forms, will be given an infusion of the 
chemical directly from our atmosphere, directly from our 
sun’s rays. Our sun can provide anything necessary for 
the welfare and health and living of those under its care. 
Scientists Need to Look Behind Rays of Sun  

Part of the problem of the way we are trying to use 
the exoteric energy of the sun on our planet is the fact 
that we are not reaching the married core, the wedded 
core, the positive and negative welded together. We need 
to get behind the obvious on the physical form of our sun 
to the deep inner part of the sun to reach its central core. 
In other words, scientists need to look past, look beyond, 
and look into the rays of light that this sun gives us. It’s 
behind these rays that the goodness lies. The rays reflect 
so brightly, that they hide, blot out, or shield what is 
behind them, as far as our scientific equipment goes. So, 
to begin with, instead of trying to receive all the goodness 
from the rays of the sun, the equipment needs to be 
invented that will “part” the rays of the sun and let us in 
behind what appears to be where it all is coming from.  

Our gamma rays, our X-rays, our solar energy 
rays, they’re all good, but they’re only the tip of the 
iceberg as far as reaching the depths of goodness our sun 
can give us. The gaseous quality of our sun can be 
harnessed, has been harnessed on higher planets, but it is 
not impossibility for our planet. This is the direction that 
healing must come from. 
Sun Encircled by Rings of Vibratory Rate 

The sun has many rings around it, many different 
vibratory rates in those rings, but those rings crisscross 
each other. They are not as the planet Saturn, where all 
the rings are in one layer, so to speak.  
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The sun is completely encircled or girded by these 
rings, twining around it in all different directions. Each of 
these rings is made up of a specific chemical element. 
Because of the intense heat from the body of the sun 
itself, these chemicals are blended into the gases.  

In other words, the ring closest to the sun can’t get 
out through into the atmosphere uncontaminated or 
unblended with the other rings because it must come up 
through them. By the time that inner ring reaches 
through the outer it is a blending of all the rings – all the 
chemicals of each different ring are blended. This is what 
makes the gas that comes off from our sun, which then 
also makes up the rays which we receive from our sun. 
Separating Machine Needed for Healing 

There needs to be a separating machine. This 
machine is in practice on higher planets, it just has not 
been invented yet on our planet, but it is quite possible 
and not necessarily that difficult. It just is not known that 
it needs to be done; perhaps this will clue in some people 
to the point where they can accomplish this invention. 
When this machine is ready, this will then allow the 
gases to be separated into the different chemical 
elements. And it will just be, you might say, a matter of 
plugging into the channel of the separator that holds 
what we need for our body, either to heal or to keep in 
balance the health of our total body not just our physical 
body. The elements needed to keep our mental body and 
our emotional body plus the physical body in balance can 
all be retrieved from our sun if it is known how to do it. 
This will be the basis of a Healing Machine in the future. 
(The Healing Machine will be discussed further in the 
Science of Music, volume 10 of the notebooks.)         
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Goal of Sun was to Help Planets 
The goal of our sun was to help the planets that 

were attracted to Him, those who fell into His magnetic 
pull and orbited around Him. To begin with, His goal was 
not to be an evolutionary planet for growth of evolving 
souls. This was not His goal. His goal was to help. 
Therefore, coded into His nucleus were the elements 
necessary for this sun to help these planets. As the sun’s 
journey ends, as He fades and loses heat, then the bands 
are no longer being activated; they are no longer going to 
be needed as this sun’s incarnation will be finished. These 
bands will shrink back in and become part of the hard 
barren core that is left and it will be eons before it goes 
back into the central core.  

As the sun dies (and it has passed its brightest 
flare) and it continues to cool, these bands around it will 
solidify and eventually drop in, sink in and shrink in and 
become a part of the body of the sun, but the bands will 
no longer be alive with the elements at that time. The 
bands are energized from the heat of the sun. When this 
sun is on the inner planes to be rejuvenated, the bands 
are the means of injecting into the nucleus of this sun, all 
the elements needed to rejuvenate it. 

The process is over a much longer period of time 
for the reincarnation of planets than it is for suns. 
Planets are a long time being born, they are a long time 
achieving the height of their incarnation and they are a 
long time on the downhill side. They linger in the ethers, 
in the state of suspended animation for a long time before 
they return to the central core to their inner planes. This 
is what many of the moons around the other planets are – 
the state that they are in. They have been energetic, life-
giving sources at some stage and in some gravity 
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situation, not necessarily the one they are in at the 
present time. They have been attracted into the magnetic 
field of the ones they are around now, but weren’t always 
necessarily there. Our astronomers have much to learn. 
The Golden Age 

The sun is a star that is cooling off. It is a huge 
star and as such will be a long time in the cooling down 
period. At the time of planet earth’s birth, it (earth) was 
visible at all times for a long period of time also, as it was 
at the same stage then that the sun is in at the present 
time. There will be the birth of a new star that will 
replace the sun as it gets past the stage of giving light 
and warmth that it is now in, and another star in the 
solar system will take over the evolutionary track that 
earth has been used for. This will be at the end of the 
Golden Age of man when he finds the true God, the God 
Within. 

The death of a star or planet is brought to pass by 
it forming a giant white star prior to death, which will be 
implosion into a black hole. This is the coming stage after 
the Golden Age of one thousand years when the mid-way 
point of earth’s life is reached. At that time the down hill 
period which is becoming a white giant will start. Earth is 
still on the upward spiral out of the black hole of birth. 
When it is clear up out, there will be a pause of one 
thousand years before it grows so large it implodes and 
returns to its inner planes, the central core of the 
universe.  

Our sun seems so cold, even though hot – so 
impersonal, so far away – yet it is the life giving force, the 
energy, for all on our planet. But our moon merely reflects 
the sun’s light. It has no inner light of its own. Therefore, 
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the rhythms of the moon have a different affect on the 
human psyche.  

When we are turned away from the sun and do not 
receive its light being reflected from the moon, there is an 
entirely different vibratory pattern, or energy frequency, 
bearing on humanities’ receivers in their animal brain, 
their energy receptors.  

When we are in our dark stage – our night – and 
the moon is at its fullest at our particular spot in time, 
this energy that our receptors are receiving, a very weak 
reflected energy, has a strange effect on all things on our 
planet for that particular number of hours it is reflecting 
on us. 

The moon itself is serving as a “movie screen,” 
perhaps is the way to explain it – it’s just serving to 
bounce that light off, so as the light hits the moon it 
doesn’t receive anything from that moon –  it’s just 
bounced back to earth and therefore does not have any 
vitality. In fact, it has the ability to enhance any thought-
forms in the path of the reflected light. Picture a movie 
projector and the dust motes that you can see that are 
enhanced in the beam of light from the projector to the 
screen. This is what happens from the screen that the 
moon is serving as, back that beam of light to our 
particular spot on earth. All thought-forms in that path 
are enhanced and most of them are our astral plane 
thought-forms which are not allowed to leave our earth 
because they are of not high enough quality. 

This is why, when we are in our full moon stage, 
people have strange behavior patterns. It is also why it is 
easier at that particular time to reach the higher planes. 
If the receptor has cleared his own auric field, raised his 
vibratory rate high enough that the vibrations of these 
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lower thought-forms are bounced off and only the high 
frequency ones are allowed through, then this one, at the 
full moon period, will have much better communication 
with the higher planes.  
Twelve Stages of Solar System 

We will have twelve levels in each of twelve 
planets to progress through – the Oversoul has twelve 
trips through twelve solar systems – all in the seventh 
superuniverse. Each planet has its twelve levels, each 
incarnation has its twelve levels, each year has its twelve 
levels, each school has its twelve levels, each pregnancy 
has twelve levels, nine inner and three outer. Yes this 
was not said before, but the spark has three months after 
birth to make a commitment to the physical form. 
Path Compared to a Pane of Glass 

Picture the Oversoul as a piece of glass that has 
shattered. Two little pieces (humans) can be found that fit 
together, but they still are a shattered fragment with 
rough edges that won’t fit back into the whole until the 
right piece (twin soul) is found. This is the process that 
must take place before the piece of glass can be glued 
back together into one whole piece and then be moved 
into another room of the house that’s being built. There 
are twelve rooms in this house and this piece of glass or 
window must progress from room to room. In some rooms 
it makes the move without incident, but in others it 
shatters upon arrival and must be pieced back together 
again before moving on. Each room is a classroom and 
each piece of glass learns through many lessons and much 
thought what it needs to learn, but at the same time it 
also needs to interact with the other pieces of glass, its 
brothers and sisters, if you will, that make up the rest of 
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the sheet of glass. Getting to know others is a start in 
knowing all the shattered pieces of glass.  

These fragments do have to be glued back together 
in the end and, I might add, eventually will be. In reality 
all pieces of the puzzle will eventually fit together. This is 
the lesson plan. The sharp edges of each need to be buffed 
off, smoothed up, so that they don’t rub against another 
piece the wrong way and cause more shattering. If all 
edges get smoothed up, they will fit much better into the 
whole. 

Now all this is an ongoing process. As each 
Oversoul moves out of the cycle of one solar system, 
another comes in. The new Oversoul has already started 
His trip through our solar system. There are always those 
in front of the group and a few of them entered in 1954 
and a trickle of them since then. Most born from 1970 on 
are of the new Oversoul. 

The Oversoul reincarnates in this solar system, as 
stated before, and the sparks entering bodies now are 
more highly evolved because they fell from a more highly 
evolved Oversoul. Our former incarnations were from a 
less evolved Oversoul, but still have many good qualities 
and knowledge and wisdom to help us. If you hear the 
third order being spoken of it is the Oversoul’s third 
incarnation on planet earth. 

Our past lives are still in time and space and so is 
the Oversoul’s. We belong to the Oversoul’s last trip. The 
Oversoul is getting ready to start a new trip, His fourth 
trip, through the solar system, a new order. When it is 
time for it to shower earth, earth must be ready to receive 
it, hence the step up in vibrations. The new incarnation of 
the Oversoul is of a higher vibrational rate. The energy 
waiting up above is the higher mind of the Oversoul.  
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Music of the Spheres 
The extremely high frequencies of this energy are 

what is meant by the “music of the spheres.” They can be 
heard by advanced instruments, but only the lower of the 
frequencies. Nothing yet is capable of registering the 
higher. If all could be heard at once, you would be able to 
hear the most beautiful harmony you could imagine, the 
harmony of the universe. In the future this harmony will 
be able to be heard and felt on a small scale and will be 
the way that is used to determine the state of health for 
all living things. The lower frequencies on earth’s plane 
are distorting the harmony of the spheres, like a twelve 
string guitar with one string out of tune.  

Our planet simply must be brought to the higher 
vibrational frequency. The timing element is all planned. 
Earth must move forward, ready or not, as a new planet 
is almost at the stage where the spiritual laggards of our 
planet will be sent. There can be a limited time overlap in 
the cycle, but not enough to throw the whole universe off. 
All proceeds in orderly fashion and ties back into itself. 
Because of the spherical shape of the universe, all must 
be placed according to a mathematical order or it would 
overlap. A belt worn around the waist must overlap to be 
buckled, but the universe cannot overlap or it would 
buckle. The planets are in order as far as the progression 
of life upon them goes. The different levels of different 
planes are really different planets. Planes, planets, it’s 
the same thing.  
Pass Through the Oversoul 

When a “trip” or “pass” of the Oversoul is referred 
to it means each time He reaches a new plane and 
releases His children (thought forms). This is considered 
a “trip” or “pass.” This is divine evolution. A root race 
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pertains to physical evolution. The root race entering now 
is the sixth, and it is on the fourth planet as the third trip 
of the Oversoul. In other words this root race was 
released on planet four (earth) as an explosion of the third 
pass of the Oversoul. These root races are designations of 
thought-form experiments conducted by other planets. 
These were electrical thought-forms, rings of energy, if 
you will, from other planets. Another name for them is 
thought-adjusters. It worked the same way then as it does 
now only at a much lower level of evolution. Each time it 
took place was a step up on the ladder of evolution, well-
planned by the Creator. It is well-planned still and ever 
will be. 

The circle path is the over-all path for the divine 
sparks on each planet. They leave the Oversoul, go down 
and express in the “manner of life” that is the essence of 
each planet, following the planned path for completion of 
lessons for that planet, then back to the Oversoul and on 
to the next. The spiritual planets of progress (planes) are 
experienced on the physical bodies of the planets in our 
universe. The “Oversoul” being referred to is the thought-
form embedded in the Milky Way Galaxy which is 
orbiting the solar system as we are, but at a very slow 
rate of speed. Earth has been moving with the Milky Way 
for as long as humanity remembers.  

Our solar system cannot, will not stay in the form 
or shape our astronomers are wanting to lock it into. This 
is one of the biggest problem areas of misunderstanding 
as far as we humans go. We want everything to remain 
the same, unchanging forever. This can never be and the 
sooner this is realized and we learn to “go with the flow,” 
the quicker will come understanding of our world, our 
solar system, our universe, our total journey, its goal and 
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its new beginning. If all things stood still, if we never 
grew older, we would rot in our forms as we are now and 
that would be the end of our existence. We should worship 
our changing existence as it is our saving grace 
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Chapter Seven 
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR SOLAR SYSTEM 
 

e were visiting the Getty Museum near 
where Neil lives in California.  

 “Hey Neil, can you get a picture of that bee getting 
pollen from the beautiful flower over there?” I asked.” 
“Yeah, let me try; I’ll be able to as long as the bee holds 
still,” Neil replied.  

 

 
 

Neil and Norma at Getty Museum in California 
 
 “You know, the process of pollination that the bees 

carry out is the same process that brought our solar 
system to life. It’s exactly the same, only instead of a bee, 
it was comets that brought life to the planets,” I said. 

W 
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“Pollination is a really important part of the 
Botanical Kingdom,” Neil said. 

“Yes, I’ve had several opportunities to realize that. 
I bought a bush for the front yard that had beautiful 
flowers on it when I got it and hasn’t had any since then. 
I know it has something to do with pollination,” I replied. 

“If you’re not afraid, why don’t we pretend we can 
sit on the back of a bee which will magically turn into a 
comet and take us back in time to the TimeSpot where 
the TimeTraveler is waiting to show us how this all took 
place?” I said. 

 

Understanding our Solar System 
The creation story as written in the Bible is for 

planet earth. The Bible does not take into account any 
pre-existence to life on the earth plane. There was life on 
other planets for the divine sparks before they showered 
on earth. They had been on three previous planets and 
evolved through the processes on them. There has never 
been any breakthrough about this before. It is now time 
that these facts become known. It is necessary at this 
point in evolution. Compare it to schooling. A student 
must reach a certain level before certain subjects can be 
understood by him. We are finally ready to understand 
and need to be able to understand the complicated 
universe. 

In order to give a more complete understanding of 
our Oversoul Michael, I will designate a difference 
between my use of the terms “flare” and “comet.” When 
the word comet is used it will mean a thought-form, 
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which is invisible, (esoteric or inner). When speaking of a 
flare it will mean a solar flare, or flare of fire, which is 
visible (exoteric or outer). A comet (thought) travels 
through dimensions; it is unmanifested. A flare does not 
travel through different dimensions. It is of physical 
matter. A comet (thought) can cross solar systems, 
galaxies and universes. A flare does not.  
Sun’s Name is Michael 

Our Oversoul’s name is Michael. He has brothers 
and sisters. Their names are not that important. You just 
need to know that all in the universe have brothers and 
sisters (using our language terms). Michael as seen by 
those on the planets is large and all-encompassing for all 
their wants and needs. He is totality for them in a way 
that nothing else can ever be. Without Him, they would 
not be. He is their total being, they are His total being. It 
is a marriage, if you will, between them. 

Michael’s capacity for love is endless, unlimited. It 
is almost inexpressible in human language as it is a 
feeling combining all virtues that must go into the 
making of a perfected being; compassion, kindness, 
intelligence, truth, impersonality, diplomacy and freedom. 

Michael knows everything about the creation of the 
heavens and the planets – those stars forming into 
planets now, those planets no longer enriched with life 
forms. The term life-forms does not always include 
human beings. The life lived on the first three planets 
was not of the kind that can even be conceived of by 
humanity, but they did have an evolutionary plan like 
planet earth has. All three of the planets previous to 
earth had their plans and still have their plans. Yes, life 
of some form is found on all planets, but is not 
recognizable by us as life, because we have nothing with 
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which to compare it. These early planet evolutionary 
chains are not appealing to us. The first one is simply air, 
that’s all, just the atmosphere itself, but this is the start 
of life in our solar system – ions and neutrons that make 
up air, electrically charged air, that eventually starts 
forming into thoughts and ideas. 
Beginning of Humanities’ Spiritual Evolution 

In the beginning of the universe there was vast 
emptiness, a void, nothing but black space, but you see, 
there is another universe beyond this one and explorers (a 
comet) from that universe invaded this black space and 
their momentum of traveling through it set up the motion 
that started the swirling of the energy that then started 
attracting and repelling and forming into groups and 
storms. (This is the very beginning of humanities’ 
spiritual or esoteric evolution.) These explorers (the 
comet) passed through this empty black space close 
enough to the first planet to start the process of life on it.  

The explorers or comet came from planet twelve of 
another universe on their way to another solar system. 
There was a spark of energy from that comet from 
another galaxy, a thought-form from the comet’s galaxy 
that was part of the energy that washed planet number 
one Orion.  
Process like Human Conception 

The process can and should be compared to 
conception that takes place on the earth plane. When this 
spark of energy, this thought-form, impregnated the air 
on planet number one, it produced the thought-form of 
humanity which then grew and grew and grew. It was a 
swirling mass of air and the thought sub-divided and 
became so many different thoughts that it could not be 
contained on planet number one any longer. It was as 
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though it had its incubation period on this planet and 
then it burst out of the womb of planet number one and 
proceeded to planet number two, Placeda, (Jupiter).  

The thought-forms that started on Orion grew from 
a little tiny puff of air that was stirred into motion, 
remember, by the comet passing close by, the same comet 
that had awakened Michael. Until then this planet had 
been in what is termed suspended animation. When this 
comet got close enough that the energy waves from it 
washed ashore onto planet number one, Orion, these little 
tiny thought-forms of air formed; the subatomic particles 
started attracting and repelling. It grew to be quite a 
large, thinking mass of air. This is quite difficult for us to 
understand. This is the birth of Lucifer’s mind, which you 
will soon see becomes the mind of all humanity when it 
shatters. 
Flares are Atmospheric Disturbances Caused by Oversoul 

The flares reinforce, or enhance, the effect of the 
“pass through the Oversoul.” The Oversoul is the fact and 
the flare is the perpetrator of the act. In other words, the 
Oversoul, Michael, is the spiritual thought-form of 
concepts that are our goals. The flares from our sun 
(Lucifer) are the means by which we can reach the 
Oversoul’s thought and accomplish our goals.  

The first planet to harden and form was Orion and 
Michael, the Oversoul, wanted to experience it. When 
Orion passed through the force field of the Oversoul, the 
power and energy of the Oversoul of Michael caused the 
solar flare on Lucifer, our sun, which in turn caused the 
disturbances in the atmosphere of Orion. These 
disturbances then affected the energy thought-forms in 
the Oversoul. The flares keep coming, but they are still 
from the same Oversoul. 
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First Solar Flare - Demonia 
As given, the first flare, Demonia came to planet 

number one, Orion, and interacted with the “first pass of 
the Oversoul.” As a flare of energy it caused the air on the 
planet to join and mix and mingle with the Oversoul. 
There was not much that this flare was capable of doing, 
only breathing air and blowing it around. This flare, 
Demonia, had a barren existence and did not accomplish 
much. All he could do was stay on planet number one as 
air until planet number two had hardened and formed 
enough that he could move to it. When this large thinking 
mass of air formed enough to ask, “Is this all there is,” it 
immediately found itself on the second planet. Here it 
developed into small ringlets of atoms that make up 
storms – wind and rain. He, the first flare, Demonia, then 
continued this way, as air, through all the planets and 
went back into the body of Michael. Michael the Creator 
did not get much satisfaction out of that stage of 
experimentation. 
Second Solar Flare - Harmonia 

Michael then sent out another solar flare from 
Lucifer, our sun. The name of this flare was Harmonia. 
Harmonia intermixed with the Oversoul’s “second pass” 
and caused separation into groups of harmonious 
thought-forms. This flare also went first to planet number 
one, experienced the same thing Demonia had, and 
passed on to planet number two, Placeda (Jupiter). 
Placeda was a little more advanced world. Here 
Harmonia watched her breath form into playful little 
ringlets of atoms, chasing each other around and enjoying 
themselves and having fun.  

By this time Placeda was getting more of an 
atmosphere and a solid core to it and had more energy 
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coming off from it – more sparking that caused Harmonia 
to separate and join into little thought-forms, little 
groups. Perhaps we could call them musical chords, or 
triads. But some had more than three in a group, you 
understand. There were all sizes of groups. Picture it as a 
big chorus in one area that all liked the same kind of 
music, say symphonic or classical music. The little group 
sitting over there on top of that mountain liked, say, 
spiritual music. There’s a group of violinists back there in 
that little valley. There are all sorts of different groups 
with different instruments. This is planet number two, 
Placeda (Jupiter). Harmonia then left planet number two, 
moved through the rest of the planets and returned to 
Michael. Neither of these flares shattered into separated 
divine sparks. They experienced all as whole beings, 
whole flares. 
Third Solar Flare - Satania 

Only the third solar flare from Lucifer that 
Michael sent out succeeded in shattering and sending His 
children down as sparks to experience. This flare was 
called Satania, the third pass or trip of the Oversoul. He 
also went to planet number one, Orion. Planet number 
one was arid and barren of growth; perhaps I should say 
barren of nutrients. It was rock surface.  

The Creator God, Michael, up there in the central 
sun didn’t know what it was like to be down there on 
those planets, so He learned by having a tiny little 
filament of thread stretching back to Him from all the 
solar flares coming off of Lucifer. From the first flare, 
Demonia, He learned to make thought-forms; on the 
second planet He had Harmonia, the second flare, set the 
pattern into musical groups because He, Michael, felt that 
after sending that first flare out and getting absolutely no 
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return back through His filament thread, that maybe 
He’d better have some structure; some rhythm and 
harmony – some harmonious, mathematical structuring. 

This was one of the concepts that He wanted to try 
out, so He set the pattern that when the flare moved to 
number two they formed into definite groupings of 
harmony. 
Planet Number Two has More Stimulation 

By the time Satania, the third flare, got to planet 
number two, Placeda, there was more nourishment, more 
interaction with more compounds in the soil, more 
minerals to feed this thought-form. This planet was not as 
barren as planet number one. There was no soil; there 
was just the beginning of sand crumbling off the rock 
surface. But here they were on planet number two with 
Satania, the third flare, and there was a lot of stimuli on 
this planet.  

There began to be what you would term debates, 
perhaps. A group of thought-forms would join together 
here because they thought alike. Not exactly alike, but 
they all kind of agreed on several points. They continued 
forming into little rings, little bands of energy, little 
groups that saw things alike. Perhaps this group liked the 
atmosphere up on top of a certain point and another 
group thought perhaps the vibrations felt better to them 
at a different spot and this other group began to wonder if 
there was more to life than what they were seeing on this 
planet number two. 
Unrest Begins 

There was more on planet number two than there 
had been on planet number one, certainly, but not an 
awful lot more. The group that started wondering if there 
was more to life than this, started spreading the 
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dissatisfaction, the unrest, to the others. The little storms 
started growing more agitated. Fights broke out and they 
knew they just couldn’t stay there; they knew that planet 
number two could not contain them. They had grown. 
They just had to break out of the walls of planet number 
two. There just had to be something more. What an 
existence this was, just floating around there all day long, 
arguing with this guy, and arguing with that one. They 
couldn’t even punch each other out because they were just 
thought-forms. There was a lot of mental debate going on, 
a lot of arguing back and forth about things. 
Groups Stay Together 

The energy that forms into groups on planet 
number two tends to stay together through the whole 
trip. Eventually the groups get tired of playing around 
this way. Even though it is pleasant, it begins to seem 
quite useless. When this thought strikes this particular 
ringlet of energy, it leaves the atmosphere of planet 
number two and proceeds to planet number three. 
Thought Forms Leave Planet Number Two 

The storms grew bigger and bigger and they finally 
just left planet number two, “whoosh” in one huge cloud of 
energy. It was not in the form of fire or anything like that. 
It was still just like a cloud, only a big rolling, tumbling, 
turmoiling cloud. And it went to planet number three, 
which was Mars. The cloud was still in the gaseous form, 
but soon developed into a thinking bolt of lightning, an 
electrical line of energy. 
Planet Three not what was Expected 

When the cloud of energy left planet number two 
Michael thought things would calm down on planet 
number three, that it would be a nice peaceful place to be 
and they could just go on with their concepts of what a 
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perfect life would be. But planet number three was not 
what He expected. There was more anger, frustration, 
fighting and arguing.  

This third solar flare from Lucifer, Satania, caused 
much more intermixing because it was a much stronger 
flare than the first two. (Eventually it came to rest on a 
planet of its own, Satania, which is the capital world of 
our galaxy.) Because of the anger and frustration this 
flare picked up on the planets as it passed through them, 
this flare got the reputation of evil. 
Fourth Solar Flare - Persephonia 

Demonia gave us the word demon, Harmonia gave 
us the word harmony and Satania gave us the word 
Satan. The next flare to come is named Persephonia and 
will give us the word perish. It is the cause of the 
vibrational disturbances felt at this time. The first flare 
was of a positive nature, male energy. The second flare 
was negative, female, energy and the third flare was, 
again, positive. The new flare is negative or female 
energy. Remember please, that these are the names of 
flares which are atmospheric disturbances. This flare will 
be stronger even than the third flare was and will 
intermix again with the Oversoul and will cause much 
upheaval and death on planet earth. But another 
meaning of Persephonia is “personification of revival of 
nature in spring.” 

When scientists realize the importance that 
atmosphere has on behavior they will be amazed and 
artificial environments will be initiated for humans to live 
in. The next flare after Persephonia will cause even more 
atmospheric disturbance and by this time, the only way 
life will be able to continue on earth will be in a protected 
environment. 
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Friction is the Spark of Life 
Regardless, planet number three was causing 

much more friction than had been anticipated. There was 
something about it that just irritated every one of the 
groups of thought-forms. The storms never did abate. 
They grew into massive storms and broke apart and 
formed numerous other storms which just kept growing 
and growing and growing. The friction became so 
tremendous between these thought-forms, these opposite 
factions of subatomic particles, that they finally started 
sending lightning bolts shooting off from themselves. This 
friction is the spark of life! It is the spark of life that is 
going to cause people to grow. If there is no friction there 
is no growth. There can be no growth without a catalyst. 

Now remember what had been happening on 
planet number three? Remember all the frustration, 
anger and fights? We had gone from air to harmonious 
thought-forms to anger and frustration. To review, 
Michael, the Creator, had watched the thought-forms all 
the way from the first experimental world where all He 
did was breath air and blow that air around. He didn’t get 
much satisfaction out of that world, that stage of 
experimentation, so He made a little more advanced 
world and blew that breath of air onto it. Here He 
watched His breath form into playful little ringlets of 
atoms, chasing each other around, enjoying themselves 
and having fun. He realized that if He made an even 
better world, these little ringlets could grow and expand, 
so He proceeded to do this. 
Third Solar Flare Satania Comes to Earth 

What He didn’t expect was that the conditions on 
this third little world would be such as to cause these 
little groups of atoms, these little puffs of His breath, to 
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become angry and form into violent storms, with His 
breath becoming howling, raging wind, and terrible 
flashes of lightning, which was His own energy being torn 
from Him. He realized He had created a monster. He 
hurriedly built a fourth world so He could aim these 
lightning bolts at it to give a release valve for the 
pressure build-up on the third little world.  

Michael watched, fascinated, as some of the 
strangest looking creatures began to develop on this 
fourth world, planet earth. They were fascinating and He 
watched as they grew larger and took many different 
forms and shapes. He wanted so badly to join them, to go 
down there and play with them. As the bolts of lightning 
kept getting larger and larger, that same thought kept 
coming back; “there has to be someplace else, something 
more than this. This is no good. We’re just not getting 
anywhere at all here.”  

So one huge storm, the biggest on the whole of 
planet number three, the leader of the pack, you might 
say, formed into a lightning bolt very strong and 
determined to explore further as to what was out there. 
He gathered all His energy, took a huge breath, and 
exhaled, sending a very large lightning bolt over to planet 
four, earth. It was coming at a tremendous speed. 
Thought-Form of Lucifer (Humanity) Moves to Earth 

When this fourth world was completed the 
lightning coming from planet number three moved to it, 
along with the wind and rain. This large lightning bolt 
was the solar flare, Satania, from our sun Lucifer. At 
certain rhythmic periods these solar flares leave our sun 
Lucifer and are attracted to the planets in our solar 
system. These flares are not the Oversoul, remember. 
These flares are atmospheric disturbances in the form of 
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storms, winds, tempest, etc. and are caused by the 
Oversoul. This was where the flare, Satania, was coming 
from, headed for planet earth. They came together. 
Planet Earth 

Earth, beautiful, verdant earth, that green jewel – 
and what’s been going on with planet earth? What was 
going on with planet earth was the same thing that was 
going on with planet number three. Each of these planets 
remained the same as the previous planet until the 
thought forms, were ready to leave. Planet number one 
was air. When the thought form left planet number one it 
remained basically air even though it was separated into 
groupings on planet number two. When it left number 
two it was like graduation. It was not second plane 
dimension until it left number two. When it went from 
two to three it remained as second dimension until it 
worked it’s way up through the processes on number 
three, and when it did, it graduated and left there as 
third dimensional consciousness and when it landed on 
planet number four it remained third dimensional 
consciousness.  

You see, until we get through the life plan of this 
earth, we remain third dimensional consciousness until 
we graduate into fourth dimensional consciousness. There 
is an ethereal form around these planets which is where 
the true dimension of each planet is found. It’s like a little 
cap up above it.  

We are on the fourth planet, but most of humanity 
is still of third dimensional consciousness which is, 
remember, fighting, friction, hollering, hitting each other, 
murdering each other. All of that is still going on. 
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Stages of Progress 
Michael, the Oversoul, began to go over in His 

mind the different stages of progress that He would like 
to see His children make. By this time He realized that 
eventually He was going to need another little world for 
them to progress to. He started to plan it and took into 
consideration what was going on down there in that world 
with all those different types pulling apart constantly. He 
realized that when they finally left planet earth after 
reaching the stage in evolution that He, as Oversoul had 
set for them, that they would need to be brought back 
together because, after all, they had started out as one 
and were shattered apart. No wonder they were lost and 
unhappy and fighting amongst themselves. What a shock 
to all, to be shattered into all those little sparks. No 
wonder they felt so alone, and they really and truly did 
need to help each other. But then, after all, He made that 
world as an experiment to be experienced in that way. 

Put yourself into a “let’s pretend” role of being the 
Oversoul. You know that when your children progress 
onward to the next stage of the path that you and your 
brothers laid out, they’re going to need a period of healing 
before being shattered apart again for more lessons. After 
realizing that more worlds would be needed eventually, 
you and your brothers decide that you can cooperate and 
make a progressive path with the other worlds as 
advanced stages of that path. 

Knowing that this group of yours is going to need 
at least one or two more worlds on which to be refined 
before they will be ready for the more advanced worlds of 
your brothers, you continue your work by creating the 
fifth world where they can recover and heal from the 
shock of life on the fourth planet. Even though they went 
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through two stages or levels of life on the earth plane, 
they are nowhere near the level needed to join your 
brothers’ worlds. The first stage of planet earth was third 
dimensional – being in manifestation (taking on a human 
form) – and the second was fourth dimensional, which is 
the unmanifested stage. 

Even after the healing on the fifth world where the 
broken sparks are reunited, you feel they still need to 
have another experience in being separated, but this time 
as whole sparks again, not split into male and female 
halves. When they finish this experience they will finally 
be able to join those already on the seventh world. This 
seventh world is where the original help came from when 
you realized you needed to refine the early forms so the 
sparks could try again to enter them. Some of those who 
originally helped you are still on the seventh plane 
helping the newly arrived to adjust. Eventually they will 
move on. All keep moving along the path you and your 
brothers laid out. 

The Oversoul is complete on planets one and two. 
He sends down his children (divine sparks) on planets 
three and four (earth), gathers them up on five to find out 
what they learned, sends them down on six and seven, 
gathers them up on eight, down again on nine and ten 
and up on eleven and twelve. 

Remember, you created yourself from air that 
turned into rings of atoms that eventually started 
fighting and became storms and lightning. That lightning 
was your frustration of not being satisfied with what you 
thought was all of life. Look at the door that frustration 
opened for you. If you had never gotten frustrated enough 
to form lightning bolts that smashed into earth and 
shattered you, you would never have experienced all the 
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different kingdoms inside yourself that you have so far 
experienced. There are more kingdoms yet to experience. 
You will always have more kingdoms ahead of you. As 
you keep expanding outward in your kingdoms, you will 
eventually return to your beginning and start all over 
again. 

You begin to realize that reincarnation is the 
logical, sensible, compassionate way to run your little 
world. You realize you have done all you can as far as the 
seven different ray groups helping each other and you 
begin to see the necessity for rules and regulations to 
govern the cycle of lives. These rules and regulations 
would include the recirculation of these beautiful divine 
sparks of yours that really and truly try so hard at times 
to do the right thing, but still have many problems. 

It will never stop. You will never stop being 
because you are a part of it all. There is no way you can 
get out of being part of the all. You are, and you may as 
well accept that there is so much more to you than you 
thought and accept that you are much more important 
than you thought, as you are God. You are the Creator 
God on all size scales! 

Even though He sent off pieces of His energy in all 
directions, He kept them connected to Him by tiny 
threads. He would wait until He started receiving slight 
vibrations from one thread or another, then He would 
tune in to that communication line and feel what they 
were experiencing. He learned right from wrong by their 
experimentation. Then He would draw that thread back 
in and send it in a different direction to learn something 
else. That thread would be a certain length and every 
time it came back it would be a little shorter.  
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Eventually it would be too short to send out, so it 
would stay on with the whole of His being as a perfected 
part of Himself that would have to continue to learn 
through tuning into one of the communication lines that 
were still out there experiencing.  

When all His lines or feelers had returned, He 
would be a pretty wise Oversoul, so He would be able to 
move on to the next classroom, the fifth planet, where He 
would not want to separate Himself. He would want to 
experience things as a whole soul, to keep all parts of 
Himself in a group and learn and experience in an 
enclosed situation, to synthesize what each individual 
thread experienced and determine what worked to make 
Him a better Oversoul and what didn’t. 
Oversouls 

The term Oversoul has been overused. It should 
only apply to Oversoul Michael. But as there is a repeated 
pattern, it has been used as it dropped in octaves. 
Perhaps a numbering system could be instigated, much 
like our lineage – Oversoul senior, Oversoul junior, 
Oversoul I, Oversoul II, etc. This may be the best 
approach. There are seven octaves involved. You would 
get to Oversoul five if starting with senior and junior, or 
Oversoul seven if starting with Oversoul I.  

Oversoul I - Michael (sometimes referred to as 
Christ Michael or Creator God Michael in the Chrysalis 
material) is Oversoul I.  

Oversoul II - His twelve children are considered 
Level II Oversouls. The names of these are as follows: 
Lord Michael (sometimes referred to as Archangel 
Michael) the first born son. He was followed by Lord 
Raphael, Lord Maitreya, Lord El Terro, Lord Loren, Lord 
El Morya, Lord Darian, Lord Alfred, Lord Bater, Lord 
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Norris, Lord Engleton, and Lord Phylon. They are better 
known as just “The Michael Sons.” Some are well known, 
some are known not at all as they choose to not be. The 
Oversouls are, of course, related to divine evolution. 
Lucifer is related to physical evolution as Michael’s 
physical sun, and along with the names of other planets – 
such as Phillipe for Sirion – must be considered the 
physical aura of the planets. Level II Oversouls are the 
spiritual auras and these are the names we wish to use. 
For example, El Terro is the esoteric aspect of earth and 
Lucifer the exoteric. In other words, El Terro is the 
“mind” of the planet and Lucifer the physical “form” or 
“body.” As we are interested in the spiritual aspect we 
will use the spiritual terms as the Oversouls. 

Oversoul III - The next level down is Oversoul 
Three. This is where you will find David (King David). 
There are only five, soon to be seven, on this level. They 
are the masters of the Ashrams on earth.  

Oversoul IV - Oversoul four level is the seedcore 
level and there are no specific names given to these 
bodies. 

Oversoul V - Oversoul five is the whole divine 
spark. 

Oversoul VI - Oversoul six is the split spark. 
Oversoul VII - Oversoul seven is the apex of our 

mind. 
 The Twelve Lords are the “passes through the 

Oversoul.” Our planet has been through three passes and 
they are available to us now. The others will be in the 
future. The three we have passed through – the “three 
passes of the Oversoul” – have been El Morya, Raphael 
and Lord Maitreya. The new one coming up, the fourth 
pass will be El Terro for synchronizing with planet earth, 
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the fourth planet. As some of the planets pass out of our 
galaxy their influence will be dropped off. This has 
happened with El Morya, and Raphael is fading out. 
Maitreya is very strong at the moment. It is his “turn” 
you might say, to direct the spiritual teachings on earth 
plane.  

When El Terro becomes stronger, He will begin His 
teaching chores. These will be the restructuring concepts 
that are needed and necessary to follow on the heels of 
Maitreya’s teachings. The two will serve together for a 
period of time, then Maitreya will begin fading and we 
will pick up the influence of Lord Loren. He is far out in 
space, but is next in line. 

Lord Michael (Archangel Michael), the first born, 
is always available as a stepping stone to Oversoul 
Michael. Lord Michael is above the other spirit sons and 
touches and aids many other galaxies besides ours at all 
times. As the sons move out of our galaxy, they will enter 
another, or perhaps I should say as we move out of the 
influence of each son, another galaxy moves into that 
son’s influence. This is the basis of astrology. 
The Order of Melchizedek 

The order of Melchizedek is a group which has 
formed a large conglomerate brotherhood that it is 
necessary to be through with earthly progression to 
belong to. It is a high teaching conglomerate stepping 
higher plane concepts down to the earth. There must be 
intermediaries between any of this order and any on the 
earth plane. They are what you could term Archangels in 
that they no longer descend anywhere near the earth 
plane. Their vibration is so high and refined that none on 
earth are capable of contact with them and let none tell 
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you different. But they are extremely important to the 
direction of planetary life for all inhabited planets.  
To Review 

A comet from another galaxy had come to instigate 
the process of life in Michael the Oversoul, our Central 
Sun, to awaken Him and also our sun and its planets. The 
friction caused by this comet, the positive and negative 
subatomic particles, caused fiery gases to form and mix. 
Therefore, the spirit thought of the Creator is mixed with 
the fiery gases, the clouds, and the churning, boiling 
energy. So you see, even though Michael’s spirit is still 
embedded in the Central Sun, this comet from outer space 
that originally came from the sixth universe, the one that 
awoke Michael to life, makes His orbit as the thought-
form of Michael embedded in our Milky Way Galaxy. 

This comet was made up of atoms from the first 
outer space level of the master universe, giving Michael 
His pool of genes, His atoms to use as He saw fit in the 
creation of His own universe. As an analogy, study the 
pollination process as carried on by insects in the 
Botanical Kingdom. It is the same exact process. 

The first comet from outer space not only awoke 
Michael (gave birth to His mind), but also left His genes 
embedded in the sun and all the planets in our solar 
system that were forming and hardening. The way these 
genes were embedded was by being caught in the 
hardening and cooling process. They were caught in the 
form of suspended animation as the planets formed into 
solid bodies. 

The central core of the universe is the Creator, the 
energy center. The flare that leaves the central universal 
core is the Oversoul. The sparks that shower from the 
Oversoul are our individual souls. It is like looking into a 
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mirror, into a mirror, into a mirror, etc. This is how the 
universe seems and why it seems to have no boundaries 
and the pattern of creation is repeated over and over and 
over. 

A comet is a thought-form of energy that leaves the 
central core and progresses through the universe and 
back. This comet of perfect, pure energy leaves the central 
core energy center on an exploration. It passes through 
black space near planets that are in a state of suspended 
animation (a solar system). The comet passes near 
enough to the first planet in the chain to stir the air into 
motion. This is the start of life and all proceeds through 
the first three planets forming the lightning bolt, (the 
Oversoul) which has twelve planets (planes) to progress 
through. This is one solar system (to us) but it is like one 
planet would be for the Oversoul. Our solar system is in 
the seventh universe in its chain which is the same as the 
seventh plane for the Oversoul. Then the Oversoul moves 
on to the next galaxy with twelve solar systems consisting 
of twelve planets each, which each have twelve planes. It 
progresses through twelve galaxies in this manner and 
returns to the starting point and begins the whole trip 
again. 

The comets from the central core do not all follow 
the same path as far as which solar system they start in. 
They will follow the same path for that particular solar 
system, but may be totally different in looks (form) and 
still be much more evolved than us.  

The central core sends the comet. This comet will 
make twelve trips through twelve planets, thereby having 
one hundred and forty-four probable realities. Each trip 
through, when it strikes earth, it sends out one hundred 
and forty-four tentacles that each divide into one hundred 
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and forty-four sparks. These sparks split and each half 
spins off one hundred and forty-four probable realities, 
twelve reincarnations on each of the twelve levels. 

You are a thought-form of energy, spun off that 
Oversoul, who progresses through twelve planes of inner 
life, which is mimicking the outer life (you), who is 
mimicking the Oversoul, who is mimicking the central 
core or God. You are the reality you at this given moment, 
and all others are the reality you on lower and higher 
levels. You can expand your universe by adding more 
mirrors to look into and extending your communication 
channel. Your soul is a child of the Oversoul, who is a 
child of the central core, the Creator, the same way your 
probable realities (other incarnations) are related to you. 
Twelve Planes of Progress 

The planets are in order as far as the progression 
of life upon them goes. The Oversoul’s evolution is 
experienced on the physical bodies of the planets in our 
universe. Each solar system has or will have twelve 
planets for the Oversoul to progress through and each 
planet will have twelve planes for the thought-form (you) 
to progress through. We (humanity) are on the fourth 
planet, the third plane now. It takes a thought-form many 
thousands of years to progress past this plane. The next 
planet past earth is much different and very beautiful. 
The knowledge and teachings of these planets would be 
almost impossible to step down to any terminology that 
humanity could understand. It must be believed on faith 
that there is far to go.  
From Michael 

What a glorious, beautiful, fantastic place the earth 
is. I bless those with the courage to speak out in my behalf 
with the truth as it is encoded in their genes. It should not, 
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cannot be the whole truth for others, but will help them 
decipher the truth for themselves. 
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Chapter Eight 
 

THE BIRTH OF OUR PLANET 
 

eil and I were enjoying a short vacation in 
Yellowstone last year in early spring. As a 

matter of fact, two of the entrances to Yellowstone were 
still closed due to snow. 

 “Can you believe this?” Neil asked as we made our 
way across the wooden walkway out onto the field of mud 
pots. It was a chilly morning and the steam rising from 
the ground was colliding with the cold air and making fog. 
It was like something eerie or ghostly and was not good 
conditions to take pictures, but never-the-less Neil was 
trying. 

“This must have been what earth looked like when 
the planet was first forming and cooling down,” Neil 
continued.  

“I’ve been having my own thoughts about that – 
you must be reading my mind,” I said.  

This did, indeed, happen a lot of the time. We were 
very much in tune with what each other was thinking 
most of the time. We had been to Yellowstone National 
Park once before when Neil was quite small – in fact my 
husband and I had carried him in a backpack. He was 
really enjoying it this time and kept the camera clicking 
away. 

 

N 
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.  
 

Neil taking pictures at Yellowstone 
 
“Once again, wouldn’t it be great to visit that time 

period when the planet was forming as our next journey 
back in time with the TimeTraveler?” I asked. 

“You’re starting to get to me with these trips back 
in time. I think I’ll really enjoy this one,” responded Neil. 

“Let’s see if we can access the TimeLine by making 
ourselves light enough to float up with the steam coming 
off from the mud pots and get on the magic rainbow 
carpet with the TimeTraveler,” I said. 

 

Birth of Earth as Seen from Different Planet 
The birth of planet earth coming out of a black hole 

was observed by other planets populated with evolved 
souls. Even then these planets had intergalactic 
communications and the birth of earth was an exciting 
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event, a beautiful, fantastic sight. There are stages of it 
recorded on film on Venus and I’m sure other planets also 
have a film record of it.  

The birth was followed by shock waves to Venus 
and all other nearby planets. Venus experienced a decade 
in earth time of severe turbulence in their weather 
patterns. They asked for and received assistance from 
those in other galaxies as far as crops, because they 
couldn’t produce enough for that time period. After planet 
earth’s birth, when it burst up from the central core of 
energy as a terrifically hot ball, a swirling mass of fire, it 
began the process of cooling down, hardening and turning 
into rock. It was a long time after birth cooling enough to 
start the process of life on it. 
One Biblical Day Equals One Thousand Earth Years 

One of the biggest misinterpretations in the Bible 
was the misinterpretation of time. The saying that God 
made heaven and earth in six days and rested on the 
seventh and God said let there be light, etc., came about 
by the spacemen describing what they saw when they 
made their trips every thousand years or so. The first day 
(Biblically speaking) was the first trip, the second day, 
the second trip, etc.  

The first day was when the amoeba was discovered 
and that was the start of the creation of life on our planet. 
On the third day, the third trip, the spacemen landed and 
rested and really explored. The Bible states that on the 
seventh day He rested. Truly it was on the third day that 
He rested. This is an example of one of the 
misinterpretations of the Bible, on which whole religions 
have based their concepts. 
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The Elemental Kingdom 
The Elemental Kingdom came into being with 

much difficulty. There was a problem with planet earth at 
its birth. There were continuous explosions accompanying 
the birth of the planet. The gases were expanding in a 
way that was not normal because they were receiving too 
much nutrition from the birth hole which did not close 
over properly. The gases that were present after the 
explosions were inert gases. They stayed contained in 
their own cloud, if you will. There was a possibility of 
each of these clouds of gas creating their own 
manifestation in matter but this did not happen as they 
continued to expand within their own cloud. Had they not 
been still receiving nourishment from the birth hole of 
creation, they would have contracted in size and formed 
individual small bodies around the earth and our planet 
would have had seven moons instead of one. The one 
moon we do have was the solidification of the first gas. 
Cataclysms Release Active Gases 

When the next cataclysmic action of the earth, the 
shattering of the hardened land mass, took place, the 
active gases were spewed into the atmosphere from the 
depths of the planet. The first gases, the inert gases, came 
up from the birth hole of creation that gave birth to the 
planet; the second group of gases came up from the 
depths of the earth itself as the land mass broke apart in 
a cataclysmic action. These gases were active enough to 
penetrate the inert gases to the degree that broke their 
expansion pattern. These active gases were able to mix 
with bits of matter from the original explosion because 
they spewed so high when the land cracked apart.  

As the active gases began to settle back towards 
the planet, they then mixed with matter from the earth 
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itself that was still floating in the atmosphere. The inert 
gases, having stopped their expansion as a cloud, actually 
began contracting because the active gases had such a 
force to them that they filled the space the inert gases 
were expanding into. Their pressure was greater and 
prevented the expansion of the inert gases. But while the 
cloud itself could no longer expand, the particles of matter 
inside the cloud continued to expand because they were 
feeding off of the gas. 
Elements from Original Creation  

There were pieces of matter, elements, from the 
original explosion that accompanied the birth of the 
planet. There were not too many of them. These would be 
elements that are found in great supply on other planets. 
They are much rarer on earth than they are on the other 
planets because of the series of events in the form of 
continuous explosions that took place on planet earth. 
These explosions did not take place on the other planets 
and therefore, they retained more of the pure elemental 
structure from original creation. We have just three of 
these pure original elements. 
Elements Formed By Compounding 

When the first explosion released the first active 
gas, this gas immediately combined with the first pure 
bits of matter and formed new elements. When the next 
gas was released at the second explosion this second 
active gas mixed with not only the pure elements, but 
with the mixture of the pure elements and the first gas. 
This compounding took place until there was the 
formation of enough available energy to allow the planet 
to separate from the birth hole. Remember, it should have 
separated earlier and did not. This is what caused the 
cataclysmic actions of the active gases. This allowed the 
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planet to settle into its own orbit and be bombarded with 
debris floating in the cosmos. 
Elements from Other Planets 

Then the elements started coming in from other 
planets in the form of meteor showers which served to 
hold the earth in balance. These were the elements that 
instigated the first life forms to develop. This would 
include the formation of different minerals that combined 
to form the soil that mixed with the water to bring plant 
life into being. The plant life lay in the water and rotted 
and mixed with certain other elements that came in the 
meteor showers and instigated the beginnings of the 
Biological Kingdom. As you can see, the meteor showers 
that were taking place at this time added to the chaos 
apparent on the earth plane. Then, with the splitting 
apart of the clouds of inert gases, the enhancing elements 
that had been growing and expanding and feeding off of 
the inert gases were released. 
The Astronomical Kingdom 

The Astronomical Kingdom began with a cloud of 
energy made up of the debris which was the remnants 
from a planet that blew up, mixed with the 
conglomeration making up the elements. This mixing was 
the beginning of energy that has served our solar system 
since then. The bombardment of earth with this debris 
caused friction which sent out waves of a new kind in the 
solar system. As this debris struck the other seven 
original planets, it gave off a different energy from each 
body that was bombarded by it. This energy makes up the 
electrical field or aura surrounding each planet. This is a 
force field of electrical current. This cloud of energy was 
present at the birth of the planet and could have been 
tapped into for an unlimited source of energy. It still can 
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be, but has moved much further away from the surface 
than it used to be. 
The Atmospherical Kingdom 

The Atmospherical Kingdom began, after the 
formation of the force field, with the weather patterns, or 
currents of interaction, between the planet’s force field 
and the original make up of the cosmos. This resulted in 
some pretty “weird” results at times. There were times 
when it seemed as though the sun itself was standing on 
the surface of the earth. This can be thought of as the 
same effect that gives the aurora borealis.  
Aurora Borealis 

As a matter of fact, the aurora borealis is caused 
by the remnant of the force field picking up reflections of 
other heavenly bodies and magnifying them and sending 
them through the atmosphere which distorts them.  

As just stated, this same thing happened with the 
sun itself in the early stages of the development of the 
atmosphere on our planet. This caused a heating up after 
the cooling process had started and was responsible for 
the last two explosions. There was, at one time, an 
atmosphere so thick that we at our present level of 
development would not have been able to move in it. 
Development of Radio Waves 

The sun, shining through the heavy atmosphere, 
caused the development of different radio waves. As the 
heavy atmosphere began drifting off from the planet, the 
heavy waves settled near the surface and the rays of the 
sun, the Prismatic Kingdom, blended with the heavy 
atmosphere and made it lighter and helped raise these 
wave formations. They started moving at a faster rate of 
speed. The changed atmosphere, then, had a direct effect 
on the force field around the planet. Part of it coalesced 
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into our moon. Part of it formed comets that travel the 
solar system in their own orbit, part of it drifted as 
clouds. 
Basis of Atmosphere on all Planets 

Because creation is a repeated pattern, this 
description of the forming of the atmosphere will be 
essentially the same as the description of original 
creation in the first chapter of this book. In the beginning 
was the vacuum. The condensation inside of this vacuum 
was the beginning of all matter in the universes. 
Condensation itself is of the nature universe, a natural 
happening. Much could be learned from a study of this 
factor. 
Condensation is Natural Science and not Understood 

As the vacuum increased in size, the very increase 
in size caused a buildup of pressure that had to find a 
release. This release took the form of moisture due to 
friction on the outside of the vacuum. This friction was of 
the natural kingdom also. The very act of increasing the 
size of a vacuum caused friction from the outside of the 
vacuum. This is a principle of natural science that no one 
totally understands at this time. This caused the 
formation of two droplets of moisture. When the drops 
grew strong enough to be attracted to each other, the 
pressure of the positive and negative energies coming 
together caused the explosion of the vacuum. 
Energy Waves are Blend of Moisture and Friction 

When the vacuum burst, the build up of friction 
from the outside intermixed with the two droplets of 
moisture and a substance was formed at that moment 
that has continued to grow ever since. I’ll call this 
substance the energy waves. These energy waves started 
flowing out to the sides of the original vacuum. There 
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remained a tiny pinprick, or dot, of this substance at the 
center of the vacuum that rushed there at the moment of 
explosion. This dot was a blend of the two drops of 
moisture, the negative and positive, that remained as the 
generator of the substance that formed from the 
interaction of these drops with the outside friction. The 
energy waves are a blend of moisture and friction. 
Flow of Energy Waves will always be Horizontal 

Universal drift came next and caused the energy 
waves, which are made up of moisture and friction, 
remember, to spread out in a horizontal manner from the 
center. The vertical space above and below the central dot 
remains free of these energy waves. They cannot 
penetrate vertically. This lays the pattern for the flow of 
the energy waves into always moving horizontally 
through all universes. This then lays the pattern for 
space travel. 
Time Tubes Formed by Vacuum 

After the drift there was a repeat of the beginning 
vacuum, as creation will always repeat itself. Instead of 
using the word vacuum again, I will call this ventrete 
matter. This ventrete matter or vacuum forms its own 
patterns intermixed with the flowing energy waves. This 
is the make-up of the time tubes that need to be accessed 
for space travel to reduce time and space. Next we have 
the billowing of vacuums inside the energy waves, called 
swells. After the ventrete matter forms its own inroads 
amongst the energy waves, there is once again friction 
formed, as in the beginning, which causes moisture to 
form inside the ventrete passages. (This is also an 
explanation of the human body.) This friction, outside the 
ventrete passages, comes between the walls of ventrete 
matter and the smooth flowing energy waves. I’ll call this 
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friction electricity to give us something to relate to on our 
planet. It is of such a higher form of electricity that there 
is little comparison, but because this will help in the 
explanation I will use the term electricity. This electricity 
then forms a vacuum of its own between the friction and 
the smooth flowing energy waves. This I’ll term the wind, 
perhaps solar wind would be a better term. 
Everything Necessary for Weather 

At this point, we have all the ingredients necessary 
to make weather. We have vacuum, friction and moisture, 
causing pressure, an explosive factor; then we have the 
energy waves, ventrete matter and drift, all motion 
factors causing swells; next we have electricity, solar 
wind and heat. This is picked up by contact with the 
planets which are of all different temperatures depending 
on their congealing after the explosion. This combination 
of electricity, wind and heat again caused moisture or 
rain. This lays the basis for the atmospheric conditions on 
all planets. 
The Prismatical Kingdom 

The Prismatical Kingdom began with the first 
faculty of light to become apparent in the universe, which 
was that of fire at the time of the explosion. This fire was 
caused by the friction between the outside pressure and 
the inside pressure. It ignited itself in what we now call 
lightning. A component of this fire from the lightning bolt 
was luminescence. 
Potency and Luminescence 

The second manifestation of light also was present 
in the fire from the lightning. This was potency which is 
potential energy. The third feature would be a blending of 
luminescence and potency into a sub-subatomic particle, 
which was the first matter formed in all the universes. 
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The sub-sub particle was either positive or negative and it 
immediately paired with its opposite and became a 
subatomic particle, a whole piece of intelligent matter. 
Wave and Frequency 

The next aspect of light was in the flow or stream 
of particles in the energy that was being carried by the 
universal drift. I’ll call this a Wave. The next aspect of 
light is in motion within its own being. I’ll call this 
Frequency. 
More Aspects of Light 

The next feature after motion, or frequency, is the 
light form of ventrete (which implies the ability to 
expand). This affects it by giving it a circular motion. This 
is Pulsation. The next property of light is Magnetic 
Attraction. After that comes Collusion or mating or 
pairing. The next is the Shifting of frequency, the next is 
Velocity or speed, and the last is Total Energy. 
Transitional Period - Beginning of Geological Kingdom 

The concept of immediate hardening of the planet 
is wrong as this didn’t take place until the “cloud” of gases 
that eventually formed our atmosphere met with the 
“energy” coming off of the steaming planet.  
 This meeting caused the formation of water, which 
then speeded up the hardening process of the rock. As 
more cooling took place the oceans formed. This took 
billions of years. These transitional periods can be placed 
with the passes through the Oversoul. When I speak of a 
“pass of the Oversoul” it is misleading. Remember, what 
really occurs is that our planet passes through the 
Oversoul, which is the Milky Way Galaxy.  
1st Pass through Oversoul  
5 Billion Yrs Ago - Start of Earth 
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Because our planet earth was the fourth to 
complete the cooling and hardening process, I will put the 
date of the beginning of the earth at approximately five 
billion years ago, as the start of the Geological Kingdom. 
A better word for this first stage would be the Avanti 
Stage, as truly all was still very hot and soft even five 
billion years ago. The Geological Kingdom had the rock 
formations coming into being and the seas were 
separating from the land. Then the rocks began to break 
down into mineral composition. 
4 Billion Years Ago - Start of Geological Kingdom 

The hardening into a solid form that could then 
“age” and become brittle enough to crumble took another 
billion years. Therefore the start of the actual Geological 
Kingdom could be set at four billion years ago. 
The Geological Kingdom 

The internal structure of a rock is made up of a 
specific shape which is crisscrossed by a certain pattern of 
spiny threads, which is the way anything molten will 
layer when touching a cool surface. As an example, think 
of how heating sugar and water to the boiling point and 
then pouring it into beaten egg whites to make frosting 
would layer in a fine stream and make a criss-cross 
pattern. This is an exact analogy of how the rocks were 
formed in the beginning. The speed that the molten 
material was traveling when it met a solid object, and the 
thickness of this molten material, dictated the first strata 
of the rock as it cooled. As the glob of molten material 
piled higher, the mass that it was pouring from was 
moving past that spot and the molten material was 
becoming a finer stream. This dictated the inner part of 
the rock, as another clump of molten material was 
slapped on top thereby sealing this fine structure in the 
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center of the rock. If the rock cooled very fast, which most 
of them did, the fine streams that criss-crossed each other 
were fairly well blended into the rest of the material of 
the rock, but were still imprinted inside and can be seen 
with a powerful enough microscope or a powerful enough 
X-ray camera. These thin streams of molten material are 
as strings on a musical instrument. They can be tightened 
by heat and sensitized by sound to raise the energy level 
of the rock. This is what light and music can do to a rock. 
Sculpting or faceting will expose this inner “lacy” section 
to the outside atmosphere and allow this light and sound 
to have a much greater effect. Sculpting will also expose 
the most sensitive point of these fine threads which is the 
last section to be laid down before the stone was covered.  
Stages of Formation of Rocks 

The stages of formation of a rock are as follows: 
each mass of molten material was made up of these three 
sections before moving downward to the ground. This is 
the molten material formed at the explosion. In the center 
of each glob of heavy material was a bundle of fine 
ethereal substance that was of pure ethereal matter. This 
is what attracted the heavy molten material to cling to it. 
It was of a higher, much more magnetic energy than the 
other substances and was floating as small separated 
chunks which then attracted the heavier material. It was 
all still molten and came down from the sky as it cooled 
and became heavier. In other words, this substance was 
inside the ball of molten material as it hit the ground. 
The center substance was not cooled as much and was 
lighter and, depending on the speed these molten balls of 
fire hit, the center was jarred and spun and this molten 
center traced its design according to the composition of 
the outer material and the speed of landing, which also 
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depended on the composition of the outer material. The 
center of a geode is a perfect example of this ethereal 
substance being hardened. Geodes show this substance 
caught in manifestation. These are the only stones that 
the internal structure and latticing can be seen on and 
should be studied at length to help us understand 
faceting or sculpting. Some experiments can be done on 
those cut in half but the power that can be achieved is 
much destroyed when they are cut in half. Regardless, 
they are perfect to learn how to energize through faceting 
and sculpting and sound and color. More experimenting 
should be done on geodes. 
Forming of Different Minerals 

When each of the different types of flame came 
together and then cooled, a different mineral was formed. 
When this ball of fire, planet earth, came up from the 
central core, it had been in existence before and had gone 
back to the central core and been replenished. Energy 
was pulled from the different planets in the central 
universe; different energies from different planets. The 
energy from one would be a loving energy; from another 
would be devotion, etc. The spirit from each of those 
planets was pulled into and formed with the energy of 
planet earth. In other words, it was replenished or 
perhaps rejuvenated is a good way to say it. Regardless, 
there were all these different types of energies swirling as 
this ball of fire was born, bursting forth from the womb of 
creation, and as it cooled these different energies formed 
different types of rock. As the different types of rock 
crumbled into sand and the sand and water eventually 
met, little nubs, or sprouts, and sprigs of grass started 
forming. You see, water is the incubating ingredient on 
planet earth. As the different surfaces crumbled and were 
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lifted by the wind and carried to the water and set down, 
a different type of plant life started creeping out. Yes, for 
all the different minerals in the rocks that hardened from 
this ball of fire, different plants came into being. 
2nd Pass thru Oversoul – 3 ½ Billion Yrs Ago - 
Transitional - Beginning Development of Botanical 
Kingdom 

This process of crumbling continued until the giant 
cloud of swirling atmosphere was again passed through 
on the orbit of our planet. This was the second “pass” 
through the Oversoul, if you will. When I use the phrase, 
“pass through the Oversoul,” I’m referring to a large 
electrical thought-form that is circling our solar system 
on a regular orbit. It can be felt and is felt in vibrational 
changes. This again brought forth the water which then 
proceeded to bring forward the Botanical Kingdom. This 
was a long transitional period of perhaps a half billion 
years. Transitional periods in evolution relate to when the 
planet passes through the Oversoul – the force field of 
Oversoul Michael’s mind – the Milky Way Galaxy. 
Oversoul is Cloud of Electrical Particles 

Scientifically speaking, this thought-form 
(Oversoul) is a cloud of electrical particles that show as a 
field of sparkling atmosphere. There are wisps of it out 
ahead of the main body. As a matter of fact, it is growing 
larger and more loosely composed as it travels. It has 
been traveling since the birth of Oversoul Michael. It is 
made up of atoms from outer space that are for Michael’s 
use. As it passed through Michael’s composition, before 
any forms had taken shape, it gave of these atomic 
particles to Michael, but remained in a form as subatomic 
particles, which then were infiltrated with Michael’s 
genes. This is the composition of the Oversoul. As earth 
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passes slowly through this field, part of these particles 
find a home in a magnetic field (an entity) on earth. When 
this happens to a person, this person is changed. This 
person is no longer concerned with material matters. 
3 Billion Years Ago - Actual Start of the Botanical 
Kingdom 

This would put the start of the Botanical Kingdom 
at three billion years ago. The earth was still very warm 
at this stage. The water that was the result of passing 
through the Oversoul was the life-giving element in all 
evolution. Without this water the earth would still have 
nothing growing on it. It would still be just cooling rocks. 
The Botanical Kingdom 

The Botanical Kingdom began with the first wisp 
of grass that grew on the shore of the oceans. This 
progressed through each stage of evolution for plants. The 
next stage was that of re-pollination. These first plants 
were unisexual, the same as early animal life although 
the means to reproduce was inherent within the first 
stalk of grass. The next change was the root system 
expanding to allow larger plants to re-circulate their 
juices.  
1 ½ Billion Years ago - Split into Bi-Sexual Plants Begins 

The splitting into bisexual plants, took perhaps 
another two billion years. This would place that date at 
one and a half billion years ago. When the ability to bear 
fruit began it took many different forms later on. In the 
beginning this ability was in the form of nuts containing 
seeds which were preprogrammed to increase that 
particular plant’s crop. The next major change came as 
expansion of the circulating system caused the expansion 
of the root system into the large tree period. The large 
trees mated, then, with other plant life seeds and began 
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other forms of plants such as bushes. The wind did much 
to expand the Botanical Kingdom very rapidly. 

The Botanical Kingdom is a direct result of the 
Mineral Kingdom combining with itself. In other words, 
the mating of certain minerals with certain properties in 
the soil itself caused the first beginnings of the plant 
family. The result of this “chemical combination,” when 
aided by rain and sun, continued to grow and produce 
seeds. These seeds were then blown by the winds and 
landed in a spot where, perhaps, a different combination 
of minerals and soil caused a different strain of vegetation 
to evolve. This process continued, and is still continuing 
today, from the beginning stages of the earth. 

Because some of the plants of the Botanical 
Kingdom were eaten by the animals, the Mineral 
Kingdom, from which the plants developed, can be 
considered to cross over into the other kingdoms, and the 
other kingdoms return to the Mineral Kingdom through 
the process of decomposition. You might say this Mineral 
Kingdom is the foundation or the building block for the 
Botanical and Biological Kingdoms. However, it will not 
cross over into the higher kingdoms as these kingdoms go 
into ethereal matter which is a higher form of atomic 
matter. Atomic matter (the Elemental Kingdom) has its 
evolution also. Lower levels of the Elemental Kingdom, 
subatomic matter, are found in the Mineral Kingdom, 
higher levels in the Botanical and Biological Kingdom and 
highly evolved levels of the Elemental Kingdom, better 
known to us as angels, are found in the higher kingdoms 
and it does not stop there. 
3rd Pass through Oversoul – 9 Hundred Million Yrs Ago - 
Transitional - Beginning of the Biological Kingdom 
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The next stage, that of the appearance of the 
amoeba, was a very long stage. The appearance of this 
amoeba can be placed approximately at nine hundred 
million years ago as the start of the transitional period. 
All from the animal evolution stage are from the third 
“pass of the Oversoul.” The “third pass of the Oversoul” is 
earth moving through the force field. This field we are 
going through now is the thought-form of the Oversoul, 
Michael.  

The Mineral Kingdom caused the birth of the 
Botanical Kingdom. The plants then, in turn, met with 
the water, lay in the puddles and breeding took place in 
those swampy areas between the soil and certain rotting 
plants and the one cell amoeba was formed. This process 
can be compared to conception and gestation in humans. 
This one cell amoeba was one of the gifts given planet 
earth as part of her rejuvenation. In other words, it was 
implanted in the form of energy before earth was born, so 
you could say the amoeba was embedded or implanted 
from the central universe onto earth.  

Compare this to giving a mother certain vitamins 
while she’s carrying her baby, that will cause, for 
instance, extra long fingernails to develop after the child 
is born. This is the type of embedding that I’m talking 
about. It was embedded into the womb before birth. The 
catalyst that then caused it to come alive after birth was 
the water. 
7 Hundred Million Years Ago - Actual Start of the 
Biological Kingdom 

The actual formation of the amoeba took about two 
hundred million years. This brings us to seven hundred 
million years ago at the start of the Biological Kingdom, 
with the amphibious stage the first, because of the water 
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that had not yet evaporated off again after the third pass 
through the Oversoul. 
The Biological Kingdom 

The Biological Kingdom had its beginning, as 
given, when it was brought in from the central universe 
as the amoeba. It was embedded into the planet at the 
same time the energies were drawn from the other 
planets in the central universe and fed into planet earth 
before she was reborn. The one cell amoeba grew in a 
state of perfection. The atmosphere, the nourishment on 
planet earth was just right because it was planned this 
way. It was like a recipe that was followed while earth 
was in the inner planes – so much of this ingredient, so 
much of that ingredient, a shot of this, it’s low in that; 
give it so many grams of energy from this one. Do you 
understand the analogy I’m trying to make here? 
Separation of Internal Organs 

As this one cell amoeba grew and grew and was 
nourished by the vegetation in the different areas where 
it developed, many diverse forms started appearing and 
taking shape, and at one point some of them split the sack 
so that each half had a single stomach. This split 
happened hit or miss. There was no pattern, so to speak. 
It was known that it would happen. Let’s compare it to a 
recipe you’re following. Say you sprinkle paprika in, a 
little tiny bit of paprika. One of those little grains of 
paprika coming in contact with another certain 
combination of ingredients in that soup would then cause 
a split.  

It was planned that splits would only take place 
where this paprika landed, so that they would not all 
split; only a certain amount of them would. But it was hit 
or miss as to where this split happened. It couldn’t be 
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planned right down to this one cell amoeba is going to 
split and this one is not. The ones with this single 
stomach also split other factions, other genes, other 
sprinkles of “spices.” They split the internal organs 
exactly evenly and because they had only half of the 
internal organs they did not grow as large in size, they 
just grew differently. Also, the tails were not as long.  

It’s very difficult to explain this to someone who is 
not a scientist or an anthropologist, and does not 
understand the difference between the factory of a human 
and the factory of an animal. But if you were to study it 
you would see very clearly why what we call the ape 
family developed differently. They were the ones that 
developed as a result of the split. That is how this came 
about. When earth was rejuvenated this one ingredient 
was put in and randomly caused this minute difference to 
take place at a certain stage. The separation of humans 
from animals was actually a very simple matter. The 
animal kingdom itself was entered by a weaker band of 
energy, one that was not very ambitious, just kind of 
content and all very similar. They cannot become as 
humans because this minute difference in the digestive 
system did not take place in them. 
Communication from Michael, the Creator God 

We did not want all of the animals having this 
capability because I would not need that many forms for 
my spirit to live in. I knew exactly how many sparks were 
going to drop off of me and I knew exactly how many 
forms I would need. I always know what is needed and 
will provide it. Yes, I am Michael coming through. 
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Chapter Nine 
 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUR PLANET 
 

e were visiting the Monterey Bay Aquarium 
in Monterey, California. It was Memorial 

Day weekend and we had to wait in line for an hour and a 
half before we could get in, but it was worth it. Even after 
we were inside Neil had a great deal of trouble trying to 
take any pictures because of the large crowd. He kept 
getting bumped just as he got in position to snap the 
shutter. 

“I never dreamed there were so many different 
species of life in the ocean,” said Neil.  

“I didn’t either. This is fantastic,” I replied. 
 

 
 

Shark at Monterey Bay Aquarium 

W 
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 “It’s too bad we had to come on a holiday weekend, 
but I’m just like everyone else. I have to go places and do 
things when I have time off from my job,” Neil said. 

 “Children are the same way – they’re out of school 
on holidays too. Oh well, I’m sure glad we didn’t leave like 
we talked about doing when we found out how long the 
line was,” I answered. 

We were looking at the tide pools with their 
teeming life. “Do you know what this reminds me of in 
relation to our trips with the TimeTraveler?” I asked Neil. 

 “Yeah, I think I do – the amoeba,” he said. 
 “You’re right. Why don’t we make this our next 

incredible journey with the TimeTraveler? Let’s see if 
using our imagination we can make ourselves small 
enough to ride on the back of that sand crab and let him 
take us to the TimeTraveler’s magic rainbow carpet. He 
can then take us back in time to the beginning of the 
Biological Kingdom.” 

 

Space Flights to Earth Begin 
The ball of fire blazing in the distance was visible 

at all times for hundreds of thousands of years until 
gradually it began to cool. 

Many more eons went by before the flights to 
planet earth began from the Andromeda galaxy. The first 
day mentioned in the Bible referred to the first ships from 
the other galaxies. The Andromedians made the first two 
trips. The first trip was the discovery of the amoeba; on 
the second trip they discovered that it had progressed into 
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the upright animal form. These would be the first two 
days Biblically speaking. 

The travelers from the Andromeda galaxy watched 
the cooling down process. Their space ships traveled to it 
before it even cooled enough for landing. It had cooled to a 
solid but the gases were still curling up off of it and lava 
would bubble up everywhere. 

They stayed with it until the discovery of the 
amoeba. This ended the participation of the 
Andromedians, who came from all the inhabited planets 
in that galaxy, taking turns sending expeditions. 

Having discovered the beautiful shaping up of this 
amoeba, the Andromedians turned the watch over to the 
Pleiades galaxy, which was responsible for the third and 
fourth days Biblically speaking. By the time of the fourth 
trip the animals had truly progressed past the ape stage 
into a different form. The Pleiadians carried it to the 
stage where the animals started walking upright, when it 
was possible to mate the animals with evolved life from 
other planets. 

When this was discovered the Pleiadians then 
turned it over to Sirion and others in the same galaxy, the 
Milky Way as we know it. The different galaxies watching 
earth’s progress had superior knowledge in their 
particular stage of the watch and, for instance, when the 
Andromedians turned it over to the Pleiadians, they (the 
Andromedians) took on the watch of the next planet, 
which is almost in the amoeba stage now. 

As given the Pleiadians, in turn, gave the watch 
over to other planets in the Milky Way galaxy, of which 
Sirion and Venus were the main two. They were 
responsible for the fifth and sixth trips (days). At the time 
of the fifth trip the true form had altered from that of the 
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animal. They had been watching for this alteration to 
appear before they began their experiments. The animals 
still had their tails at the beginning of their experiments, 
which they quickly lost. The original experimenters were 
from Venus. The animals were left to bear their offspring 
for two generations. This would be the fifth day. On the 
sixth day (trip) they were again inseminated with their 
genes, artificially. It took four generations for them to 
lose their tail to the point where it was a stub of six 
inches, and it took three more generations for this stub to 
disappear.  
Miniaturization 

When the evolving animals were found to be 
standing upright, they were huge in size, what would be 
termed a giant in today’s world. At the same time that 
they were inseminated with genes, they were also 
miniaturized to bring them down to the approximate size 
of the spacemen. The process took several generations. 
The other animals were also large, but were not 
miniaturized at that time. Therefore they continued to 
grow, but the ones who were of the ape family, that had 
been inseminated, continued to get smaller. 
Early Man 

All these other animals continued developing, 
along with the group of animals that had been 
miniaturized. This group was now standing up on their 
hind legs. They were beginning to group together, taking 
cover from the huge animals. These were the results of 
the split of the amoeba. They were more refined; they 
actually were to the point of where they could think. They 
had this awareness, this instinct of self-preservation 
honed to a sharper degree than the big animals of the 
animal kingdom. The more they began to separate 
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themselves off into their groups, the greater the 
difference between them and the animals became. They 
gathered together to find food and for protection and they 
began to form a group consciousness of taking care of 
each other. They also began banding together against the 
antagonism of the big animals. They were thinking on a 
certain level, to the point where they could plan ahead, 
perhaps to put food away for the hard winter weather. 
They had a realization of the cycles of nature. They 
seemed to understand what caused babies to be born. 
They had a rudimentary mind working on an instinct 
level of procreation, self-preservation and instinct 
survival. 
The Biological Kingdom 

The formation of the Biological Kingdom was an 
involved process, with a mini-transitional period between 
each stage. These mini-transitional periods were the 
results of the flares, Demonia, Harmonia and Satania 
that were sent to the planets, progressing through each 
as the inseminating process that was in use at that time. 
Each flare brought forward advancements in the evolving 
brain cells of this “animal” kingdom on planet earth. 
These flares were sent at widely spaced periods. As this 
one cell amoeba split, the ones that did not split were 
growing and forming into all different kinds of animals. 
The ones that did not split had the double stomach 
intestinal tract, totally different from the ones who did 
split. Keep in mind that the ones that did split were 
forming into a very different kind of animal – one that 
started standing up on its hind legs; one that had a 
different internal make-up, the cave man stage. 

First Mini-Transitional Period - The first flare, 
Demonia, about two hundred million years ago, caused 
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the first split into what is termed the double-stomached 
animal evolving on the earth. 

Second Mini-Transitional Period - The second 
flare, Harmonia, causing the split into the bisexual 
animal, came about seventy million years ago. 

Third Mini-Transitional Period - The third and last 
flare, Satania, which caused the split into those animals 
that were able to pull energy from the atmosphere, came 
approximately twenty million years ago.  

Earth was then left alone for a lengthy period of 
time, until the first animals started standing upright. At 
this time the insemination experiments were begun that 
would carry the evolution on the planet ever forward. 
(These experiments are the “days” referred to in the 
Bible.) 

The story of creation covers many generations of 
experiments. Passages in Genesis were still dealing with 
the experiments of the space people in getting a line of 
more highly evolved humans started; not only started, but 
controlled as far as having anything further to do with 
those coming from a more pure animal background. 

A new experiment was started on the animal form 
at this time that is still ongoing today. All of the animals 
that split the internal organs were artificially 
inseminated with genes from higher planets. The 
alteration that had to take place before the experiment 
could begin had to do with the internal digestive system. 
There are minute differences that perhaps our medical 
doctors and scientists are not aware of. These differences 
were very minute but necessary because the digestive 
system is the processing plant, you might say, for psychic 
energy; for the entrance of the spirit and the 
disbursement of the energies that the proper use of this 
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divine spirit can bring. It is not, as everyone would like to 
think, in the brain. The energy center is in the digestive 
system.  

When the experimenters from Sirion saw this 
alteration happening, they began their experiments. They 
had been through this before and knew what to look for 
on this planet. These experiments had to do with the 
addition of chakras. 
Chakras are Energy Centers  

The chakras are the biological form of the 
hyperactive atoms which make up the elemental 
kingdom. They are simply energy centers, storehouses for 
the vibrating atoms, the first stirring of life in the cosmos. 
The evolution of the chakras parallels that of humanity. 
It must because it has developed, grown and evolved since 
before the Biological Kingdom. It was the force, the 
energy, which caused the Geological Kingdom to become 
active. In that stage, the elementals were simply the air 
that played around and lifted grains of sand which had 
crumbled off of the pristine rock surfaces and placed them 
down on the ground near water. This caused a chemical 
reaction between the minerals in the soil and the algae in 
the water. This gave birth to the Botanical Kingdom and 
provided a form for this energy to be embedded in. Thus 
the root chakra, the first chakra is the first bundle of 
energy to be embodied in a manifested form in physical 
matter. 
First Chakra 

Each kingdom split its evolutionary track. Some 
moved backward and some forward on these evolutionary 
tracks each time a new stage of evolution was brought in. 
The Botanical Kingdom evolved through the decaying and 
rotting of matter. Incidentally, some of it returned to the 
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Geological Kingdom, as a payback for getting its start, in 
the form of precious stones and gems and even layers of 
coal. Some of the Botanical Kingdom moved forward. The 
stage of the plants moving forward was into the one cell 
amoeba and this root chakra, this first chakra, was the 
life force of all the Biological Kingdom until the 
insemination of the genes of visitors from Venus into the 
animal form was done. 

The root chakra was necessary in animals that 
used their tails, and it was only sealed over in the 
animals that were to follow into the human track as they 
would no longer need the tail. Therefore, the tail 
disappeared from man.  

Our kundalini, the root chakra, is not needed at 
our stage of evolution. This kundalini is a very dangerous 
chakra. It was necessary in the beginning; it was the only 
chakra in those early life forms. The total being was 
centered in the kundalini for the life giving properties 
and energies.  

You might say it was the center of the vibrating 
atoms. It’s like a little bundle of worms inside us, if you 
want to think of it that way, and was quite necessary in 
those early forms of life. It has grown with evolution and 
it is now a huge center of fire and if you open it you could, 
conceivably, burn yourself up. It is very, very dangerous. 
FIRST ROUND OF INSEMINATIONS – NINE 
HUNDRED THOUSAND YEARS AGO - SEALING OF 
FIRST CHAKRA - DEVELOPMENT OF SECOND - THE 
SACRAL PLEXUS 

The first wave of help, the first round of this new 
method of insemination of genes from higher planets took 
place about nine hundred thousand years ago. 
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Second Chakra 
When this root chakra was sealed off, the bundle of 

energy was embedded in the second chakra, the sacral 
plexus, to insure survival of the race. This second chakra 
was, in essence, the only one operating in early man 
because of the sealing over of the root chakra. The sacral 
plexus was the center of survival, of animal instincts such 
as eating, sleeping and procreating. 
SECOND ROUND OF INSEMINATIONS – SEVEN 
HUNDRED THOUSAND YEARS AGO - 
DEVELOPMENT OF THIRD CHAKRA - THE SOLAR 
PLEXUS 

This was followed rather quickly by the second 
round as the experimenters realized the first round had 
not helped much. The second took place about seven 
hundred thousand years ago. At this time was when the 
first try at entering the bodies was made by Lucifer. It 
couldn’t work as the form was not refined enough. 
Third Chakra 

The third chakra, the solar plexus, came into being 
gradually. The third center, which is the sensing of 
other’s thoughts, developed as primitive man felt a 
definite need for communication with his own kind.  

After the animal forms had developed into an 
upright tailless form they began to sense their difference 
from the animals that stayed on all fours. They began 
letting others of their own kind know what they meant by 
simple grunts and sign language. These differences 
developed very slowly because the energy of the second 
chakra was not closed off. This energy had to be kept to 
insure survival of the race. Therefore, it was necessary to 
develop an energy center from scratch, so to speak. 
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THIRD ROUND OF INSEMINATIONS – SIX 
HUNDRED THOUSAND YEARS AGO - 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOURTH CHAKRA - THE 
HEART 

Another round was made in a different manner 
from a different planet. The race was left alone for a 
lengthy period of time to bring the results of this 
experiment into fruition on its own. This third round was 
about six hundred thousand years ago.  
Fourth Chakra 

The third stage of sensing each other’s thoughts 
was followed by the addition of the heart chakra, which 
was a quickly developing one, as it became urgently 
necessary to keep early man from destroying himself. 
This was the time when the third round of experiments, 
the third insemination of genes, took place. Help was 
again brought in from the seventh planet in the form of 
elemental energy bundles to accomplish this.  

Thus, the animals began to have feelings and 
emotions to deal with in connection with their instincts. 
This was the time that these simple creatures developed a 
conscience, a need to feel responsible for their actions 
against others. Now the second center, the sacral plexus, 
and the fourth center, the heart chakra, began to function 
closely with each other. The third center, the solar plexus 
was not deliberately closed off, but fell into disuse due to 
the heavy activity of the second and fourth centers. 
FOURTH ROUND OF INSEMINATIONS – NINETY 
THOUSAND YEARS AGO - DEVELOPMENT OF THE 
FIFTH CHAKRA - THE THROAT 

Nothing more was done until it could be 
determined that the results were encouraging. Therefore 
the long time of leaving earth with no direct guidance 
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ended at ninety thousand years ago. This was the fourth 
round bringing in the fifth chakra.  
Fifth Chakra 

The sensing of other’s thoughts, ESP, so to speak, 
began to fade. Needing a means to communicate, the 
throat chakra drew the energy bundle, the vibrating 
atoms, from the solar plexus up to the throat and the fifth 
chakra came into being. The grunts turned into 
distinguishable, intelligent sounds that developed quickly 
into a language. That’s when progress began taking place 
by leaps and bounds. 
THE FIFTH ROUND OF INSEMINATIONS BRINGING 
IN THE SIXTH CHAKRA WAS DONE FIFTY 
THOUSAND YEARS AGO. 
THE SIXTH ROUND BRINGING THE SEVENTH 
CHAKRA WAS DONE TEN THOUSAND YEARS AGO. 
THE SEVENTH ROUND, BRINGING IN THE EIGHTH 
OR EAR CHAKRA WAS STARTED TWO THOUSAND 
YEARS AGO AND IS STILL ONGOING. 

The Geological Kingdom eventually evolved into 
having one chakra, the root chakra, which came about 
when part of the Botanical Kingdom repaid its debt to the 
Geological Kingdom by returning to the earth and 
becoming precious stones and gems. The Botanical 
Kingdom evolved to having three chakras, which came 
about due to the Biological Kingdom returning its body 
waste to the Botanical Kingdom for use as fertilizer. The 
animal track of the Biological Kingdom evolved as far as 
the fifth chakra and the human track progressed to the 
seventh chakra. 
Forms Followed Evolution of Sound 

• Aquatic Life - The Biological Kingdom actually 
developed with the evolution of sound beginning 
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with the forming of the first ear canal. This was in 
aquatic life and is now in the form of gills. At that 
time it was a sensing device for early aquatic life to 
sense the approach of other aquatic life that could 
harm them. This is the basic beginning of the 
evolution of sound. The stages of the development 
of the ear canal are what will show the separation 
of the animal and human kingdoms. 

• Reptile Stage - The next stage was the tube’s 
elongation into the throat cavity. This took place in 
reptiles and triggered an automatic response of the 
whiplash movement of the fang when any 
vibrations were picked up by the sensing device, 
which was just a small pinprick of a hole in the 
snake’s head. 

• Hoofed Animals - This developed into a larger 
opening as far as the outer manifestation, and the 
inner ear became separated from the throat cavity 
with what is now the ear drum. At that time it was 
merely a thin membrane not as refined as today’s 
eardrum, which is tuned to the frequency of the 
form. This stage of rudimentary ear drum was 
found in the hoofed animals that developed. 

• Heavy Furred Animals - The next stage was that of 
a split canal, the inner and the outer canals for the 
ear. This took place in the heavy furred animals. In 
the beginning it served to block icy winds which, 
when going straight into the ear, would cause frost 
bite and painful ear irritations for these animals. 
It was a form of self-protection that caused the two 
canals, similar to a double entry of doors on a 
house to block the cold winds from entering. 
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• Early Man - The next stage, then, was one of 
tuning that caused the growth of tiny sound 
interpreters to develop. These were the stage of 
early man, or the cave man, if you will, the stage 
where the animals began standing on their hind 
legs to reach for food in the trees. These 
animal/men had need of sharper hearing abilities 
for protection. The ear has always been used for 
protection. Even now that is one of its biggest 
tasks. 

• Genetic Experimentation - The next stage, then, 
was the refinement of this total ear that was 
caused by the insemination experiments on the 
animals that had begun standing up. By 
insemination of genes from higher planets, the ear 
canal took on the form it has now. It developed 
translators for sound into more than just a 
vibratory response. It is difficult to describe, but 
the ability of these canals into the head are very 
important to the communication between 
dimensions. This is the stage that appeared here. 
It had to do with assimilating of information, in 
other words, taking many different sensed aspects 
of the environment and formulating them into an 
auditory message to send to the brain. This first 
stage of interpretation of messages was the 
separation point between the animal and the 
human kingdoms. This was a forerunner to speech. 
This stage had to come before speech could. 

• Speech itself, of course, came next.  
• The next stage will be the ear chakra. The 

refinement of the outer looks of the ears continued. 
The ears are pointed on many planets to help with 
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an antennae effect as this is what they must be 
considered, antennae. This is the next kingdom 
and the stage where humanity is at present. The 
ears are the antennae between the inner 
dimensions and the higher dimensions. They are 
very important to the development and growth of 
humans spiritually.  

• The following stages will lead to communication 
with all and the Harmony of the Spheres. 

Big Animals Overrun Earth 
The times when the big animals roamed the land 

was a period when earth was left without help from other 
planets because of an event taking place at the other end 
of the Milky Way Galaxy. A new star was being born, 
coming up out of a black hole like a bubble being blown 
out of a bubble pipe. It was a beautiful sight and an 
extremely exciting time period. This was the new planet 
spoken of as almost being at the amoeba stage. 

This time period when there were no flights to 
earth by spacemen was the time period when the dark 
ages were upon the land. When expeditions returned to 
earth after this event was over, it was found to be overrun 
with huge animals, threatening extinction of this early 
man. These other animals had become so large they were 
a menace to all and the ape-men had to hide from them at 
all times.  

When the space flights resumed it was realized 
that these huge animals had to be dealt with. They had to 
be destroyed as they also threatened the spacemen’s 
safety. Many different means were tried, but the 
disintegration ray was the most effective. This left no 
large bodies to contaminate the earth. At the same time, 
the species of these were miniaturized so the species 
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would not be totally wiped out. Yes, this is possible today 
and also it is possible to giantize any species, but why 
would the spacemen want to? As stated, some of the 
young were miniaturized and survive today in the mini-
state. 
Electrical Energy Falls into Kingdoms 

The band of energy, the lightning bolt (solar flare 
Satania) coming from planet three, wanted to know 
everything. They wanted to get into those “things” that 
were standing up and grouping together and experience 
what they saw those “things” experiencing. We’ll call 
them cave men as that is what they had evolved to by this 
time, but let there be no doubt about it, they came from 
the apes. 

When the lightning bolt shattered, the first energy, 
the lowest, weakest energy, fell into the Mineral 
Kingdom. It just drifted down and soaked into the 
ground. You might think of it as a fiery rain. Picture this 
energy as a whirlpool, if you will, and the lowest part of 
this whirlpool just dropped off. That was the mineral 
band of energy. As the energy was still whirling around, 
another layer of it broke loose and dropped down. This 
was the Botanical Kingdom band of energy. You might 
picture it as syrup that coated the trees and plant life 
with a nice thin film. Whereas the first band, the mineral 
band, had soaked right into the ground, this one did not.  

Up towards the larger part of the whirlpool the 
bands of energy were growing bigger. The next one was 
for the animals and as it dropped off it found a nice home 
in all the animals that were walking on four legs. The 
thought-forms that made up this band of energy were not 
very ambitious thought-forms. They were just kind of 
content and were all very similar. This band of energy 
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impregnated the mind of the animals; it drifted down all 
in one piece, although in one respect it did separate. A 
little band of it separated off into one animal, another 
little band of it went into another animal, etc. 
Energy Band Shatters For Human Kingdom 

When Michael the Oversoul sent out His first two 
flares from our sun Lucifer – Demonia and Harmonia – 
there was not enough force for the energy to be shattered. 
But with the third flare, Satania, Lucifer decided that He 
would be able to learn more and experience more if the 
energy was split into individual sparks and allowed to 
enter the animal forms that were standing upright, that 
populated earth at this time. Up at the top of this 
whirlpool, the energy snapped loose and shattered into 
billions of fiery sparks. This was what Lucifer wanted. 
Now these sparks could get into some of those bodies, the 
bigger ones, the ones that were standing on their two 
hind legs and walking around. Those were the ones the 
sparks wanted to enter, and every one of the sparks 
automatically, instinctively knew which of those strange 
creatures they wanted to go into. The ones walking 
around standing upright were having more fun. They 
knew more about what was going on. They had better 
minds and were more aware. The shattering of the sparks 
provided an individualized piece of strong energy to enter 
the more advanced life forms, the ape-man or cave-man, if 
you will. 
Sparks Enter Bodies 

When a few of the sparks tried to enter the bodies 
of the cave men it was a very frightening experience 
because they couldn’t seem to control the “thing” they had 
gone into because the animal bodies were much too dense 
and strongly animalistic. Their hold was so strong that 
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the spirit thought-forms trying to inhabit them had to 
give up because they had no way of controlling the animal 
nature. Quite a few of the spirits actually tried to go into 
the cave men and found there was absolutely no way they 
could control them. They wanted to control them because 
otherwise they would just be along for the ride and they 
wouldn’t learn anything on their own. They wouldn’t be 
able to have their own experiences and this was what this 
planet number four, earth, was laid out for – to 
experience. 
Couldn’t Control Animal Forms 

Michael had always given these sparks (Lucifer or 
humanity) free will, but this time He gave them even 
more free will. He told them to see what they could 
experience. But what a nightmare! They couldn’t even 
control the motions of the “thing.” They couldn’t make it 
obey their commands at all. When they tried to go one 
direction, the “thing” took off in exactly the opposite 
direction. How awful. It really was a terrible experience, 
but wouldn’t it be fun if they could learn to control one of 
those. But that animal will, or determination or ego was 
very strong and because the energy had split into all 
those tiny, tiny sparks, they just were not strong enough 
to control the animal bodies. Now, had the energy not 
shattered into such tiny little sparks; had it shattered 
into bigger globs of the divineness, perhaps those bigger 
sparks could have gone into the animal forms and been 
able to control them. The way it was, the energy 
shattered too far, so Lucifer couldn’t come back out of the 
animal bodies without some help. In this respect, Lucifer 
did not plan far enough ahead. 
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Sparks Ordered To Stay Out Of Bodies 
Meanwhile Michael, the Oversoul, had been 

watching all this and saw the problems that all the 
sparks were having. He was very curious about those cave 
men and He did have His feelers out to the sparks, 
remember. They were not totally separated from Him. He 
could feel and experience through them. He realized, also, 
what a frightening thing it was not to be able to control 
the animal bodies, so He sent the orders down to stay out 
of them.  

But He really wanted to experience more. He went 
back to the drawing board. He asked himself how He 
going to accomplish this. The happenings in this world 
that He had created had caused interest in other areas. 
He knew that Lucifer’s antics, trying to inhabit those 
forms, had been watched by those from other worlds. He 
called in help from a brother of His, another Central Sun 
from another solar system who sent this help in the shape 
of comets. This was electrical energy. Lucifer pulled back 
up out of the bodies when this help came in.  

These other worlds were inhabited with forms that 
Michael’s brothers had made exactly the same way He 
had been doing, by experimentation. They had been quite 
successful in their efforts and He asked for advice and 
help from His elder brothers. They immediately offered to 
help and sent their most advanced children to show Him 
how they thought those forms could be made inhabitable. 
The early forms of life on these other planets didn’t look 
or act like those large, hairy things, but they really 
believed they could help. These brothers were much 
further ahead in progress. They had a different vibration 
from a higher dimension and they felt that by 
impregnating their genes into those animal bodies they 
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could refine them so there wouldn’t be any more 
problems. This would cut the hold of the animal nature by 
half and make these bodies usable by the divine sparks 
floating around earth. They could then inhabit these 
bodies and learn control. They found that the earlier they 
inhabited them, in other words as soon as the body was 
born, the better they could control them. 
Lucifer Wanted To Experience Life 

After all, Lucifer had decided that this was the way 
He wanted His little earth down there to operate, and He 
had every right to make the decision as to what He 
wanted to prove or disprove or experience or not 
experience on His earth. It was His earth. His Father, 
Michael, had given it to Him and that was the way He 
wanted to experience it. He wanted to be able to eat of the 
fruit of the earth, to enjoy the bonding of male and 
female, which He had never experienced in just that way. 
Those guys down there were the only ones that did 
experience it that way and He wondered what it really 
was like. He really wanted to experience that and not 
only that, but also water. He wondered what it would feel 
like to just be in water; to get right down in the water, to 
have your whole body get wet, or to walk around in the 
dirt and kick it with those sticks they were walking on. 
Let’s invent a word for them. Let’s call them legs with feet 
on them. He wanted to kick that dirt around and feel it. 
He also wanted to hear the different sounds through their 
ears; the songs of the birds, the sound of a breeze, a wind 
blowing, and a crack of thunder. Yes, He could hear the 
sounds when He was in thought-form, but it was 
different. He was sure that thunder must have been a 
frightening thing to those cave men down there. He really 
and truly wanted to get down there and find out. So, 
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through experimentation, they finally refined the forms 
so the first group of sparks could try again to enter the 
bodies. 
Michael’s Sons Have Personalities and Thinking 
Processes 

The planets in our solar system were given to the 
sons by their Father, the Great Central Sun. These sons 
have personalities and thinking processes. Michael is the 
Central Sun of our Milky Way galaxy. He is responsible 
directly to our planet because Lucifer, the son to whom 
He gave it, is hopelessly entangled in the animal forms on 
planet earth. Michael is in charge, serving as a 
grandfather figure, if you will, to us, the children of 
Lucifer, who have no access at the present time to our 
father Lucifer’s guidance. Michael is the father of Lucifer. 
Earth was attracted to Lucifer our sun and got caught in 
its magnetic field. Lucifer sent out three flares, the third 
one is trapped on the earth plane, therefore Lucifer is 
trapped also as He is connected to each and every human 
being. Michael declared “I also am connected through 
Lucifer to each being. I am Spirit an octave higher (than 
Lucifer).” When I speak of Lucifer and Michael, they are 
almost interchangeable. One is simply the spirit mind at 
a lower elevation, the other at a very high elevation. 

To review, earth herself is a spirit person, the 
same way Michael is a spirit person. The spirit of earth is 
Lucifer, the son of Michael. Lucifer our sun was attracted 
into the magnetic field of Michael, the Great Central Sun. 
The planets are attracted to Lucifer, so it is the same 
thing as grandfather, father and children. The son, 
Lucifer, is imprisoned, so Grandfather Michael is “acting” 
as the father figure.  
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Therefore, the sun we see in our sky is actually 
Lucifer. We do not see Michael with our physical eye. He 
is too far away. This is why we humans were given the 
great gift of inner vision so we could see and behold and 
experience and enjoy the beauty and majesty of the inner 
world. But we must turn inward. It is not going to just 
happen to us someday. We have to work at it. Our sun, 
Lucifer, is being taken advantage of and not being treated 
right by the animal forms he entered. Our sun could be of 
great benefit to humanity if he could get away from the 
animal influence. The mini-black holes leading into His 
center are there, but we have not turned our vision 
inward enough to see and understand what a tremendous 
blessing this sun can be to us, if He can only become 
exteriorized (brought into the open) on the earth plane. 
Humanity needs to understand that they are the spirit 
mind of Lucifer, the son of Michael, and that every one of 
them makes up the spirit mind of Lucifer. 

Picture our sun Lucifer, as a gigantic brain, whose 
left chamber was just swirling with scientific formulas 
and electrical components, as a most fantastic computer 
analysis terminal. But keep this sun in mind as a 
“person,” because our sun is a person – a macro-person 
because He is out in the expanded universe. When He 
comes in to us He is in micro form of electrical energy 
particles because of the expanded and compressed time 
concepts.  

This sun felt the need for beauty and love and this 
undeveloped cavity of His brain knew that He would need 
to find a way to experience something that He couldn’t 
even define at that time. We humans are Him, expanding 
the right side of His brain for Him. Now He realizes that 
the two sides must balance to be able to return to His 
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Creator who gave Him His body (planet) to develop as He 
wished.  
Sun Has Individuality 

That sun up in the sky has – I prefer not to use the 
word personality, I’m going to use the word individuality 
(but not with any connotations of separatism); 
individuality in the fact that He is a synthesized being. 
He is spirit being and as true spirit He does not have – 
and this is true for all beings of spirit – they do not have a 
personality as we think of the word personality, but they 
do have their own individuality. This, truly, is what the 
individuals on the earth plane should be striving for – not 
the expression of their personality, but the expression of 
their individuality and there truly is a great difference. 
Personality is made up of that ugly monster ego, while 
individuality is made up of the beautiful inner being. To 
express individuality takes great self-esteem and self-
confidence. To express the personality takes neither. All it 
takes is a physical body. 
Lucifer 

There is much misinterpretation and a lot of 
misunderstanding on the subject of Lucifer, the sun of our 
solar system. I feel the best way to present this is as 
follows: Lucifer was not of divine evolution. He was of 
physical evolution, but was the esoteric (inner) part of 
physical evolution. Just as we are not of divine evolution 
– we are of physical evolution with an esoteric (inner) 
aspect.  

Divine evolution and spiritual evolution is not the 
same thing. Divine evolution means in a direct etheric 
(high vibratory rate) lineage from the Creator. Spiritual 
evolution means in a direct esoteric (lesser vibratory rate) 
lineage and physical evolution means, of course, in a 
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direct matter (low vibratory rate) lineage from a 
combination of animal (even lower) and spiritual 
evolution.  

As the physical forms continue to evolve they 
absorb more of the esoteric, which is Lucifer. This would 
be our dual nature. The next stage is raising up our 
vibratory level to the higher esoteric, the spiritual level, 
thereby bringing Lucifer, which is thus far our dual 
nature, up out of the duality, into the higher vibrations of 
the spiritual. This is the point where an entity becomes 
soul-infused. As he then works even harder on raising his 
consciousness he will eventually reach the divine, the 
Creator, the central core of the universe, his God Within, 
the apex of his mind.  
Humanity Is Lucifer’s Spiritual Body 

Lucifer is thought of as bad because He is caught 
in the animal bodies, trapped is a better word, that He 
wanted to enter and experience. If Lucifer is thought of as 
evil then humanity is thinking of themselves as evil and, 
as thoughts are things, then they are evil. The name of 
Lucifer simply must be cleared of the reputation of evil. 
Those contacting spirit and working with it need to think 
of this spirit mind as Lucifer, son of Michael. This will do 
more to help humanity than might be imagined. 

The more who raise their consciousness and join in 
spirit with spirit, the faster earth will gain her birthright, 
which is to be a spiritual planet in the Creator’s glorious 
universe. Lucifer is truly the beautiful spirit that is 
beginning to rise up out of the animal nature of humanity 
to claim its birthright. The more that awaken to what has 
happened to Lucifer, the more quickly He can leave the 
animal bodies. He cannot come out of them until we do 
because WE ARE LUCIFER! 
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The curiosity and daring of Michael’s son Lucifer 
got Him into the predicament that He is in now; that of 
being trapped in the animal bodies that intrigued Him 
and captured His imagination and caused Him to 
determine that this was how He wanted to experiment 
and people His planet. He is the true prodigal son and His 
Father gave Him this planet because He loved Him. He 
cannot return to the light until we do because WE ARE 
HIM AFTER ALL! 
Planet Earth Is Hollow (from the guides and teachers) 

Due to the scientific progress that may be able to be 
made, we want to give the following information: The 
earth is indeed hollow at its central core - hollow, that is, 
of physical matter. But it is filled with the same ethereal 
matter that fills the universe that was described by you, 
Norma, as coming up from underneath the Isle of Central 
Core. In other words, what you called “black gold” of the 
consistency of honey is an ethereal atmosphere, to relate it 
in terms you will understand. This is the true location of 
the fourth dimension. When we say the inner must become 
the outer this is in reference to bringing this fourth 
dimensional ethereal matter out of the center of the earth 
to its place above the earth as the “graduation cap,” if you 
will, for earth’s graduation into the fourth dimension. 

As each individual must bring his inner God 
forward from the center of his being, so also, must the 
inner God, the God Within, of the earth be brought 
forward The ethereal matter, or honey, or black gold, 
filling the center of the earth is mixed in with physical 
matter, as at the beginning of creation, the gases swirl and 
harden. The gases mingle but the Spirit Mind stays above 
and watches and waits for the process to be complete. This 
is where the Spirit Mind of your planet, Lucifer, is located. 
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Because of the fiery gases that He is waiting above 
and watching you have perceived of a place called “hell.”  
The stories of the river of Styx and Hades all were half-
truths perceived by unevolved psychics. We have said 
many times there is more truth in Greek mythology than 
in your Bible. This is true also in this case. The entrance 
to the center of the hollow earth is under the ocean directly 
at the base of the isle of Crete. But what good will this 
knowledge do you?  None could survive a trip into the 
Central Core in a physical body. It is in another 
dimension and the only way a human can investigate it is 
through the inner world. If there is enough interest in this 
and sufficient answers would come from such exploration, 
we can give more at a future date. 

The beings that are located there are in thought-
form only. They have no physical attributes, only mind. 
Even in the ethereal dimension itself, they have no ethereal 
form (body), as they have never incarnated on any planet. 
This is the highest of the Hierarchy for your planet. They 
are directly under the mind of Lucifer who is, as we said 
before, “trapped” in the Central Core and cannot come 
back up out until humanity itself raises Him by raising 
their consciousness The twelve who are there with Him are 
Spirit Minds of Archangels, the part of the “lightning bolt” 
that stayed up, that did not shatter. When we say up, you 
must visualize it as down, because of the concept of the 
physical body of the planet. If it will make it any more 
understandable, when you want to “pray” you should bow 
your heads as that is where the Spirit Minds you are 
praying to are located. 

Now there is easy access for us in and out of the 
fourth dimension as we go right through physical matter. 
Therefore, we feel as though there is no enclosure around 
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us, no blockage over us. We can either leave easily and 
return or just transmit through the physical matter of the 
planet as it does not hinder us. We do see it, you must 
understand, but perhaps it can be compared to you seeing 
clouds moving and changing shapes above you. Try some 
time to picture a civilization taking place on the clouds 
over your head on a cloudy day. This is difficult to 
visualize on a cloudless day, but this will give you some 
idea of how we see your civilization. 

Perhaps this will also give you more of an idea of 
our concern with the nuclear experiments that are secretly 
going on at isolated parts of your planets. These are being 
done by both Russian and American Scientists and a third 
country is even, at this time, making plans to do this. Your 
country is just as dishonest as others when it comes to not 
honoring pacts and agreements for not testing nuclear 
devices. We can divulge the locations of activity for both 
countries and this is the only way we will do it. We would 
not give out one without giving out the other, but we are 
monitoring the situation closely. While we are discussing 
the ethics of your country we must say they leave much to 
be desired and only hinder the total process of raising the 
consciousness of humanity.  
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